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Tom Schuh, supervisor for the new 
crushing operation at Eden/Valders 
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conquer the 1.6 million ton pile of 
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Beginning September 2017, Eden/Valders Stone set up their own crushing 
plant, a new venture for the company at the Valders Quarry. The crushers have 
been running 11 hour days, to reduce a huge accumulation of rock — much of it 
quarried and stockpiled there 30 years ago by a former owner. The goal: to pro-
duce quality aggregate for road stone and clear stone. 

“We have 1.6 million tons (approximately) to crush in this pile,” explained Tom 
Schuh, supervisor of the company’s new crushing operation. “That number is 
not a guess. We calculated it from fly-overs, walk-arounds, and measurements.”  
The company had the already-quarried and piled stone, as well as customers who 
were ready to purchase their locally produced aggregate. What they needed was a 
dependable supply. To achieve that, operating their own crushing plant appeared 
to be the only solution.

Supervisor Schuh, who previously supervised a section of the stone fabrication 
building, also mentioned other possible plans in the works. “We’re considering 
expanding our aggregate market to include clear stone for additional concrete 
suppliers, aggregate for asphalt producers, and rip rap, in addition to possibly 
moving material by barge on Lake Michigan,” he noted.

For the newly purchased crushing plant, owner Jason Rohlfs selected a KPI JCI 
5260 Fast Pack Primary Impact Plant, a horizontal impactor.  One advantage of 
this tracked behemoth (weighing 130,040 pounds) for use with Valders’ stone 
pile is that it is mobile. “We can move it from one area to another as the pile is 
crushed,” commented Martin Biller, geologist and health, safety and environmen-
tal manager.

The KPI JCI 5260 also has an exceptionally large feed stock 
opening, 36 inch x 60 inch, a distinct advantage with the 
larger sized rocks on the 30-year-old pile, although some 
still need to be broken into smaller pieces using the ham-
mer attachment on their Volvo excavator.

In addition, the 5260 Primary also conveys material al-
ready-to-size out of the system, saving both time and un-
necessary wear on the machinery. This KPI JCI is capable 
of a large throughput of the piled dolomitic limestone. The 
plant configuration is diesel/electric.

Rohlfs chose a small-footprint Sandvik 4800 cone crusher 
with attached triple deck 6 x 20 foot screen for his second-
ary. This cone crusher produces the nicely shaped finished 
aggregate preferred by users. The 
Sandvik secondary cone also has a return conveyor for 

material that a sensor indicates needs to be re-crushed to 
meet product specs.

This Sandvik also has automatic overload protection in the 
form of a relief door. If the crusher is in danger of becom-
ing jammed by overloading or by uncrushable material, the 
door opens and the material falls out the door, rather than 
causing downtime for the whole line.

In addition, Rohlfs wisely decided to include a stand-alone 
CedarRapids 6 x 20 foot screen with three levels in Valders’ 
crushing plant, along with 5 conveyors. “With this set-up, 
we can make multiple products at the same time, from sand 

The view of the plant from the top of the mountain of stone waiting to be crushed into sellable aggregate.
Photo by Doug Brown

New venture at Eden/Valders Stone

When a rare equipment malfunction occurs, the experienced crew members can diagnose the problem and make 
repairs themselves. Tony Lisowe (on ladder) performs maintenance with crew member Rick Miller (left) and Tom 
Schuh assisting.

by Bill and Mary Weaver



to 6”clear stone. We do not wash, but with the ca-
pacity to screen twice, we are able to produce clean 
clear stone by double-screening alone,” explained 
Schuh. “We are often making four different products 
at once.” 

In actual practice, the Valders team’s main products, 
said Schuh, “are 3/4-inch-minus road gravel, 3/4-
inch clear stone for concrete, 1¼-inch-minus road 
gravel, 3-inch-minus road base, and 3/8-inch-minus 
fi nes,” sold for topdressing driveways. “We do pro-
duce some 6 inch, but we don’t sell a lot of that,” he 
added.

Rohlfs also purchased two Volvo loaders. Eden/
Valders Stone prefers Volvos for their fuel effi ciency, 
although their CAT 980 is still used for the heaviest 
work. “We use a John Deere 450 excavator to feed 
the crushing plant,” added Schuh, who supervises a 
team of three experienced operators. “I fi ll in wherev-
er I’m needed,” he added.  

With plenty of work at hand in the 1.6 million ton 
pile of stone, the crew has been running at 100 per-
cent since the end of September, working 11 hour 
days from 6 AM to 5PM, until deepening winter’s early 
nightfall shortened their work days to end at 4:00.

Crewmembers still arrive at 6 AM, however. “We 
turn on the oil heater when we fi rst arrive, fuel ma-
chines, and do equipment checks and minor mainte-

nance,” commented a crewmember. By the time the 
oil is heated enough to pump, all the machinery as 
well as the operators are ready to roll.
The Volvo 120 and 220 are kept busy through the 

workday, moving product fl owing from the conveyors 
to more permanent stockpiles. When a rare machin-
ery breakdown occurs, the experienced crew can di-
agnose the problem and make needed repairs them-
selves.

The crushing plant will be running straight through 
the punishing Wisconsin winters, working year-
round to turn that 30-year-old rock pile into salable 
aggregate.
Having their own crushing plant has already been 

a considerable convenience for Eden/Valders Stone. 
When the Eden Quarry had an obsolete ramp that 
needed to be cleared so additional stone could be 
mined in that area, the ramp was taken care of ex-
peditiously. The crushing plant was moved from the 
Valders Quarry to the Eden Quarry, where operators 
quickly crushed the stone in the ramp into aggregate, 
then moved back to Valders to continue the attack on 
the 1.6 million ton stone pile at the Valders Quarry, 
scarcely missing a beat.

Loads of aggregate are hauled by contractors who 
appreciate having the quality, local product. Un-
like many companies opening a new product line, 
the Valders Quarry did not need to hire a dedicat-
ed salesman for its aggregate. Even though the crew 

started crushing late in the season, employees were 
able to spread the word to draw customers in quick-
ly. “Tom Schuh knows all the guys locally who use 
aggregate, and he let them know we were in busi-
ness,” explained Biller. In turn, Schuh said, “Dave 
Bothe, General Manager at Valders, spread the word 
to users outside the area.” With Valders’ reputation, 
this was enough “publicity” to draw 25 to 100 trucks 
a day to the quarry to pick up loads of aggregate.

“At the present rate, the company is expecting to 
load about 50 trucks a day next summer, with the 
output of this crushing plant now at about 3,000 
tons per day,” added Schuh.
Having a new Rice Lake Weighing System SURVI-

VOR® truck scale in place when owner Jason Rohlfs 
decided to go with a company-owned crushing plant 
has been a big benefi t. Rohlfs had previously chosen 
their new, custom designed SURVIVOR® truck scale, 
which was installed last spring.

“We’d had the old one, probably for about 25 years, 
and it was just worn out,” commented Martin Bill-
er.  “Besides,” added Tom Schuh, “our previous truck 
scale was too short. We couldn’t weigh a whole semi 
on it. We had to weigh semis axle by axle,” a cum-
bersome procedure at best that would be out of the 
question with the addition of the aggregate pick up.

SURVIVORS® are carefully engineered to have 
the most steel at the points of heaviest stress, with 
closely spaced I-beams to support the weighbridge 
so that each truck tire is supported by an I-beam at 
all times. Rohlfs also chose the optional side rails to 
ensure that trucks don’t veer off center. 

In addition, SURVIVOR® truck scale systems offer 
automated features that owners of older truck scales 
can only dream about. Valders’ system, for example 
does not need an attendant. When drivers arrive to 
pick up loads of aggregate, they park on the scale 
and enter the adjacent small building, where they 
can log themselves in.

“We log in using our badge number,” commented a 
truck driver who was in the process of using the new 
system. “We enter the type of load we are picking up, 
from a printed list of possible load names. The sys-
tem weighs my empty truck and prints out the weigh 
slip. I tear off my copy, and drive in to pick up my 
load. When I come out with my truck loaded, I repeat 
the process,” and the SURVIVOR® truck scale sys-
tem calculates the net weight of the load.

In addition, their SURVIVOR® truck scale system 
brings other effi ciencies. “Each transaction,” contin-
ued Schuh, “is immediately recorded on the comput-
er and routed to computers in both the main offi ce 
and the accounting department. At the end of each 
month, accountants can quickly check the number 
of tons of each size of aggregate sold. Having the sys-
tem makes it possible for us to bill our aggregate cus-
tomers ourselves.

“Our scale is designed to take a lot of abuse,” he 
added.  In fact, SURVIVOR® Series truck scales are 
designed to accommodate a minimum of 250 trucks 
per day for 25 years without weighbridge failures, 
which is equivalent to more than 2 million weigh-
ments. Not a bad choice for a busy building stone 
quarry and fabrication business, together with a 
budding aggregate crushing operation that is expect-
ed to keep on growing!

SURVIVOR® Series truck scales are designed to accommodate a minimum of 250 trucks per day for 25 years with-
out weighbridge failures.  Inset: A truck driver checks himself into the computerized Survivor® truck scale system, 
weighing his empty truck.

Photo by Martin Biller
Inset photo by BIll Weaver

(L-R) Tony Lisowe and Rick Miller, crushing crew members, and Martin Biller, geologist and Director of Plant Safety, are 
dwarfed by the mountain of stone in the background.
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Regardless of industry, waste is 
one of the most detrimental and costly 
factors in a business. One New Mex-
ico-based construction company was 
able to turn what used to be tons of 
waste into big profi t with the help of a 
single crushing machine from IROCK. 
Ramirez & Sons, Inc. purchased the 
IROCK RDS-15 crusher less than a 
year ago, and has already seen the 
machine take lagging production rates 
to impressive new heights. And the 
company has grown its customer base 
and profi ts along the way.

Looking To Grow
Now led by fourth-generation profes-

sional contractor, Alonzo Ramirez Jr., 
Ramirez & Sons is the second larg-
est paving and aggregate provider in 
southeastern New Mexico, and em-
ploys more than 65 professionals at its 
corporate offi ce in Hobbs, N.M. 
Ramirez & Sons began as a general 

earthwork and construction company, 
serving a client base of both munici-
pal and private contractors in Hobbs, 
Lovington and surrounding areas. To-
day, the company offers general exca-
vation, site prep, highway paving, and 
both water and sewer utility work. In 
2010, the company enhanced its capa-
bilities even further with the addition 
of its fi rst hot-mix asphalt plant. In ad-
dition to contracting services, Ramirez 
& Sons also sells material for use in 
hot-mix asphalt, building pads and as 
base layers for road building. This side 
of the business is led by Ken Smith, 
plant manager and crushing/hot mix 
superintendent. 

“Historically, the company has been 
primarily involved in asphalt recy-
cling,” he said. According to Smith, 
Ramirez & Sons had previously pro-
duced four different size materials: 
3/4-inch, 3/8-inch, fi nes and base 
coarse. The company both sold the ma-
terial and used it in its hot-mix plant 

for its own paving work. While asphalt 
recycling has certainly brought value 
to the company, Smith felt there was 
more material he could be offering, 
and that substantial money was being 
left on the table.

“We were wasting a lot of material,” 
said Smith. Because the company was 
only recycling asphalt, it was missing 
out on other saleable materials, par-
ticularly concrete. Recycled concrete 
and other aggregates can be utilized 
in many applications, and being able 
to provide high-quality material would 
potentially bring new customers to 
Ramirez & Sons. Not only that, he fi g-
ured the company would be able to 
use the material in its own operation, 
cutting time and costs associated with 
outside material purchasing. 

While the benefi ts were clear, Ramirez 
& Sons simply wasn’t in a position to 
make a move; the company’s crusher 
wasn’t able to process concrete and 
other aggregates. 

Smith also noted that production 
rates weren’t as high as he felt they 
could be, coming in at a daily rate 
of roughly 120 TPH. The equipment 
should have been producing more, but 
there were a lot of issues with break-
downs and excessive downtime. Again, 
it wasn’t as simple as sheer output vol-
ume. End-product quality wasn’t up to 
par either, and a lot of potentially us-
able material was being left as waste. 
That all changed when Smith met with 
Ramirez & Sons’ longtime equipment 
dealer, Warren CAT, to explore new 
machines that could amp up produc-
tion and allow the company to offer 
larger amounts of more saleable ma-
terial. 

A Solution That Rocked
Brian Hutchinson, Ramirez & Sons’ 

contact at Warren CAT, spoke with 
Smith to fi nd out exactly what he was 

looking for in a new crusher. First, 
Hutchinson gained insight into Smith’s 
pain points with his existing crusher. 
Next, the two discussed Smith’s goals 
and expectations of the new machine – 
greater output, more processing capa-
bilities and high uptime. After learning 
both, Hutchinson felt he had the solu-
tion – an IROCK crusher. He knew of 
one that was available at one of War-
ren’s sister locations in Odessa, Texas. 
The particular unit, IROCK’s RDS-15, 
was a four bar impactor, three-stage 
mobile crusher that could process a 
variety of materials, including con-
crete and other aggregates, at impres-
sive tonnage rates that could double 
Smith’s hourly output. Smith made 
the trip south to take a look at the ma-
chine, and about 175 miles and a few 
days later, Smith said, “It was sitting 
in our yard.” 

Though Smith was confi dent the 
RDS-15 was the solution to the com-
pany’s low production rates, Ramirez 
& Sons decided fi rst to lease the ma-
chine and see how it would stand up to 
the company’s high standards and de-
manding production schedule. In just 
two months the company purchased 
the machine, cementing its place as 
the primary crusher in the company’s 
fl eet. 

Smith has been operating the RDS-
15 for less than a year, but already has 
seen production rates soar from about 
120 TPH to approximately 300 TPH. 
While that’s more than double, and an 
impressive stat alone, the impact real-
ly adds up when looking at the bigger 
picture. In addition to sheer output 

quantity, the company also has been 
able to diversify its sales offerings from 
four products to nearly 15, including 
various sizes of recycled concrete, ag-
gregates and asphalt. 
 
“The machine has its own double-deck 

screen,” Smith explained. “I’m able to 
easily change out the bottom screen, 
which allows us to produce different 
sizes we hadn’t been able to with other 
machines.” Additionally, the confi gu-
ration options enable Ramirez & Sons 
to produce three different materials at 
once, and the impact aprons are easy 
to adjust for precise sizing. 
As Smith expected, Ramirez & Sons’ 

newfound diversity has opened up 
the company to a new customer base 
and more opportunity. Most notable is 
the oil boom happening in Hobbs and 
nearby cities. Several oil companies 
use Ramirez & Sons’ 3/4-inch minus 
material, primarily for parking lots 
and temporary roads.

While increased production rates 
and profi ts are both key, Smith says 
the primary benefi t is zero. As in, zero 
waste.

“I can honestly say we’re no longer 
wasting any material,” Smith said. “It’s 
remarkable.”

Ramirez & Sons now offers a variety 
of material sizes, from 3/8-inch minus 
to 5/8-inch minus to 1-inch minus. 
The products are used in a variety of 
applications, including hot-mix, road 
base, subbase, and building pads. The 
company also produces specialty size 
material for specifi c applications. For 

Ramirez & Sons 
increases output 
and profi ts with 
IROCK RDS-15 

crusher
by Melissa Davidson, 

Construction-industry writer Fargo, ND

Fourth-generation professional contractor, Alonzo Ramirez, Jr. has grown the family busi-
ness into the second largest paving and aggregate provider in southeastern New Mexico.

Photos courtesy of Ramirez & Sons
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example, a septic system’s base lines require a larger rock, from 1 to 3 inches 
in size. Smith says with just a simple adjustment his RDS-15 can produce it 
quickly and precisely. 

Often overshadowed by the high production rates and lack of material waste 
is the simple reliability of the crusher. It’s not that Smith has ignored the high 
uptime; he certainly recognizes it. Rather, he hasn’t really had to pay attention. 
“It seems like you can always remember the times your equipment has failed 
on you,” he said. “On the fl ip side, when a machine runs smoothly and doesn’t 
require attention, it’s easy for it to go unnoticed. Ironically, it’s the machines 
that do their job and run like they’re supposed to that almost seem like they’re 
forgotten. But that’s really when you should be taking notice, and I credit the 
RDS-15 for its reliability.”

Maintenance requirements have been minimal and mostly routine items like 
keeping the machine lubricated, refuels and changing the oil. One unique fea-
ture that contributes to this is IROCK’s innovative ROCK BOX, an alternative 
to discharge chutes found on similar units. The ROCK BOX uses a shelf system 
with abrasion resistant wear bars that allow crushed material to build up and 
act as a wear liner, cutting down on costly wear liner replacement.

Smith also points out the minimal wear he has seen on the machine. Com-
pared to crushers he has used in the past, IROCK’s machine has impressed 
him in terms of longevity of wear parts. He cites the blow bars as a prime exam-
ple. Compared with other crushers he has had to change out the bars within 
four weeks. In more than 1,400 hours of operation with the RDS-15, he’s only 
had to rotate the bars once, and expects to get at least 700 or more hours out 
of them. 

The RDS-15 has been a welcome addition to the Ramirez & Sons fl eet. “I ha-
ven’t yet been able to accurately quantify our maintenance and downtime sav-

ings from the RDS-15, but I can tell you both have gone down sharply while 
production has more than doubled,” Smith said. 
To learn more about Ramirez & Sons, visit: www.ramirezandsonsinc.com .

Smith has been operating the RDS-15 for less than a year, but already has seen production rates soar from about 120 TPH to approximately 300 TPH.

Ramirez & Sons also sells material for use in hot-mix asphalt.

http://www.ramirezandsonsinc.com
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and Slurry Recovery Systems
Family owned since 1957
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Caterpillar and FTP Solutions
partner to boost

mine network performance
Caterpillar and FTP Solu-

tions have developed a coop-
erative agreement to deliver 
proactive monitoring and 
management of mining tech-
nology applications and the 
networks that these products 
depend on. FTP Solutions, 
based in Perth, Western Aus-
tralia, currently offers prod-
ucts and services for mon-
itoring and supporting site 
communications. 

The collaborative work will 
make best use of the propri-
etary technology developed 

by each company to deliver 
best-in-class site solutions 
for mining customers. The 
integrated solutions will be 
offered as part of Cat® Mine-
Star™ System.

“Through this partnership, 
Caterpillar and FTP Solutions 
are instituting means to en-
able mines to move close to 
enterprise network availabil-
ity in their operational tech-
nology,” said Sean McGinn-
is, product manager within 
Caterpillar’s mining technol-
ogy group. “When Cat Min-

eStar products are installed 
with FTP Solutions’ Integrat-
ed Management System, the 
mining operation has full vi-
sion of office and mobile ap-
plications across their man-
ual and automated MineStar 
sites. This insight provides 
the means to enhance net-
work availability.”

“The partnership enables 
us to create a single opera-
tional view to provide the most 
reliable critical networking 
environment possible,” said 
Lachlan McMahon, manag-

ing director of FTP Solutions. 
“Providing this type of data 
transparency in real-time 
across an operational site will 
also deliver business bene-
fits beyond existing support 
functions.”

In practice, Caterpillar 
and FTP Solutions have been 
working together to optimize 
wireless networks at mine 
sites running Cat Command, 
a capability set within Cat 
MineStar System, and will 
now apply these solutions 
to the networks installed at 

sites running other MineStar 
applications — Fleet, Terrain 
and Detect. The effectiveness 
of the monitoring system and 
the collaborative effort is ex-
pected to deliver an improve-
ment in the effort required 
to manage and maintain site 
networks. The sum of the ef-
ficiencies gained are expected 
to lower cost per ton.

Caterpillar and FTP Solu-
tions started offering their 
joint services in Australia in 
2017 and are expanding to all 
mining regions in 2018.

http://www.stephensmfg.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Stephens-Manufacturing/172925979476180
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News from IAAP

Zatezalo confi rmed to Lead MSHA
David Zatezalo was confi rmed by the U.S. Senate as the Assistant Sec-

retary of Labor overseeing MSHA with a vote of 52-46 on Nov. 15, 2017. 
During his confi rmation process, Zatezalo told the Senate Committee on 
Health, Education, Labor and Pensions that he would seek more consis-
tent enforcement from agency offi cials and improved use of technology to 
boost safety and focus on “safer mining and health behaviors.” According 
to the Husch Blackwell Mining Coalition alert, Zatezalo is a former coal 
mining executive from West Virginia. 
He began mining in 1974 as a union miner and rose through the ranks 

at various companies to work as a foreman, superintendent, vice presi-
dent of operations, and CEO, among other positions. Over his career, he 
worked for Consolidation Coal Company, Southern Ohio Coal Company, 
and Windsor Coal Company. Most recently, between 2007 and 2014, 
Zatezalo served in a number of roles at Rhino Resources, including as its 
president, CEO, and COO. He is a past chairman of the Ohio Coal Associ-
ation and member of Mine Rescue Veterans of Pittsburgh. 
Zatezalo is both a mining engineer and professional engineer. He received 

his mining engineering degree from West Virginia University. He also has 
an MBA from Ohio University. The IAAP Safety Committee has sent a letter 
to Zatezalo explaining their interest and concerns with the new workplace 
exams rule and lack of compliance training coming from MSHA, Education 
Field Services funding, State Grants program, continuing regional stake-
holder meetings and an invitation to speak at the IAAP convention. You 
may read this letter at: https://goo.gl/rne1Cq

Ed Elliott has joined MSHA as 
a senior adviser

With a 30-year career in the aggregates industry, recently 
working as director of safety and health for Rogers Group, Inc., 
Elliott truly understands safety at quarries and pits.
As he settles into his new role, Elliott said that he looks for-

ward to frequently meeting with operators and miners across 
the country. He also looks forward to putting his industry ex-
pertise to good use while at the agency. “There are a lot of 
positive things being done in the metal and nonmetal industry 
that I think can benefi t how we approach safety and health,” 
he said.
Elliot is scheduled to present at the IAAP’s Aggregate Miner 

Safety Conference in April.

U.S. Department 
of Labor 

awards $10.5 
million in 

safety grants

MSHA has awarded $10,537,000 in 
grant funding to reduce mining acci-
dents, injuries, and illnesses by support-
ing safety and health courses, and other 
programs. The awards were made to 47 
states, the Navajo Nation, Guam, and 
Native Village of Barrow.
Illinois will receive $270,403.

Grantees will use the funds to provide 
miners with federally mandated training. 
The grants cover training and retraining 
of miners working at surface and un-
derground coal and metal and nonmetal 
mines, including miners engaged in shell 
dredging or employed at surface stone, 
sand, and gravel mining operations.
Grants were awarded based on appli-

cations from states, and they are ad-
ministered by state mine inspectors’ 
offi ces, state departments of labor, and 
state-supported colleges and universi-
ties. Each recipient tailors the program 
to the needs of its mines and miners —
including mining conditions and hazards 
miners may encounter — and provides 

technical assistance.

New IAAP website project
IAAP will soon release an exciting new website with en-

hanced features, revised layout, and focused towards pro-
viding information about the mining industry to the general 
public while serving the needs of members seeking informa-
tion about events, products and services, and guidance on 
critical issues.
Right now they need pictures to feature on the website that 

depict fi nished construction projects that used aggregates 
like a highway, city street, bridge, building, home, play-
ground, reclamation project or consumer products made 
from materials mined in Illinois. Send pictures to Shawn 
McKinney at mailto: shawn@iaap-aggregates.org .
Associate members are being asked to participate in an en-

hanced searchable database of products and services while 
producer members will be providing information about their 
operations for an interactive map on the new website.
To receive the IAAP monthly newsletter, visit: http://www.

iaap-aggregates.org/index.html and sign up.

https://goo.gl/rne1Cq
mailto:shawn@iaap-aggregates.org
http://www.iaap-aggregates.org/index.html
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2015 New 
Holland 
E55BX 

37.4HP, Cab, 
Heat/AC/

Radio, 12’9” 
Max Dig Depth 

w/Thumb, 
Approx. 1,150 
Hrs, Rubber 
Tracks, Push 

Blade $55,775

2016 New 
Holland E35B 

23HP, Cab, 
Heat/AC/

Radio, 10’ Max 
Dig Depth, 

Rubber Tracks, 
Push Blade, 

w/Bucket 
$34,975

2008 Bobcat 435 Mini-Ex 49HP, Cab, Heat/AC/
Radio, 11’2” Max Dig Depth w/Thumb & 24” Bkt, 

Approx. 1,800 Hrs, 10,555 Lbs. $32,975

2013 New Holland L230 90HP, 3,000 Lbs. Max Lift, 
Cab, Hi-Flow Hydraulics, Approx. 545 Hrs, w/Bucket 

$49,900

2011 Gehl V270 Skid Steer 70HP, 2,700 Lbs. Max 
Lift, Pilot Controls, Unit Sold w/Bucket, 

Not Pallet Forks $31,995

2005 New Holland LS190.B 81HP, 2,800 Lbs. Max 
Lift, Cab, Hi-Flow Hydraulics w/Bucket 

Price Before Shop $16,000

New Holland 555E Backhoe 79HP, 4WD, Cab, 
Extend-A-Hoe, 4x4 Power Shuttle Transmission w/

Buckets, 14’4” Max Dig Depth $34,975

1999 New Holland 555E 79HP, 4WD, Cab, Extend-
A-Hoe, 4x4 Power Shuttle Transmission, w/Buckets, 

14’4” Max Dig Depth $28,975

2011 Ventrac 4231TD HB580 58” Power Broom, 
Cab w/Heat, Articulating Tractor, Newer Broom Core 

$19,975

New Ventrac SSV w/Broom Stand on Unit, 18.5HP, 
Kawasaki Motor, Hyd. Control Broom, 4x4 Skid Steer 

Drive System, 38” Power Broom $15,225

315-853-6151 • joe@clintontractor.net • www.clintontractor.net

LANHAM, MD — Of all the 
materials recycled in the 
United States, nothing is re-
cycled as consistently as as-
phalt pavement mixture. The 
latest survey of asphalt mix 
producers finds that more 
than 99 percent of the asphalt 
pavement material removed 
from roads and parking lots 
in 2016 was put back to pro-
ductive use, primarily in new 
asphalt pavement mixtures. 
The same survey found that 

more than 31 percent of as-
phalt pavement mixture pro-
duced in 2016 was produced 
as warm-mix asphalt, which 
decreases energy demands, 
reduces air emissions, and 
improves compaction at cool-
er temperatures. 
The survey of the U.S. as-

phalt pavement mixture pro-
duction industry has been 
conducted for each construc-
tion season since 2009 by 

the National Asphalt Pave-
ment Association (NAPA) in 
partnership with the Feder-
al Highway Administration 
(FHWA). Over the years, the 
survey has documented in-
creases in the use of recycled 
materials and warm-mix as-
phalt.
According to the most recent 

survey, more than 79 mil-
lion tons of recycled materi-
als — primarily RAP and RAS 
— were used in new asphalt 
pavement mixtures during 
the 2016 construction sea-
son. Ground tire rubber, steel 
and blast furnace slag, and 
recycled cellulose fibers were 
among the other recycled 
materials used in new as-
phalt pavements. The use of 
RAP and RAS alone resulted 
in cost savings of more than 
$2.1 billion compared to the 
use of virgin materials. 
“Although we are seeing con-

tinued increases in the use of 
recycled materials in asphalt 
pavement mixtures,” stated 
Dan Gallagher, 2017 NAPA 
Chairman and Chief Operat-
ing Officer of Gallagher As-
phalt Corp. of Thornton, Ill., 
“there is still room to improve. 
Through engineering, perfor-
mance-based specifications, 
education, and improved RAP 
processing, production equip-
ment, and procedures, we 
can continue to make greater 
use of recycled materials in 
long-lasting, high-performing 
asphalt pavements.” 
The survey found that more 

than 76.9 million tons of RAP 
and nearly 1.9 million tons of 
RAS were used in new asphalt 
pavement mixes in the United 
States during 2015. An addi-
tional 4.3 million tons of RAP 
and RAS were used as aggre-
gate, in cold-mix asphalt, and 
other road-building activities. 

The survey also found that 
at year-end 2016 about 93.6 
million tons of RAP was stock-
piled for future use across 
the country. Reclaiming RAP 
for use in future pavements 
saved nearly 50 million cubic 
yards of landfill space during 
2016. 
Although national usage 

estimates were not calculat-
ed, respondents to the sur-
vey reported recycling some 
786,000 tons of ground tire 
rubber, slags, cellulose fiber 
and other materials into near-
ly 6.3 million tons of asphalt 
paving mixtures. 
In addition to increased use 

of recycled materials, asphalt 
mix producers continue to 
make significant use of ener-
gy-saving warm-mix asphalt 
technologies. In 2016, 116.8 
million tons of warm-mix as-
phalt was produced — near-
ly one-third of total asphalt 

pavement mix production. 
The use of warm-mix asphalt 

has held relatively steady at 
greater than 30 percent of all 
asphalt mixture production 
since 2013. A slight, 2.5 per-
cent, decrease in the use of 
warm mix in 2016 compared 
to 2015 is attributable to a 
drop in total asphalt mixture 
tonnage produced for state 
departments of transporta-
tion. 
Warm-mix asphalt is pro-

duced with a range of tech-
nologies that reduce the 
production and placement 
temperature of asphalt pave-
ment mixtures. The most 
common technology is plant-
based foaming, which injects 
a small amount of water into 
the asphalt mixture during 
production. A variety of en-
vironmental, worker safety, 
and construction benefits 
have been realized through 

The U.S.’s most commonly recycled material?
Asphalt pavements

Nationwide in 2016, more than 79 million tons of recycled materials used
in asphalt pavements; one-third of asphalt pavements

produced as energy-saving warm mix

mailto:joe@clintontractor.net
http://www.clintontractor.net
https://www.clintontractor.net/2016-new-holland-construction-e55bx-new-holland-mini-excavator-inventory.htm?id=2053715&in-stock=1
https://www.clintontractor.net/2013-new-holland-construction-l230-new-holland-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=1586651&in-stock=1
https://www.clintontractor.net/2011-gehl-v270-gehl-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=1325708&in-stock=1
https://www.clintontractor.net/-1-new-holland-construction-ls190-b-new-holland-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=2172259&in-stock=1
https://www.clintontractor.net/-1-ford-555e-ford-backhoe-inventory.htm?id=1586789&in-stock=1
https://www.clintontractor.net/1999-ford-555e-ford-backhoe-inventory.htm?id=2165957&in-stock=1
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Sell in volume –
measure in volume

Load measurement and knowing 
your trucking factors are a crucial 
part of understanding site production 
rates. Inaccurate load measurement 
and load recording becomes a key 
factor that seriously affects the abili-
ty of management to understand and 
identify inefficiencies with trucking 
factors.
J. McKinnon Development, based in 

Greater Central Florida, operates sev-
eral sand pits and relies on Loadscan 
to accurately track every yard of sand 
that leaves their sites. 
Loadscan’s Load Volume Scanner 

(LVS) system utilises laser scanning 
and RFID technologies combined with 
software that creates 3D model imag-
es of trucks to measure the exact vol-
ume of the material loaded in a truck 
or trailer bin. 
Lawson Lamar, vice president of 

J.McKinnon enjoys the simplicity and 
convenience of Loadscan, he com-
mented,
“With Loadscan we’re getting an ac-

curate volume and we can represent 
exactly what we’ve loaded on that 
truck, nothing more, nothing less. We 
sell in volume, we should measure in 
volume. That’s exactly what we’re do-
ing with Loadscan.” 
Load volumes are traditionally com-

puted from bulk densities (mass/vol-
ume ratios), but this method can be 
inaccurate. It is also labour intensive 
and time consuming for the contrac-
tor who receives product purchased 
by volume measure to manually level 
and check each truck load. 
 “Prior to Loadscan we were counting 

carbon copy tickets, scanning and re-
cording them into Excel. This was an 
extremely time-consuming process. 
Loadscan has taken what used to 
be hours and streamlined it down to 
mere minutes. Loadscan has become 

an essential tool in our operation, as 
essential as the loaders that are load-
ing our material. It’s been an essential 
marketing tool. Our consumers know 
they’re paying for what they’re getting 

and nothing more or less.
All of our Loadscans are connected 

wirelessly to our overview software. 
I can be anywhere and see each one 
of our locations, what our load count 
is for the day and how we’re actually 
loading those trucks.” 
Loadscan’s load volume measure-

ment system has a proven track re-
cord and does not require constant 
re-calibration due to operating in a 
harsh environment. Through the use 
of laser scanning technology the Load-
scan system features a non-contact 
drive-through measurement instru-
ment where accuracy is not affected 
by wear and tear on sensors like tra-
ditional weight based measurement 
systems. Loadscan will produce ac-
curate results every time and is quick 
and easy to set up so trucks can be 
scanned without delay. 
The Loadscan LVS scanner systems 

are available in portable, semi-por-
table and fixed gantry models to best 
suit the customer’s application. The 
range of measurable load materials 
and truck types has been extended. 
LVS devices are successfully operated 
on a full spectrum of truck and trail-
er designs including on-road truck 
and trailers, semi-trailers and cen-
tre-dumpers, as well as off-road artic-
ulated dumpers and quarry trucks. 
The components used in the LVS sys-

tem are of the highest quality on the 
market and are the only lasers avail-
able that pass the stringent metrolog-
ical and accuracy testing required for 
Trade Approval with tested and prov-
en accuracy of +/- one percent.
More information is available from 

Loadscan Ltd. Email sales@loadscan.
com or by visiting the company’s web-
site www.loadscan.com .

the adoption of warm-
mix asphalt. 
“The use of warm-mix 

asphalt technologies 
is becoming common-
place. In 14 states, more 
than half of all asphalt 
pavement mixtures were 
produced as warm-mix 
asphalt, and in three of 
them, more than 75 per-
cent was produced as 
warm mix,” stated NAPA 
President Mike Acott. 
“This said, there re-
mains room to increase 
its use, and we expect 
road owners to continue 
to embrace these tech-
nologies for their con-
struction and perfor-
mance benefits, as well 
as the energy savings 
they bring.” 

The survey was con-
ducted in mid-2017. Re-
sults from 229 compa-
nies with 1,146 plants in 
all 50 U.S. states, along 
with data from state as-
phalt pavement associa-
tions for 34 states, were 

used to compile the re-
port. A copy of the full 
survey report, including 
a state-by-state break-
down of data, is avail-
able at www.asphalt-
pavement.org/recycling 
.

Loadscan’s load volume measurement system has a proven track record and does not require constant re-calibration due to operating in 
a harsh environment. 

Photo courtesy of Loadscan

“With Loadscan we’re getting an accurate volume and we can represent 
exactly what we’ve loaded on that truck, nothing more, nothing less.

We sell in volume, we should measure volume.
That’s exactly what we’re doing with Loadscan.”

~ Lawson Lamar

http://www.loadscan.com
http://www.asphaltpavement.org/recycling
mailto:sales@loadscan.com
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Martin Engineering becomes sole source
of CleanScrape conveyor belt cleaners

A worldwide leader in 
belt conveyor technology 
has become the sole dis-
tributor of the acclaimed 
CleanScrape Cleaner, 
as Martin Engineering 
GmbH takes exclusive 
responsibility for sales 
in all of the USA and 
Europe, as well as Rus-
sia, North Africa and the 
Middle East. The innova-
tive belt cleaning system 
received the Australian 
Bulk Handling Award in 
the “Innovative Technol-
ogy” category in 2013 for 
its design and potential 
benefits, which include 
low belt wear, extend-
ed service life, reduced 
maintenance and im-
proved safety, ultimately 
delivering lower cost of 
ownership. It has been 
proving itself in a wide 
range of applications, 
such as mining, coal 
handling, quarrying, ce-
ment, scrap and other 
material bulk handling 
operations.  
Unlike conventional 

belt cleaners that are 
mounted at a 90-de-
gree angle to the belt, 
the CleanScrape Clean-

er is installed diagonally 
across the discharge pul-
ley, forming a three-di-
mensional curve beneath 
the discharge area that 
conforms to the pul-
ley’s shape. The unique 
design incorporates a 
matrix of tungsten car-
bide scrapers and is ten-
sioned lightly against the 
belt to prevent damage 
to the belt or splices. De-
spite extremely low con-
tact pressure between 
belt and cleaner, it has 
been shown to remove 
as much as 95 percent 
of potential carryback 
material. The novel ap-
proach has been so effec-
tive that in many opera-
tions, previously crucial 
secondary belt cleaners 
have become unneces-
sary, saving further on 
belt cleaning costs and 
maintenance time.  
The CleanScrape Clean-

er protects the belt with 
its specific application 
of low force and is ide-
ally suited for both slow 
and fast conveyor belts, 
including those with me-
chanical splices. With its 
compact size, the design 

is an excellent solution 
for areas with restricted 
space. It can be located 
either inside or outside 
of the transfer chute, 
and the straightforward 
installation typically 
requires less than two 
hours. 

CleanScrape Clean-
ers are generally sold in 
three sizes: S, M, and L, 
which cover drum diam-
eters from 10.6” to 49.2”  
(270mm to 1250mm) 
and belt widths from 
11.8” to 110.2” (300 mm 
to 2800 mm). Each size 

is available in four differ-
ent carbide metal grades 
to suit specific materi-
als and belt structures, 
one of which is a carbide 
formulation developed 
for use on mechanically 
spliced belts. The sup-
porting components of 

the assembly can be 
specified in regular steel 
or in stainless for spe-
cialized applications. 
All of the CleanScrape 

Cleaner designs are cer-
tified by ATEX and can 
be used in underground 
mining. In addition to 
the pre-assembled belt 
cleaners that are ready 
for installation, the units 
can also be supplied in 
coiled lengths of 40.68 
feet (12.4 meters), allow-
ing users to cut to length 
as needed. Necessary 
equipment and acces-

sories, such as chains 
or steel cables, can also 
be obtained from Martin 
Engineering by the me-
ter. 
“Both companies saw 

the value in collabora-
tion, partly because of 
the technology, but also 

because of the similar 
company cultures,” said 
Michael Hengl, Manag-
ing Director for Martin 
Engineering Europe. 
“Our business models 
are based on compara-
ble values, innovative 
solutions and quick in-
ternal decision-making. 
The CleanScrape Clean-
er represents an entirely 
new dimension in belt 
cleaning, and we’re so 
confident in its perfor-
mance that we provide a 
money-back satisfaction 
guarantee.”

Unlike conventional belt cleaners that are mounted at a 90-degree angle to the belt, the CleanScrape Cleaner is installed 
diagonally across the discharge pulley.

Photos courtesy of Martin Engineering

The novel approach has been so effective that in many operations, previously crucial secondary belt cleaners have become unnecessary, 
saving further on belt cleaning costs and maintenance time.  
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Matching material with excavator/
loading shovel and the right process-
ing attachment can often be a tricky 
business. In order to simplify a com-
plicated process, ALLU has developed 
a unique and interactive product selec-
tor enabling customers to match their 
requirement with the most suitable 
ALLU Transformer.
The ALLU Transformer is a hydraulic 

attachment for wheel loader, excavator, 
skid steer or similar equipment. The 
exciting and extensive range has been 
developed over many years to effective-
ly make material processors’ lives easier 
and more productive.  
The ALLU Transformer means that 

companies processing soil, sand, rub-
ble and other materials no longer need 
to bring both a wheel loader/excava-
tor and a crusher on site. Instead, the 
ALLU Transformer screens, crushes, 
pulverizes, aerates, blends, mixes, 
separates, feeds and loads materials 
thereby transforming the materials 
worked with. 
ALLU technology quite literally trans-

forms everything around it making 
businesses more productive, more en-
vironmentally friendly and more prof-
itable. With versatility at its very core, 
the ALLU Transformer will process just 

about anything sent its way including 
construction debris, topsoil, excavat-
ed soil and contaminated soil, to clay, 
peat, bark, compost, bio-waste, milled 
asphalt, coal, oil shale and limestone. 
The ALLU Transformer is technolo-

gy, which redefines the way in which 
a business works. However, matching 
material and application to the most 
suitable ALLU Transformer can be a 
complicated task. There are many pa-
rameters to consider such as the size of 
the excavator/loading shovel, tonnage 
to be dealt with, required product size 
and the end use of the transformed 
material amongst many other factors.
In order to help you transform your 

operations we are proud to announce 
the launch of the New ALLU Product 
Selector. Through a portal available 
on the ALLU website, customers can 
match their base machine to the ma-
terial they wish to process. When com-
bined with the area of work, this will 
match the specific application to the 
most suitable ALLU Transformer.
To see how the Product Selector 

can match requirements to the ALLU 
Transformer, please visit:
http://www.allu.net/productselec-

tor/index.html .

ST. LOUIS, MO — The 
Emerging Leaders Com-
mittee of the American 
Society of Concrete Con-
tractors (ASCC), St. Louis, 
MO, has formed a Mentor 
Advisory Board to provide 
advice to ASCC members 
who don’t need a full-time 
mentor, but could use the 
experience and wisdom of 
a seasoned counterpart. 
Advisory Board members 

are long time ASCC mem-
bers with decades of con-
crete contracting field and 
management experience. 
They will handle questions 
regarding contracts and 
other legal matters, busi-
ness development, busi-
ness management, safety 
operations and finance. 
“This Board is meant for 

brief telephone calls be-
tween contractor mem-
bers,” explained Kevin 
Riley, chair of the ASCC 
Emerging Leaders Com-
mittee. Staff matches call-
ers with Advisory Board 
members so there is no 
conflict of interest. 
Three years ago the 

Emerging Leaders Com-
mittee established a men-
tor/mentee program for 

ASCC members which 
pairs concrete construc-
tion professionals with 
lesser-experienced con-
tractors in a long term 
guided program to share 
knowledge and experienc-
es. “Mentees can be any 
ASCC member seeking 
to augment their gener-
al knowledge or someone 
looking for guidance in a 
particular discipline,” says 
Todd Scharich, ASCC di-
rector of member services.
The ASCC is a non-profit 

organization dedicated to 
enhancing the capabilities 
of those who build with 
concrete, and to provid-
ing them a unified voice in 
the construction industry. 
Members include concrete 
contracting firms, manu-
facturers, suppliers and 
others interested in the 
concrete industry such as 
architects, specifiers and 
engineers. There are ap-
proximately 750 member 
companies in the Unit-
ed States and 13 foreign 
countries.  
For more information, 

visit www.ascconline.org 
or call the ASCC office at 
866-788-2722.

New product selector from ALLU
focuses on customers’ needs

Emerging leaders mentor

Simply choose your base machine, application and material at the online portal.
Graphics courtesy of ALLU

ALLU will recommend a product based on your input.

Request a quote for the recommended product.

http://www.allu.net/productselector/index.html
http://www.ascconline.org
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As I sit here writing about my expe-
riences and thoughts during these last 
few remaining days — as we say good-
bye to 2017 and hello 2018 — I won-
der what everyone thought about 2017. 
Was it all we had imagined it would be, 
expected, or hoped for? 
I’m guessing it was filled with some 

rather mixed feelings and emotions 
waiting to see how our newly elected 
president would tackle the DC politi-
cal scene and what a businessman of 
his scale would bring to the equation of 
boosting the economy out of its mun-
dane slump. The voters spoke and 
elected their candidate from the “out-
side”, pretty much how our Founding 
Fathers had envisioned it to be best for 
this great nation, so many years ago. 
I am often amazed how those founding 
members were so intuitive to design 
such a quality combination of ideals 
and laws that are still so valuable to-
day. Kind of like a well-built piece of 
equipment — and with that being said, 
I will share briefly some of what I feel 

are rather similar thoughts and per-
spectives to the title of this article:
• Will the aggregate processing equip-

ment make any large earth shattering 
changes for the 2018 market or will ev-
eryone manufacturing keep relying on 
their “bread and butter” items? 
I’m thinking 2018 may stay relatively 

on par with 2017, as we are just exiting 
Con-Expo 2017 and most manufactur-
ing providers gear up their new releases 
for that event — often exhausting R&D 
budgets — until they see some return 
on their invested time and energy. 
However with outside influences and 
demanding civil projects still looming, 
everyone bidding these types of projects 
will be looking to find that unique ma-
chine that will boost their productivity 
while paying for its lion share of the ex-
pense. That being the case, it quickly 
pushes manufacturing and new model 
equipment design and growth back into 
high gear.         
• The circle of life and life events are oth-

er amazing motivators that often effect 

whether new model equipment releas-
es are being developed regularly. Each 
year leaders in the industry move closer 
to their ultimate goal of retirement while 
making room for the younger up and 
coming ambitious individual eagerly try-
ing to make a name or difference among 
his/her peers.   
• New start-up manufacturing groups: 

Yes, they are always full of product de-
velopment energy each and every year. 
These aggressive lean and hungry man-
ufacturers are continually seeking, re-
searching, and swiftly designing new 
products to offer out into the market 
place so they can rapidly progress to 
their end goals of becoming complete 
and whole to their dealer networks and 
direct customers.
This type of small business industry 

is what typically accelerates or ignites 
the larger fully established manufac-
turers to keep pace in the PD field as 
well as keep the big guys’ pricing afford-
able. The little guy also tends to offer up 
some of the best customer service since 
they are doing everything it takes in a 
good way to stand out in the industry.
The flip side of all of this new product 

campaigning and development in the 
industry is to have a declining economy 
or simply a lack of interest in what the 
manufacturer thought would have made 
a much bigger impact. A one-two com-
bination punch of these deflating expe-
riences can sometimes really play havoc 
with the product development teams of 
organizations leaving them in a down-
ward spiral and ultimately dissolving — 
which is what happens if we miscalcu-
late all these factors.    
Most manufacturers are banking on 

the fact that equipment 10 years and 
older are coming to the end of their life 
cycle of operation and will then be sold 
off and new machines acquired. But 
this is not always the case — especial-
ly if the current equipment is of solid 
quality and their features still remain 
useful in maintaining productivity.
Then there is the skeptic who is always 

fearful of all new untested models not 
being fully proven to be tried and true. 
So, until someone else has debugged the 
new design — or deemed it worthy to the 
marketplace — most would-be buyers 
hold out.     
I feel for these people on both sides — 

as I am just like the majority (on both 
sides of this topic) — running all these 
heightened thoughts through my mind 
on a daily basis. I’m guessing most of 
my readers can relate in some way or 
another, too. 
It has been my experience for some 

time now as an equipment manufactur-
er, that you automatically fall into be-
coming an educated consumer so when 
you are good at both parts you have 
this automatic challenge within that 
helps when it comes to validating or de-
signing something new to the market as 
well as knowing when the timing is just 
right for the best results. I will often en-
courage potential customers to do their 
shopping and comparable researching 
in order to learn what this new equip-
ment’s behind-the-scenes reason for 
coming to market was and then to also 
understand if it will make enough of a 
difference by acquiring it — if you will 
become better for it. If all those answers 
are “yes”, then do the deal without re-
gret or further hesitation and feel good 
you’re doing your part to keep a manu-
facturer in business for generations to 
come.   
Please, if you enjoy these random ag-

gregate and quarrying equipment based 
subjects, tune back in for more topics 
to come. Send me a subject or topic 
you would like brought to light and any 
associated questions you would like to 
have discussed and I will gladly provide 
my best answer based upon my specific 
point of view and personal experience.  
Questions or Comments? Tim Holm-

berg prairiedawg@pdpractical.com 
Or simply write me a letter and we will 

send you a T-Shirt or Ball Cap:
Tim Holmberg, 2915 Idea Ave., Aber-

deen, SD 57401  

6512 Wes Rd., 
Hamilton, NY 13346

315-824-1000

2017 Ram 3500
Big Horn

- Cold Weather Group
- Snow Plow Prep Group
- Dual Rear Wheels

*Plus tax, tags, fees. 
*Discount includes manufacturer incentives and dealer discount

MSRP $61,555
Discount  -$7,775

Sale Price  $53,780*

2018 Ram 2500
Tradesman

6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel

*Plus tax, tags, fees. 
*Discount includes manufacturer incentives and dealer discount

MSRP $52,930
Discount  -$5,649

Sale Price  $47,281*

2018 Ram 2500
Tradesman

6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel

*36 months/10K miles per year
*$3,299 Cash or trade, plus tax, tags, and first payment
*Includes lease conquest

Lease For 
$479/mo*

2016 Ram 2500 Big Horn 
Mega Cab, Blue, 4x4, Hemi V8, 
6.4, 3,800 Miles, Stk #120405 

$43,778

2014 Ram 2500 Laramie
Silver, Quad Cab, 8Ft. Box, 4x4, Hemi 

V8, Leather Seats, Fully Loaded, 
19,800 Miles, Stk #EG21687

$38,888

2011 Ram 1500
Quad Cab, 4x4, Silver, 20” Wheels, 62,000 

Miles, Hemi V8, Loaded, Stk #BS517177
$22,876

Prairie Dawg Practical
by Tim Holmberg, DEMI Equipment

Hey Prairie Dawg,
“New Model Aggregate Equipment in 2018?”

WASHINGTON, DC — The American 
Road & Transportation Builders Associ-
ation Transportation Development Foun-
dation (ARTBA-TDF) has announced key 
deadlines for its 2018 scholarship, awards 
and recognition programs. 

• April 6 
Lanford Family Highway Worker Memo-

rial Scholarship Program:
Established in 1999, this first-of-its-

kind scholarship fund provides post-high 
school financial assistance to the children 
of highway workers killed or permanently 
disabled on the job. More than 125 schol-
arships have been awarded to worthy stu-
dents.

• April 10
Helping Hand Awards:
The awards recognize businesses with 

extraordinary programs—outside the 
scope of normal business operations—that 
demonstrably benefit and help improve 
the quality of life in the community where 
they are based or conduct business. 

• April 20
Transportation Development Hall of Fame:

The Hall of Fame recognizes individu-
als or families from the public and private 
sectors who have made extraordinary con-
tributions to U.S. transportation develop-
ment over their lifetime and demonstrated 
exceptional leadership.  Nominations are 
considered in two categories:  

Transportation Design & Construc-
tion Industry Innovators: Honors the men 
and women who discovered or created a 
“game-changing” product or process that 
significantly advanced transportation de-
sign, construction and/or safety.  

Transportation Design & Construction 
Industry Leaders (Individuals or Families): 
Honors men, women and families who 
have made significant contributions—be-
yond just having successful businesses 
or careers—that have notably helped ad-
vance the interests and image of the trans-
portation design, construction and safety 
industry.  

Application and nomination forms can 
be found at www.artbatdf.org . Please con-
tact ARTBA’s Eileen Houlihan with any 
questions at: ehoulihan@artba.org .

ARTBA Foundation announces
key 2018 scholarship, awards and

recognition program deadlines

mailto:prairiedawg@pdpractical.com
http://www.artbatdf.org
mailto:ehoulihan@artba.org
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Announcements Announcements

Help Wanted Help Wanted

Need to Hire Someone?
Looking For Your Next Star 

Employee?
 Check out the 

ROCK ROAD 
RECYCLE

JOB BOARD
Go to

jobs.hardhat.com

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
Thursday, January 18th

For as little as $10.00 - place a classified ad in

Rock Road Recycle
Call Peg at1-800-836-2888

or 518-673-0111
or email classified@leepub.com

Announcements

CHECK YOUR AD - ADVER-
TISERS should check their
ads. Lee Publications, Inc.
shall not be liable for typo-
graphical, or errors in publica-
tion except to the extent of the
cost of the first months inser-
tion of the ad, and shall also
not be liable for damages due
to failure to publish an ad. Ad-
justment for errors is limited to
the cost of that portion of the
ad wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800-
836-2888 or 518-673-0111

ADVERTISERS
Get the best response from
your advertisements by
including the condition, age,
price and best calling hours.
Also we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 times
for maximum benefits. Call
Peg at 1-800-836-2888

� � � � �

Buildings For Sale

SHADY SPRINGS stone
quarry for sale with universal
24inx36in jaw 18inx48in roll
300KW generator 5x16ft
screening plant with belt lines.
Located 5mi off of I-77 and I-
64. Shady Springs, WV. 304-
422-8660

Custom Services

BUSINESS CARDS: 1,000
for only $60.00 full color
glossy. Any way you want
them designed, we will help
you. FREE SHIPPING in-
cluded. Call Lee Newspapers
at 518-673-0101 or email us at
commercialprint@leepub.com 

Miscellaneous

BUSINESS CARD MAGNETS
only $75.00 for 250. Free Ship-
ping. Call Lee Publications at
518-673-0101.  Please allow
7-10 business days for deliv-
ery.

JAN 6, 2018
Continuing Education

for 2A/1C
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela
@cranes101.com to regis-
ter.  

JAN 9 - 11, 2018
Dispatcher Training

Forum
Orlando, FL. For more in-
formation visit www.nrmc
a.org/products/confe
rences.asp .  

JAN 13, 2018
License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela
@cranes101.com to regis-
ter.  

JAN 16 - 18, 2018
CCSP Module III: 
General Business

Knowledge
Silver Spring, MD. For
more information visit
w w w . n r m c a . o r g / p r o
ducts/conferences.asp .  

JAN 16 - 19, 2018
Plant Manager 

Certification Course
Minneapolis, MN. For
more information visit
w w w . n r m c a . o r g / p r o
ducts/conferences.asp .  

JAN 17, 2018
Improving Concrete

Quality
Eagan, MN. For more in-
formation visit www.nrm
ca.org/products/confe
rences.asp .  

JAN 17, 2018
MSHA Annual Refresher
East Norriton, PA. $99 pp.
For more information visit
www.catamountconsul
tingllc.com or call 855-
861-7866.  

JAN 20, 2018
License Prep 2A/1B

Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela
@cranes101.com to regis-
ter.  

JAN 23 - 25, 2018
RMC Effective 

Supervisor Course
Orlando, FL. For more in-
formation visit www.nr
mca.org/products/co
nferences.asp .  

JAN 23 - 26, 2018
World of Concrete

Las Vegas Convention
Center. Register today at
www.worldofconcrete.com
.  

JAN 24 - 26, 2018
National Crane 

Certification/Knuckle/
Boom Truck National

Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela
@cranes101.com to regis-
ter.  

JAN 31, 2018
MSHA Annual Refresher
Grantville, PA. $99 pp.
For more information visit
www.catamountconsul
tingllc.com or call 855-
861-7866.  

FEB 1, 2018
MSHA Annual Refresher
Lake George, NY. $99 pp.

For more information visit
www.catamountconsul
tingllc.com or call 855-
861-7866.  

FEB 3, 2018
Continuing Education

2A/1C
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

FEB 7 - 9, 2018
National Pavement

Expo
Huntington Convention
Center, Cleveland, OH.  

FEB 10, 2018
License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

FEB 11 - 14, 2018
NAPA 2018 Annual

Meeting
Hilton Bayfront Hotel, San
Diego, CA. For more infor-
mation visit http://tiny
url.com/y9ngaqj8 .  

FEB 12 - 14, 2018
National Crane 

Certification/Truck 
National Crane 

Operator Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela
@cranes101.com to regis-
ter.  

Calendar of Events
QUARRY NEWS

E-mail announcement of your upcoming
event(s) to: csuo@leepub.com We must re-
ceive your information, plus a contact
phone number, prior to the deadline that’s
noted under the Announcements heading
on the 1st page of these NAQN Classifieds.

* * *

4 Easy Ways To Place A
ROCK ROAD RECYCLE Classified

Name: (Print) ________________________________________________________________
Street: _________________________________________ County: ______________________
City: _____________________________________________ St.: ________ Zip: ___________
Phone: ____________________________________Fax:______________________________
Cell:________________________________E-mail: __________________________________

m I have enclosed a Check/Money Order

m Please charge my credit card:

m American Express          m Discover          m Visa          m MasterCard

Card #:______________________________________________________Exp. Date:________

* (REQ.) Card Security Code #_________________

Signature: _________________________________________________ Date:_____________

FOR BEST RESULTS, RUN
YOUR AD FOR TWO IS SUES!

Cost per issue: $10.00 for the first 14
words, 30¢ each ad di tion al word.

(Phone # counts as one word)

Number of Issues to Run______

(for credit card payment only)

(MM/YY)

(MM/YY)

$10.00 $10.30

$11.20 $11.50$10.60 $10.90

$12.40 $12.70$11.80 $12.10

$13.60 $13.90$13.00 $13.30

$14.80 $15.10$14.20 $14.50

MAIL IT IN -
Fill out the form, cal cu late the cost, en close your check/money order or
credit card in for ma tion and mail to:
ROCK ROAD RECYCLE Classifieds,

PO Box 121,
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428 

3.

1.
FAX IT IN -
For MasterCard, Visa, American
Express or Discover customers...
Fill out the form completely
and fax to Peggy at
(518) 673-2381

2.

PHONE IT IN -
Just give Peggy a call at

1-800-836-2888

E-MAIL IT IN -
E-mail your ad to classified@leepub.com

e-mail or call with your credit card information.

4.

mailto:classified@leepub.com
mailto:classified@leepub.com
mailto:commercialprint@leepub.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.nrmca.org/products/conferences.asp
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.nrmca.org/products/conferences.asp
http://www.nrmca.org/products/conferences.asp
http://www.nrmca.org/products/conferences.asp
http://www.catamountconsultingllc.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.nrmca.org/products/conferences.asp
http://www.worldofconcrete.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.catamountconsultingllc.com
http://www.catamountconsultingllc.com
http://tinyurl.com/y9ngaqj8
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:csuo@leepub.com
mailto:classified@leepub.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
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RAP System Maintenance
Proper RAP system maintenance promotes longevity

by Mike Devine, Asphalt Drum Mix-
ers president
With 74.2 million tons of reclaimed 

asphalt pavement being used each 
year, it’s not surprising that asphalt 
is America’s most recycled product 
— and has been for almost 25 years. 
Suppliers need to ensure their RAP 
systems are up to par for meeting 
growing demand as well as keeping 
costs low. Neglecting equipment can 
cause unplanned downtime and lost 
profits as a result of needing to use 
more expensive virgin aggregate.
Create a regular RAP system mainte-

nance and inspection schedule to en-
sure the most uptime. Here are a few 
of the most important components to 
monitor for RAP system longevity:
• Processing Equipment: Scalping 

screens, lump breakers and impact 

crushers — key RAP components — 
take the brunt of system wear. Stay 
on top of potential problems by watch-
ing screen cloth for damage or clogged 
openings that could result in oversized 
material getting into the mix and — as 
a result — financial penalties. In ad-
dition, regularly inspect and replace 
wear bars and teeth as needed on 
lump breakers and impact crushers to 
avoid inconsistent material.
• Weighing Devices: Regularly check 

weighing device calibration and per-
formance. The wrong calibration can 
mean an out-of-spec completed prod-
uct that may result in penalties as well 
as unhappy customers.
• Conveyors: Belting experiences 

more wear than any other RAP system 
component. Check all conveyor belt-
ing for tears, stretching, cuts, missing 

pieces or excessive wear.
• Bearings and Drives: Complete prop-

er lubrication cycles on all bearings 
and drives either weekly or by hours 
of operation, depending on lubrication 
charts. Visually inspect the entire RAP 
system while moving through the lu-
brication process.
• Winter Shutdown: Change the oil 

in the reducer when preparing to end 
operations for the season. Clean and 
paint all surfaces to slow corrosion. 
Also, clean build-up on conveyors, 
chains and sprockets. Get set for suc-
cess in the spring by inspecting the 
full machine and lubricating the bear-
ings at that time, as well.  

Creating and following a regular 
maintenance and inspection sched-
ule goes a long way toward reducing 
downtime and preventing premature 
wear. Talk to the RAP system manu-
facturer for more advice about specific 
systems. 

About the Author
Mike Devine is the president of Asphalt 

Drum Mixers. His 17 years of industry 
experience help him in his role oversee-
ing all aspects of the company and en-
suring customers receive the best ser-
vice and highest-quality asphalt plants 
available. Reach him at 260-637-5729 
or mgdevine@admasphaltplants.com .

477 E. Farmersville Road, 

New Holland, PA 17557

Office 717-355-2361 

Fax 717-355-9548
office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com

www.keystoneconcreteproducts.com

Bulk Storage Walls
Available In: 8’6” - 12’6” - 16’ High 

& Our New Heavy Duty 10’5” High Walls
Ask about additives to protect concrete and steel from salt

Quality at a Reasonable Price
Contact for free estimates 717-355-2361

or office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com

Keystone Concrete Products, Inc.

Create a regular recycled asphalt pavement system maintenance and inspection schedule 
to ensure the most uptime.

Scalping screens, lump breakers and impact crushers — key RAP components — take the 
brunt of system wear. Stay on top of potential problems by regularly checking for damage.

Photos courtesy of ADM

mailto:mgdevine@admasphaltplants.com
mailto:office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com
http://www.keystoneconcreteproducts.com
mailto:office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com
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On the front lines with Fisher Phillips: 
by Collin Warren and Travis Vance

Workplace violence and active shooters in the work-
place — while not the topics most want to discuss 
– are simply not going away. Without engaging in the 
political debate that often swirls around the imbed-
ded issues of mental health, background checks, and 
the impulsive and violent world we seem to live in, 
we are frequently asked to deliver thoughts on this 
issue — both from a legal, proactive, and incident 
response standpoint. This two part series will (brief-
ly) address some of the most common questions we 
receive from employers, as well as imparting knowl-
edge that is typically driven by our law enforcement 
counterparts during these discussions as preventive 
and responsive measures. In the end, we hope that 
all employers — whether in the mining community 
or elsewhere — will consider addressing workplace 
violence and active shooters in their emergency re-
sponse or action plans. 
Most employers in the mining industry have written 

protocols that address what employees should do in 
the event of an emergency. Most of these programs 
have detailed protocols, and in some cases are even 
practiced, wherein employees go through drills on re-
sponding to natural disasters, fires, explosions, floods, 
landslides, cave-in’s, entrapments or other emergen-
cies that might occur at the workplace or during work-
ing hours. Most all of these plans or procedures are 
far more intricate (and well thought out) than “call 
911” and “wait for help to arrive.” In light of the events 
we see or read about nearly every day, should employ-
ers decide that there is little greater “emergency” to 
prepare for than an active shooter or some other form 
of workplace violence? The answer is likely “yes.” In 
that case, what is the call to action and what might 
employers consider relative to creating or modifying 
an emergency action/response plan?
• Contemplate where the risks might come from 

(just another hazard assessment)
Most employers are familiar with job hazard assess-

ments, job safety analysis, and/or other workplace 
safety exams. Just as most of our readers require 
some form of personal protective equipment on the 
job, which was supported or based on some form of 
prior workplace exam or hazard assessment, em-
ployers should analyze their workplace for threats of 
workplace violence. In the mining community, unlike 
other industries (e.g., healthcare, retail, etc.) where 
the threat may be from an external customer, consid-
eration may be given to scenarios where employees 
bring family or domestic disputes to the workplace or 
instances of volatile behavior post-discipline. In cases 
such as this, employers should consider where these 
threats may come from and how to provide poten-

tially impacted employees with protection from such 
threats. This may range from how terminations are 
handled to having a mechanism (discussed below) 
where employees can alert management of issues off 
the job that may translate or carryover into instances 
of workplace violence on-the-job (i.e., a nasty divorce 
or contentious custody battle).  

• See something, say something policies
We teach children “stranger danger” and encour-

age every person who has walked through an airport 
in the last 15 years that if they “see something, say 
something.” Whether known by this moto in your 
workplace or not, employees should be trained to say 
something if they are aware of behavior that could 
become violent or lead to violence. This often can 
be from social media posts, emails, text messages, 
or other potential threats that occur away from the 
workplace, but implicate or suggest potential violence 
in the workplace. Employers who implement poli-
cies where employees can freely and openly disclose 
potential threats are able to better investigate and 
take preventative measures before instances arise at 
work. These measures could be anything from as-
signing different workers to crews or physically sepa-
rating employees while threats are investigated.

• Restraining orders and protective orders
should be provided to employers

Restraining orders and protective orders are becom-
ing more common in domestic disputes. In today’s 
environment, these may be the leading indicator of 
potential sources of violence. While not prying into 
an employee’s private affairs, making it known to em-
ployees that a procedure is in place where they can 
advise the company of the fact of the restraining/
protective order, along with a current photograph of 
the person against whom the order has been entered, 
can be critical in stopping a threat before it ever en-
ters the workplace. Employers who implement these 
policies are likely to be in a better position to identify 
and stop a threat (whether through denial of entry to 
the workplace or being able to notify law enforcement 
quickly) before an overt act of violence is committed 
at the workplace. 

• Have zero tolerance policies for
workplace violence and enforce them

While many employers already have “zero tolerance” 
policies, many need to be revisited and updated. Spe-
cifically, policies should be updated to account not 
only for physical threats of violence against employ-
ees, but nonverbal threats against employees. Simi-
larly, threats against co-workers should be addressed 
in policies whether they occur on or off premises, on 
social media, via text message, etc., due to the sheer 

potential for carry-over from outside incidents to the 
workplace. Once these policies are in place, they 
must be uniformly and consistently enforced.
• Do not rely on employee assistance programs, 

doctors, law enforcement agencies to
change a person’s behavior

The best defense is often a good offense. Having a 
system in place to help employers not hire the bad 
employee is critical. However, there are instances 
where it is unavoidable, impossible to proactive-
ly identify, or the threat is from a non-employee. In 
cases where the threat is identified as a current em-
ployee, many employers are quick to rely on employ-
ee assistance programs, doctors, or law enforcement 
agencies to change the person’s behavior. While not 
minimizing the effectiveness of medications and psy-
chiatric medicine, or the positive behavior change 
that may result from a night (or week) in jail, employ-
ers must remain vigilant in managing and monitor-
ing these situations. If threatening behavior persists, 
it must be promptly addressed and eliminated from 
the workforce. While there are overlaps between the 
ADA and other protected groups, those risks can of-
ten be managed via how the policies are enforced.
The above five points, while not all encompassing, 

address scenarios where the threat of workplace vi-
olence is from something or someone other than an 
active shooter. As there are annually over 400 report-
ed fatalities from workplace violence, these singular 
events cannot be dismissed and should be addressed 
in emergency action/response plans. Likewise, with 
reports of on-the-job sexual assaults exceeding 
20,000 per year, non-lethal threats cannot be dis-
missed or treated with less vigilance. Analyzing and 
taking measures to train and prevent these types of 
events are critical. The next installment will address 
a few points related to active shooter situations.

Collin Warren is a partner in the firm’s Houston and 
Dallas offices and can be reached at cwarren@fisher-
phillips.com . or 713•292•9100. Collin has nearly 15 
years of experience representing clients in state and 
federal courts, as well as before the OSHA Review 
Commission, MSHA Review Commission, Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and other 
state and federal regulatory agencies.

Travis Vance is Of Counsel in the Fisher Phillips’ 
Charlotte office and can be reached at tvance@fisher-
phillips.com . or 704•778•4163. He has tried matters 
across several industries and various subject matters, 
including employment litigation, business disputes 
and matters prosecuted by the MSHA and OSHA.

Does your emergency response plan address workplace 
violence or active shooters in the workplace?

Collin Warren Travis Vance

First Mining Academy seminar announced for 2018
Dyno Nobel and Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology an-

nounce the opening of Mining Academy. Styled after the es-
tablished Quarry Academy® program, Mining Academy is 
also an educational seminar that looks at the full produc-
tion stream of unit operations. It is specifically aimed at un-
derground room and pillar limestone aggregate producers.  
The three-day format includes lectures, workshops, equip-

ment and blast simulators and a field tour. It will give at-
tendees a big picture view of best practices and insights on 
current and evolving technology for the industry and how it 
can be used to improve safety, optimize overall production, 
and save money.  
It will take place at the Chateau on the Lake Resort and Con-

vention Center in Branson, Missouri on April 10 – 12, 2018.
Details of the full course are available on  www.mining-

academy.com .

Mining Academy is 
specifically aimed at 
underground room 
and pillar limestone 
aggregate produc-
ers.

mailto:cwarren@fisher-phillips.com
mailto:tvance@fisher-phillips.com
http://www.miningacademy.com
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ATLANTA, GA — Jewell, an Oldcastle 
Company, has announced the open-
ing of a new state-of-art 23,000 sq. ft. 
manufacturing facility in Burnet, Tex-
as. The new plant will service Central 
Texas, including the Austin and San 
Antonio markets, and is located on 
15-acres with an on site quarry pro-
viding raw materials.
Founded in 1936, Jewell services the 

Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Okla-
homa markets as part of the Oldcastle 
APG network of companies.  Jewell 
also operates seven distribution facil-
ities in the areas of Houston, Austin, 
and Dallas/Fort Worth.
“Jewell is pleased and excited to bring 

employment opportunities to the Bur-
net community with the addition of 
this new manufacturing business,” 
said Dan Hamblen, Jewell’s President. 
“This addition to our existing produc-
tion facilities will serve a critical role 
in supplying high growth markets in 
the residential and commercial sectors 
throughout our region.”
The facility will be dedicated to Old-

castle’s market-leading concrete and 
mortar brands, which include Sakrete, 
Techniseal and Amerimix, serving the 
DIY, commercial masonry and profes-
sional contractor markets. “The new 
plant allows us to produce our product 
lines in a very safe and efficient man-
ner and to continue Jewell’s growth in 
our respective markets,” said Pat Mill-
er, Jewell’s VP of Operations.
“This new, strategic investment in 

Oldcastle APG/Jewell manufacturing 
is the latest example of our sustained 
commitment to masonry and the con-
crete dry mix industry,” said Tim Or-
tman, President of Oldcastle APG.   

“The new facility will help support and 
grow our Sakrete, Amerimix and Tech-
niseal brands, making them available 
on a wider scale and fuel continued 
growth in key markets.  Masonry — a 
time tested and effective solution — 
remains a central cog in our Architec-
tural Products Group portfolio capable 
of meeting the needs of today’s market 
few others can match.”
The plant will support the successful 

platform that brings Echelon’s Amer-
imix WRM to the pro masonry mar-
ket, which now features an ongoing 
campaign urging contractors to “Ditch 
the Sand Pile” to save time and job ef-

ficiencies with a quality pre-blended 
mortar. 
Amerimix mortars can be mixed 50 

percent faster and are available in a 
portfolio of masonry colors. 
When used with concrete masonry 

units that contain Oldcastle’s part-
ner RainBloc GP, the system creates a 
superior moisture barrier that inhib-
its water penetration.  Sakrete is the 
company’s easy-to-blend, easy-to-use 
DIY bagged concrete mix. 
Techniseal is the perfect complement 

to Oldcastle’s Belgard concrete pav-
ers as a preferred jointing material.  It 
seals paver joints but remains flexible 

to prevent cracking.
As Hamblen notes, there have been 

few concrete dry mix plants construct-
ed in the past few decades, so this 
state-of-the-art, ultra-modern con-
crete production facility is very mean-
ingful to the industry, as well as to 
worker safety, the environment and 
the local community.  “The new plant 
represents future sustained growth 
and confidence by Oldcastle, not only 
in our company and brands, but in the 
entire industry. We are excited for the 
future of masonry, both here in Texas 
and nationwide.”

Barford Equipment to launch
two new track mounted screeners into the US market

Barford Equipment, the UK based manufacturer 
of world leading mobile screeners, trailers, screen 
boxes, as well as wheeled and tracked conveyors, 
is poised to enter the US market in 2018 with the 
launch of the SR124 and the S104, two new track 
mounted screeners. 
Barford Equipment is using Yoder & Frey auction-

eers to prelude both of the new mobile screeners to 
the US market at its upcoming 2018 Spring Sale in 
Kissimmee, FL – the perfect event to develop brand 
awareness plus meet prospective distributor repre-
sentatives and buyers. Each model will then be sold 
at the auction, without reserve, to the highest bid-
ders. 
“The world’s construction machinery, aggregate, 

quarry and mining markets will all be focusing on 
the Kissimmee auction so this is a great opportu-
nity for us to meet potential distributors and prob-
able buyers and gauge the appeal of both our new 
machines,” explained Stephen Murphy, distribution 
manager for the Barford product range. “Barford is 
a well known brand in the UK and across Europe, 
having built an enviable reputation and possessing 
a long and illustrious history, but it is currently rel-
atively unknown in the US market; but that’s about 

to change. Yoder & Frey is well known for organizing 
prestigious equipment auctions that draw the atten-
tion of the types of buyers we are looking for and are 
the ideal match for us entering this sector.”
The two Barford models being launched are the 

SR124 (pictured) a tracked three way split screen-
er, with a 12 x 4 screen box that fits into a 40ft HC 
container; and the S104 a tracked three way split 
screener with a 10 x 4 screen box that again fits into 
a 40ft HC container.  
“We are delighted to include both these new Barford 

screener models at our upcoming Kissimmee auction 
and are confident that the US market will embrace 
these excellent ‘value for money’ machines,” stated 
Peter Clark, founder and CEO of Yoder & Frey. “Our 
auctions always attract significant interest and we 
are working closely with consignors to ensure the 
upcoming sale is a success on all counts.”
The SR124 is built around a Caterpillar power unit 

and with the engine on the S104 being produced by 
JCB a renowned British manufacturer and invertors 
of the widely popular and much copied JCB back-
hoe/loader.  The S104 is also available with a Deutz 
engine.  
Other Barford manufactured products: 

In addition to the two tracked screeners being 
launched, Barford Equipment also manufacturers 
a range of straight and radial tracked and wheeled 
stockpile conveyors, trailers and a range of screen 
boxes.

Barford Equipment is using Yoder & Frey auctioneers to pre-
lude both of the new mobile screeners to the US market.

Photo courtesy of Barford

Oldcastle Architectural announces new state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facility in Burnet, Texas

Oldcastle-Jewell’s new concrete and mortar facility adds powder silos to the structure as it finishes construction in December 2017.
Photo courtesy of Oldcastle Co.
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The Quarry Academy® seminar announces scholarship
The Quarry Academy® team has announced the 

Quarry Academy® scholarship. The inaugural 2018 
scholarship is awarded to Bethany Witter, a Mining 
and Minerals Engineering student at Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University. The Quar-
ry Academy® seminar, which is organized by Dyno 
Nobel and Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology, is 
conducted annually to enhance the skill sets of those 
involved in the aggregates industry. This scholarship 
is an additional commitment from Dyno Nobel and 

Sandvik, helping to attract outstanding students to 
the aggregate industry.
The 12th Quarry Academy® seminar was held on 

Nov. 14-16, 2017 in San Antonio, Texas. The event 
hosted 131 attendees from both the USA and abroad 
and is organized by Dyno Nobel and Sandvik Min-
ing and Rock Technology. It is addressed to those 
who serve in the aggregate industry and is focused 
on teaching participants how to produce aggregates 
in an efficient manner. The seminar addresses cur-

rent best practices in quarry operations with a focus 
on systems integration, economic sustainability, pro-
cess improvement, overall cost reduction and the use 
of practical safety as a part of daily work behavior.
The seminar included a quarry visit, this year to the 

CEMEX Balcones quarry in New Braunfels and fea-
tured Garrison Wynn, as a keynote speaker, deliv-
ering a message of leadership as it relates to safety.   
Details for the next Quarry Academy seminar will be 

published at www.quarryacademy.com .

The 2017 Quarry Academy® team recently announced the Quarry Academy® scholarship. 
Photos courtesy of Quarry Academy

The event hosted 131 attendees from both the USA and abroad and is organized by Dyno 
Nobel and Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology.

Volvo CE reveals latest technology in redesigned L350H
The all-new flagship of the Volvo wheel 

loader range features a 10 percent im-
provement in fuel efficiency and a host 
of other productivity improvements as 
well as a striking new design.
The largest in the Volvo Construction 

Equipment wheel loader range comes 
with new powertrain, new hydraulics, 
new operator environment and the 
toughest looking design in the indus-
try.
Engineered for efficiency, the L350H 

is fitted with next-generation hydrau-
lics and powered by a Tier 4 Final D16J 
engine, for high torque at low rpm. The 
ideal partner for quarry production, 
the L350H now comes with a higher 
capacity 9.5 cubic yards (7.3 cubic me-
ters) rock bucket, for maximum perfor-
mance. 

More Production
The new load sensing hydraulic sys-

tem works in greater harmony with 
the drivetrain, increasing response 
times (and lifting and lowering speed of 
the newly designed buckets) resulting 
in up to 5 percent faster cycle times. 
The hydraulic system and drivetrain 
improvements, coupled with the lat-
est Volvo engine technology, make the 
L350H up to 10 percent more fuel ef-
ficient in comparison to the L350F it 
replaces.
To boost the machine’s performance 

and reliability, this robust loader has 
increased clearance between the rear 
fenders and tires, allowing greater ac-
cess when fitting tire chains, thereby 
reducing the risk of damage to the 

body of the machine.
Efficiency as standard

The L350H is equipped with the latest 
technology dedicated to reducing fuel 
consumption and engine emissions. 
Volvo’s Fully Automatic Power Shift 
(FAPS) system allows for machine oper-
ation in the optimal, fuel efficient, gear, 
according to speed, kick-down and en-
gine braking, enhancing fuel efficiency. 
This is complimented by an eco-ped-
al, with a push-back mechanism that 
engages when engine rpm is about to 
exceed the most economic operating 
range. Sensing the resistance, the op-
erator can then reduce the pressure 
and continue within the fuel-efficient 
range. However, if full engine speed is 
needed, the eco-pedal mechanism can 
be overridden.  

A comfortable ride
New from the inside out, the L350H 

has been built with operator comfort 
in mind. The industry-leading Volvo 
cab boasts excellent visibility, minimal 
noise and vibration levels, as well as 
Automatic Climate Control (ACC), to 
ensure an always-comfortable climate 
in the cab. Controls can also be con-
figured to suit operator preferences, 
adding to the overall comfort of the op-
erator. 
The next generation Contronic mon-

itoring system and digital display in-
corporate the latest improvements in 
intelligent Human Machine Interface 
(HMI). The system monitors operation 
and performance in real-time, provid-
ing the operator with all necessary ma-

chine information.
Safety and service

To make routine maintenance and 
daily service checks quick and easy, 
the design of the engine hood has been 
improved, allowing complete access to 
the engine compartment. Engine side 
hood panels and a platform around 
the cab also enable operators or tech-
nicians to move easily around the ma-
chine. 
Safety is demonstrated in all aspects 

of the new L350H, with ergonomically 
spaced steps on entry to the cab and 
sturdy handrails, for easy entry and 
exit. A remote door opener, operated 

via a button located on the rear left 
cab post, facilitates easy access to the 
cabin. In addition, LED lights, installed 
on the cab entrance, safely illuminate 
the area. When operating in the dark, 
long-life LED work lights and reflec-
tive stickers that follow the machines 
contours also help to increase machine 
visibility.
Operators can be sure of their sur-

roundings with the optional rear-view 
camera, equipped with a new adjust-
able mounting bracket. New side-view 
mirrors also make it easier for the 
operator to safely monitor operations 
from all angles.

The all-new flagship of the Volvo wheel loader range features a 10 percent improvement in 
fuel efficiency and a host of other productivity improvements as well as a striking new design.

Photo courtesy of Volvo CE

http://www.quarryacademy.com
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M-Series proves itself in Brazilian surface mining operations
Founded in 1998, Máqui-

na Solo is a Brazilian com-
pany which specializes 
in supplying foundation, 
geotechnical, mining and 
environmental equipment 
throughout the country. 
Considered to be one of the 
leading specialist equip-
ment distributors in Brazil, 
the company, which began 
operations supplying hy-
draulic hammers, now acts 
as the representative for 
14 leading manufacturers, 
supplying over twenty four 
different product lines.
Driving the business for-

ward into its 19th year is 
the commitment of all at 
Maquina Solo involved in 
the business to deliver solu-
tions that meet the needs 
of its customers. This is 
achieved by being involved 
in all aspects of the supply 
process, and covers such as 
aspects as application anal-
ysis, equipment selection, 
sales through to service, 
and aftermarket support. 
One such company that 

has forged excellent rela-
tions with Máquina Solo 
is Finnish manufacturer 
ALLU, whose Transformer 
and Processor attachments 

have been particularly well 
received in Brazil. The rea-
sons for this are manifold, 
but the power, flexibility 
and transportability of the 
equipment has contributed 
to ALLU equipment being 
highly prized in Brazil, with 
the service and support 
provided by Máquina Solo 
complimenting the equip-
ment.

Surface mining
An area that has partic-

ularly seen the benefits 
of the ALLU Transformer 
range has been in surface 
mining operations. As the 
Transformer is essentially 
designed to fit an excava-
tor or loading shovel, this 
has made the equipment 
ideal for large scale sur-
face mining operations, 
where transportability and 
productivity are essential 
requirements of material 
handling equipment.
With many units now 

working throughout Brazil, 
one such application has 
seen the ALLU Transform-
er M-Series being used at 
a nickel mine, screening 
chalcedony directly in the 
mine, in order to upgrade 
the nickel concentration 

on the processed materi-
al. This particular model 
was chosen due to its high 
mobility and functionality 
in screening the material 
in-situ, instead of loading 
onto trucks, then trans-
porting the material to sta-
tionary screening plant, 
and then re-transporting 
the material back to where 
it originally came from. This 
has meant the company 
has been able to replace its 
stationary screening equip-
ment, freeing up resources 
as well as enjoying greater 
flexibility in its operations.
ALLU M - Transforming 

the way you work
There is no surprise that 

Brazilian surface mining 
operations have adopted 
ALLU technology as the 
ALLU M-Series effectively 
transforms the carrier it is 
mounted on (loader or ex-
cavator) into a high capac-
ity mobile material proces-
sor. The ALLU Transformer 
M-Series attachment is 
able to crush soft and brit-
tle material, separate hard 
unwanted impurities in the 
rock mass, while loading 
a dump truck or conveyor 
system. This makes it ideal for processing of soft rock 

and other minerals in often 
hard to get to areas, with 
the M-Series delivering si-
multaneous mobile crush-
ing, separating, enrichment 
and loading. 
What ensures that the 

ALLU Transformer M-series 
really stands out from the 
rest is the way its use helps 
to actually transform the 
entire surface mining oper-
ation. The profitability of a 
business is transformed as 
materials can be processed 
at the face, rather than be 
transported for further pro-

cessing. This also reduces 
outside waste deposits and 
brings environmental bene-
fits, as waste rock is sepa-
rated before transportation.  
Business efficiency is fur-

ther transformed as the 
loading and processing of 
materials is now accom-
plished in one stage result-
ing in faster, more efficient 
processing. Essentially the 
loader or excavator now 
becomes a multi-machine 
that can load and process 
while simultaneously re-
placing ‘overlapping’ ma-
chines at the jobsite. This 

eliminates material double 
handling needs and helps 
with cost reduction — both 
highly sought after benefits 
for efficiency driven mining 
operations.

The ideal solution
The ALLU Transform-

er M-Series has proved to 
be ideal for soft rock sur-
face mining applications in 
Brazil (and elsewhere) as it 
can easily handle in ‘one-
step’ any materials within 
its range. It can screen any 
type of material, and by ap-
plying the correct amount 
of crushing force togeth-
er with the correct drum 
type; the attachment also 
efficiently separates hard 
unwanted waste materi-
als in the rock mass, while 
crushing the soft material. 
By adapting to the process-
ing needs and rock mass 
it encounters, the attach-
ment boosts productivity, 
through delivering opera-
tional efficiency. 
Different drum configu-

rations of 50mm (2”) and 
75mm (3”) mean differing 
fragment sizes may be pro-
cessed with high productiv-
ity in ‘one step’. The entire 
process is fully mobile, and 
can replace convention-
al crushing and screening 
plants in many cases such 
has been found in Brazil. 
The ALLU Transformer 
M-Series has been devel-
oped specifically for those 
companies who deal with 
large amounts of material 
on a regular basis, specif-
ically quarries, aggregate 
producers, surface miners, 
power plants and process 
industries. It has been de-
signed to fit excavators and 
wheel loaders of up to 154.4 
US t (160t).

Grapples

North American Attachments
800-380-8808

www.excavator-attachments.com

ALLU Transformer M-series really stands out from the rest is the 
way its use helps to actually transform the entire surface mining 
operation. 

Photos courtesy of ALLU

An area that has particularly seen the benefits of the ALLU Transformer range has been in 
surface mining operations. 

http://www.excavator-attachments.com
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Get the PV Training  
and Education You Need
...in Niagara Falls, NY

Earn Credits Toward Your  
Certification or Recertification
Make plans now to attend our Continuing Education Conference 
at the The Conference & Event Center Niagara Falls in the 
spring. This is the ideal opportunity for NABCEP Certified PV 
Installation Professionals and PV Technical Sales Professionals 
to obtain all of the continuing education credits needed for 
recertification. And non-certified professionals can earn up to  
18 hours toward certification eligibility.

The conference will include:
• Three days of in-depth technical 

training from the most respected 
experts in the industry

• The latest product training from select manufacturers

• Full day PV and the NEC course options

• Amazing networking opportunities

Join us in Niagara Falls, NY for three intensive days of PV  
training, education and networking. To find out more, or  
register for the conference, visit:

www.nabcep.org/2018-continuing-education-conference

Platinum Champion Sponsor

Preferred Partner

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsor

Media Sponsors

R E S P E C T  T H E  R O O F

Technology  •  Development  •  InstallationTechnology  •  Development  •  InstallationT

Bronze Sponsor

http://www.nabcep.org/2018-continuing-education-conference
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SEATTLE, WA — Lo-Density® CLHR inline electric 
fuel oil preheaters from Process Heating Company 
(PHCo) automatically provide precise temperature 
and viscosity control of heavy oils for efficient and 
steady delivery from the pump to the burner. Viscos-
ity is the primary concern for producers who burn 
heavy or used fuel oil in their plants, as these oils 
become virtually impossible to pump at low ambi-
ent temperatures. The lower the viscosity, the more 
easily a fluid will flow. Correct viscosity also provides 
proper atomization at the burner nozzle and clean 
burning of the oil. There are two methods available 

to adjust viscosity in heavy fuel oil. One is to cut or 
blend the oil with expensive #2 heating oil or diesel 
fuel, which raises operational costs because of the 
higher costs associated with these fuels.  The pre-
ferred method to adjust viscosity is to preheat the 
fuel, allowing the heavier oils to move smoothly to 
the burner. PHCo inline heaters are fully automatic, 
easy to control, and – due to their removable drywell 
tubes — easy to clean, which is especially important 
when using recycled fuel oil. 

PHCo’s 100% efficient electric heaters ultimately 
provide unique benefits for asphalt producers that in-

clude lower operating costs, improved product quality, 
reduced maintenance, significantly longer heater life, 
and enhanced sustainability. The PHCo preheater is 
plumbed between the pump discharge and the burn-
er. The bypass line from the burner relief valve returns 
to the pump suction, and not the holding tank. This 
avoids adding heat to the storage tank, and also re-
duces electrical load by returning heated oil into the 
system. The unit includes sensors and thermocouples 
for main temperature control and high temperature 
limit. An oil flow switch located in the heater discharge 
piping keeps the heater from energizing unless there 
is sufficient oil flow. The patented Lo-Density® Coil-
Lock-design heating elements, which reside within a 
drywell, allow the units to dissipate controlled heat as 
low as 5 watts per square inch on the heater’s sheath, 
eliminating coking of the burner oil on the drywell 
tubes. All PHCo preheaters include a prewired UL-list-
ed industrial control panel, housed in a weatherproof 
enclosure. The system can be powered by any indus-
trial voltage to efficiently heat at a rate of 5-7 watts per 
square inch.

Process Heating Company has more than 65 years 
of experience in manufacturing 100%-efficient 

Lo-Density® low-watt density electric heating sys-
tems, designed to spread heat over a larger surface 
area, eliminating high element temperatures that 
damage the product. Common products that benefit 
from electric heat include asphalt, light and heavy 
fuel oils, diesel, bio-diesel, glycerin, lube oils, hy-
draulic fluids, resins/epoxies, animal fats, molasses 
and other materials that are sensitive to high tem-
peratures. For more information about Process Heat-
ing Company’s entire line of electric heating systems, 
call 866-682-1582 or visit www.processheating.com .
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PHCo Lo-Density® inline electric fuel oil preheaters 
control viscosity, facilitate maintenance

2x4 and 4x4 Vehicles
To Fit Your Every Need

SATCH SALES
Menands, NY 12204 

518-426-5002

As Used In....
• Snow Removal

• Construction Sites

• Hauling Materials

• Attachments &   
   Accessories Available

• Vehicles In Electric            
   Gas or Diesel

All PHCo preheaters include a prewired UL-listed industrial 
control panel, housed in a weatherproof enclosure. 

Photo courtesy of Process Heating Co.

http://www.processheating.com
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For Jennifer Sturm, owner and president of JT 
Sturm Corporation, the path to success has been 
an ongoing process since her teen years in high 
school. It was during the early days of her father 
Jay Sturm’s start in business as Cranes Aerial 
Truck Service in 2001 that she began to work part 
time while attending high school. This is when she 
began to acquire the skills and desire to build the 
family-owned business into what it has become to-
day. The future looks especially bright as she begins 
to expand the operation that she purchased from 
her father in 2016, developing new ways to safely 
train her clients while updating the company’s on-
line presence with ongoing improvements to their 
already-successful organization.

In a recent interview with Jennifer, Road had the 
opportunity to learn more about the recent transi-
tion of ownership and about the company’s past, 
present and future. “I began working with my dad 
when he first started the business and he was doing 
everything that needed to be done. His responsibil-
ities included sales, doing third-party equipment 
safety inspections, bookkeeping, everything. At that 
time, in order to grow the business, I helped him by 
sending out mailers to potential clients. I eventually 
got involved in doing some of the sales calls for him 
and setting up safety inspections, so that he could 
be on the road more.” 

“When I graduated from high school in 2004, I 
went to college and worked for him doing the ad-
ministrative work,” she said. 

“In 2006, we hired another inspector who is still 
with us today. We moved the business to Belling-
ham, MA in 2007 where we began training opera-
tors with our newly formed business, Crane Safety 
Institute.” 

“I enjoyed working more with the training while 
Dad preferred the inspection side of the business, 
so we worked together on the marketing of both di-
visions while building the company structure. Over 
time, we took on more office staff and additional 
trainers as the company continued to grow.”

“As I worked side by side with him, I had opportu-
nity to learn extensively about the entire business 
including federal regulations and safety procedures. 
A few years ago, Dad began to do accident investiga-
tions, and he found that to be an ideal career path 
for him. That was when we began to talk about my 
taking over the training and inspections while he 
focused on consulting. So, in 2016, we began the 
process for me to take over the business. In Janu-
ary 2017, I officially purchased Cranes 101, Cranes 
Aerial Truck Service and Cranes 101 Online, cre-
ating my own company, JT Sturm Corporation.” 
Meanwhile, Jay went into full-time consulting.

“This year, we have been implementing several new 
ideas and have brought in additional office staff and 
training managers to help organize the duties of the 
people to help make the business run more effi-
ciently. We are now doing a lot more online training. 
We are developing ways to do reports online. We are 
working on a major project of developing an entire 

new database that will come to completion in 2018, 
which will allow our customers to log into their own 
portal to see their inspection reports and training 

Jennifer Sturm acquires Cranes 101 from Sturm Corporation 
to begin new chapter in crane safety training

Jennifer Sturm: 
The next generation of safety

Jennifer has been working with and learning from her 
father, Jay, since highschool.

by Jon M. Casey

The Cranes 101 team. L-R: Amanda Kampersal, Rick Payer, Kyle Biancardi, Kathleen Morrissey, Jay Sturm, Jennifer Sturm, Maria Sturm, Marie McCarthy, Sean Kelly, Beth 
Polese, Jennifer Larson, John Alexander, Angela Henault and Bart Temple.

Photos courtesy of Cranes 101
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records that will be archived there for their use. 

They will receive inspection reminders through the portal; they will get train-
ing updates and scheduling reminders, all those things. That way, clients can 
be in regular contact on their computers and cell phones to have access to that 
information whenever they need it.”

Jennifer said she has noticed that there are a number of younger people getting 
into the construction industry ownership role, especially more young women 
owning businesses. “This year we teamed up with Debbie Dickinson of Crane 
Industry Services and Anna DeBattiste of the New England Crane School as a 
way to offer specialized training. Our industry is opening up to women, which 
makes the business climate more exciting, especially in the areas of safety. 
With their added experiences, we can expand our efforts in the realm of safety. 
We are pursuing federal training accreditation and our Certified Woman-owned 
business status is pending and due to be certified in 2018,” she added. 

Sturm notes that she still has her mother and father to call upon for business 
advice on a daily basis, when needed. “The transition of ownership went as 
easily as it possibly could have. My mother Maria works in our human resourc-
es department while Dad is still in contact with his consulting work. With 20 
employees working in our various enterprises, it is nice to have their experience 
to call upon,” she said. 

Jennifer plans to increase the number of regional trainers throughout the 
US in the coming months. Right now, she employs eight trainers across the 
US including the addition of a woman trainer in Las Vegas, NV who is a certi-
fied crane operator trainer. She said they are acquiring new customers in the 
western states and she wants to have trainers in place who are closer to the 
customers and who can serve them more efficiently. Their most recent trainer 
who has come onboard is located in North Carolina.

“We will travel anywhere in the world if we are needed,” she said. “We will 
be traveling to the Virgin Islands to work with some clients who need inspec-
tions on equipment that is being used to help with the hurricane cleanup and 
construction work.” For more information on Cranes 101 or other services 
from JT Sturm Corporation., contact them at 866•788•7600 or online at www.
cranes101.com . 

Safety Inspector, Michael Rexford, takes  office 
staff through a visual safety inspection on a crane. 
L-R: HR Manager Maria Sturm, Michael Rexford,
jennifer Larson, and Angela Henault (training co-
ordinator).

Safety Instructor, Steve Landry shows one of Cranes 101’s logitsics coordi-
nators, Jennifer Larson, the safety operations of a forklift. 

New England Crane School’s Anna DeBattiste

Anna DeBattiste is a training and development professional with over 20 years of ex-
perience in adult learning and instructional design. She founded New England Crane 
School (NECS) in 2010 with her brother, Larry DeBattiste, an NCCCO-certified crane 
operator with over 25 years of experience in the heavy construction and marine in-
dustries.   In 2012 she became the sole owner of NECS, which provides signalperson 
and basic rigging qualification, NCCER certification programs for operators, and man-
aging crane safety programs for construction supervisors.  NECS’ training programs 
are conducted by NCCCO-certified operator and practical examiner Frank Donahue, 
a 45-year veteran of the crane industry and an NCCER-trained instructor, and Mark 
Kenney provides NCCER practical exam services and logistical support.
Anna’s earlier background is in human resource management with a specialty in 

training and development.  She continues to work as a trainer providing leadership, 
teambuilding and communication skill programs for federal agency clients while also 
managing the business of New England Crane School.  She is best known for her 
passion for adventure, and for drawing lessons in leadership and teamwork from her 
experiences as a world traveler, adventure racer, ski instructor and mountain rescuer. 
She is based in New Hampshire and Colorado.
To learn more about NECS, visit: www.newenglandcraneschool.com

http://www.cranes101.com
http://www.cranes101.com
http://www.newenglandcraneschool.com


Watertown, SD — Terex 
Utilities debuted the Op-
tima Series of enhanced 
aerial devices used for 
construction and main-
tenance of distribution 
lines at the Internation-
al Construction & Utility 
Equipment Expo (ICU-
EE), Oct. 3-5, in Louis-
ville, KY. The new Opti-
ma™ TC, TCX, HR, and 
HRX Series feature prod-
uct enhancements in the 
heart of the Hi-Ranger™ 
aerial device product line. 
“Performance, produc-

tivity, and safety are 
among the top concerns 
of electric utility custom-
ers,” said Joe Caywood, 
Director of Marketing. 
“Terex Utilities has re-
sponded to customer re-
quests time and again in 
an effort to provide con-
tinuous improvement of 
our products that are 
rooted in these three ar-
eas of focus.” 
“Optima is built on 

the strong foundation 
of Hi-Ranger, designed 
to provide greater reli-
ability, efficiency and 
simplified operation and 
maintenance,” said Cay-
wood. Product improve-
ments include greater 
payload capacity, bet-
ter boom speeds, en-
hanced side reach and 
ground access, as well 
as features that improve 
maintenance access and 
reliability on the Optima 
Hi-Ranger aerials.  

Operation
“When it comes to pay-

load capacity, opera-
tors always want more. 
Crews want to carry as 
much gear and equip-
ment on their trucks 
as possible,” said Ted 
Barron, Vertical Market 
Product Manager. By us-
ing higher strength steel 
to reduce overall vehi-
cle weight, Optima TCX 
and HRX now offer up 
to 1,000 pounds more 
vehicle payload capaci-
ty, depending on specific 
configuration and stabil-
ity requirements.
Improved boom speeds 

and responsiveness have 
been accomplished by 
redesigning the hydrau-
lic circuit and optimizing 
the hydraulic cylinders.
An expanded working 

range optimizes capacity 
and supports improved 
ground access. “The low-
er ground access makes 
it easier for operators to 
hand off tools to ground 
personnel, clean out de-
bris in the bucket and 
is useful in operator re-
covery situations,” said 
Caywood.
Optima TC and HR 

models boast three feet 
more side reach. A visual 
indicator light shows the 
operator when the boom 
moves into the extended 
reach area of the work-
ing range. The addition 
of the optional Load Alert 
system further enhances 
safe work practices by 
monitoring the truck’s 
jib and basket capacity.  
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Terex® launches latest enhancement in the Hi-Ranger™ Distribution 
Aerial Device product line — the Optima™ Series at ICUEE

A visual indicator light shows the operator when the boom moves into the extended reach area of the working range. 
Photos courtesy of Terex Utilities

mailto:sales@montageent.com
www.montageent.com


In addition, all Optima aerial devices 
now have 700-pound platform capacity 
as standard. Optional 800-pound capac-
ity platforms are available on the Optima 
TCX and HRX models. An optional two 
single man 24-x 30-inch platform is avail-
able with capacity of 700 pounds (350 
lbs. for each bucket).

Maintenance
Over the life of the aerial device, simpli-

fied maintenance increases uptime for 
fleet managers and improves operation. 
The leveling chain now has extended life 
of 10 years before replacement (based 
on typical utility usage). At five years the 
inspection does not require the chain to 
be removed. A new pedestal design on all 
Optima models provides technicians eas-
ier access to torque lower rotation bear-
ing bolts, which are now accessible on the 
outside of the pedestal. Plus all hydraulic 
fittings located above the boom rotation 
are sealed with O-rings, reducing leaks. 
Finally, all Optima aerial devices feature 
powder-coated finishes for longer life. “All 
of this adds up to less downtime and less 
cost for servicing the aerial device, which 
lowers the total cost of ownership,” said 
Caywood.
More information about Terex is avail-

able on its website: www.Terex.com ; and 
on its LinkedIn page: www.linkedin.com/
company/terex and Facebook page; www.
facebook.com/TerexCorporation .
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BRING US YOUR OFFERS

(518) 283-6090
Fax (518) 283-3351

Poestenkill, NY USA

EXCAVATING & USED EQUIPMENT SALES • www.chipkronau.com
CONSTRUCTION&EQUIPMENT,INC.
Chip KRONAU

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
1993 Cat IT28F Enc. Cab w/Heat, GP Bucket, 20.5x25 Rubber @ 95%. Excellent Mechanical Condition, Cab & Sheet 

Metal Rusty, 11,000 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30,000
2007 Komatsu PC200LC-8, 5,340 Hrs., Hyd. Cplr., 9’8” Stick, 48” Bucket, 27” Pads, Clean Machine  . . . . . . . . $79,950
2007 JLG 400S Deutz Diesel, 4x4, 40’ max. Lift Height, 1,000 lb Max Weight Capacity, 500 lb Work Load, 8’x3’ Swivel 

Basket, 12-16.5 Tires at 85%, New Paint, 2,150 Hrs.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22,500
2011 Cat 305D CR 3,100 Hrs, Enc. Cab w/Heat & A/C, New Rubber Tracks, Blade, Aux Hyd, Quick Coupler . . $35,500

1998 Deere 644G, GP Bucket, Manual Coupler, 3rd 
Valve, Ride Control, 8,500 Hours . . . . . . . . . . $38,500

2004 Deere 644J, 4.5 yd. GP Bucket, 3rd Valve, 11,300 
Hrs., 23.5x25 Tires @85%, Runs Good . . . . . . . $66,000

2007 JLG 400 Boom Lift, Deutz Diesel, 4x4, 8’x3” 
Swivel Basket, Tires @ 85%, New Paint, 2,150 Hrs. .
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22,500

MANY ATTACHMENTS AND BUCKETS FOR SALE,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

2007  Komatsu PC200LC-8 5,340 Hrs., Hyd. Cplr., 
9’8” Stick, 48” Bucket, 27” Pads, Clean Machine. . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $79,950

– SOLD –

– SOLD –

– SOLD –

TRAILER SALES

Sure-Trac 
Power Tilt 8.5x24 + 4, Dual Tandem, 22.5k GVWR

$12,800

2017
8.5’x18’, Landscape Trailer

$14,066

Equipment Trailers, Tilts,
Beavertails, Deckovers

& Many More Styles In Stock
Come Check Out Our Stock

Sure-Trac Dumps 
 10Ft thru 16Ft Trailers Available In Stock,

Many To Choose From - Must See!

Must
Go!

The new Optima™ TC, TCX, HR, and HRX Series feature product en-
hancements in the heart of the Hi-Ranger™ aerial device product line.

Over the life of the aerial device, simplified maintenance in-
creases uptime for fleet managers and improves operation.

http://www.Terex.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/terex
http://www.facebook.com/TerexCorporation
http://www.facebook.com/TerexCorporation
http://www.chipkronau.com
http://www.harborequipment.com
mailto:billw@harborequipment.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/terex
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by Brian O’Sullivan
Named after stingless male bees, drones were orig-

inally a military technology, dating back to the siege 
of Venice in 1849, when pilotless flying machines 
were used as weapons. However, it wasn’t until 
1935 that the first truly successful drone, the de 
Havilland DH82B Queen Bee, joined the service in 
Britain. 
Fast-forward some 82 years later. Military UAVs 

account for nearly 90 percent of worldwide spend-
ing on drones and recreational models aimed at 
consumers are on the rise — in 2016, around two 
million recreational drones were sold. As technolo-
gy progresses, so will sales. That’s because drones 
are becoming powerful business tools, according 
to ‘Drones Reporting for Work’, a 2016 report com-
missioned by Goldman Sachs. The report predicts 
that of the $100 billion likely to be spent on military 
and civilian drones between 2016 and 2020, the 
commercial segment would be the fastest growing 
— with construction accounting for $11.2 billion, 
agriculture $4.9 billion, insurance $1.4 billion and 
infrastructure inspection $1.1 billion.

Drones: the ultimate compact equipment
The construction industry is looking at the tech-

nology from a birds-eye-view, admitting job sites 
are large and often inaccessible. Drone technology 
could change that. 
Drones offer a faster and more accurate way of 

surveying sites and gathering measurements. This 
information can then be used to create a corre-

sponding digital model of a site, helping contractors 
save time and money — and get greater accuracy 
— on-site surveys and project set up. Drones that 
have the ability to scan using lasers can also enter 
the results into Building Information Models (BIM), 
providing a digital representation of a site’s phys-
ical characteristics for other project professionals 
to use, as well as a verifiable record of progress. 
Drones can also take aerial thermal imaging re-
cordings, which can be used to monitor gas emis-
sions and identify gas leaks — a potential hazard 
for workers. 
Everyone wants to make construction safer, and 

drones have the potential to do just that. Drones 
can be sent to high-risk areas that are too dan-
gerous for workers to access. Footage can then be 
monitored in real-time from the safety of off-site of-
fices. In addition, drones are able to monitor work-
place conditions and transmit photos of a proposed 
work site, enabling workers to prepare prior to en-
tering the area.

Flying yellow metal?
Construction companies are catching on to the 

benefits of this technology and responding by cre-
ating partnerships with drone suppliers. Volvo Con-
struction Equipment (Volvo CE) is taking a mea-
sured approach to ensure the technology produces 
the most appropriate solutions for its customers. 
“Drones will definitely play an important role in 
the construction industry, but exactly how Volvo 
CE will engage with this technology still needs to 
be worked out,” says Jenny Elfsberg, director of 
emerging technologies at Volvo CE. “Our advanced 
engineering team is exploring this rapidly devel-
oping technology as well as several of the different 
players in this industry. With standardization not 
yet in place and different approaches being taken 
in different countries, we are keeping a close eye on 
the rules and regulations.” 
“We have carried out research in this area, main-

ly exploring site management and site surveillance 
purposes, and we are continuing this work in col-
laboration with partners. If we ever decide to go into 
drone development ourselves, we would need to 
work with partners such as data science and flight 

experts.”
Rules and regulations
The construction industry still has a lot to learn 

about the potential of drones and will need to stay 
aware of rules and regulations concerning their 
use. For example, under new UK laws, individuals 
that own drones over 250g – heavier than the aver-
age consumer product – will be required to register 
it and take a safety awareness test. The govern-
ment plans to bring forward and expand the use of 
‘geo-fencing’ in the UK, which acts as an invisible 
field to stop drones from entering sensitive zones, 
such as airports. 
It is still early on, but it is clear that drone tech-

nology has some interesting applications within the 
construction industry, especially when used in co-
operation with heavy equipment. From small begin-
nings, the sky’s the limit.

Drones set to take off in construction

Floating effortlessly and able to be positioned 
with great accuracy, drones – also referred 

to as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) – are 
becoming an increasingly popular tool in the 

construction industry.

The construction industry has woken up to the potential of drones. 
Photos courtesy of Volvo CE

A drone scans a job site.
Jenny Elfsberg, director of emerging 
technologies at Volvo CE.
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Grapples

North American Attachments
800-380-8808

www.excavator-attachments.com

Rt. 9, Livingston, NY  (10 Mi. S. of Hudson) (518) 537-6221 • Fax (518) 537-5276
31 North Broadway, Red Hook, NY • (845) 758-8888 • Fax (845) 758-8887

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS • RENTALS

PREMIUM QUALITY
USED EQUIPMENT

USED TRACTORS
1991 Case-IH 595; 2WD; Shuttle Trans., Sims Soft Cab, Alamo “Interstater” 62” Roadside Flail Mower, 7500 Hrs  $12,500.00

USED COMPACTS / L+G / FRONT MOWERS
1998 JD 4200 T/L/B; 200 Original Hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,900
2007 JD 2320 Tractor/200CX Loader; 350Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,500
1995 JD 855 70A LDR, Cab, Turf Tires, 72” Deck, 60” Blower, 1295 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,500.00
1994 Massy 1260, 1246 LDR, Turf Tires, 1400 HRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,295.00
1998 Massey 1160, 232 LDR, 2750 Hrs, with Bradco 511 Hoe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,995.00
2007 JD 3120 300X LDR, Mid PTO, Rear Valve, 1560 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,500.00
2008 JD 3320 300CX LDR, 2835 Hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,500.00
2011 JD 3320 300CX LDR, Rear Valve, Backhoe Valve, 1000 Hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,500.00
2006 JD 4320 New R4 Tires, Pwr Reverse Trans, 950 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,995.00
2007 JD 4010 410 LDR, 54” Mid Deck, 460 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,995.00
2007 Kubota L3400 Tractor/Loader/Backhoe, Hydro Drive, 950 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15,995.00 

Z-TURNS / USED LAWN-N-GARDEN / FRONT MOWERS
2006 Gravely PM272 Diesel, 72” Deck, Hyd. Lift, 680 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,495.00
2006 JD 737, 23HP Kawi 60” Deck, Collection System, 1500 Hrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,700.00
2010 Gravely ZTHD52, 1000 Hrs, New 23HP Kawasaki @ 650 Hrs, 52” Deck, Collection System, Exceptionally Clean . . . $3,695.00
2015 Cadet Z-Force SZ 24 HP, 54” Deck, 30 Original Hours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,500.00
2015 Ferris IS3200Z 30HP Vanguard, 60”, 130 Original Hours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,395.00
2003 JD X585 Liquid Cooled, 4WD, 54” Deck, Hyd Lift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,995.00
2006 JD X700 23 HP Liquid Cooled, 2WD, 54” Deck, 275 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,195.00
2006 JD GX335 48” Deck, Liquid Cooled, Hyd. Lift, PS, 500 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,295.00
2009 JD X500 25 HP, 54” Deck, 54” Front Blade, 220 Hrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,995.00
2010 JD 1445 31HP Diesel, 4WD, Cab, Choice of 60” or 72” Deck  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,995.00
2004 Kawasaki Mule, 4WD, Diesel, Winch, Plow Hookup, Power Bedlift, 810 Hrs; 4823 Miles, Model 3010D . . . . . $3,995.00

USED BOOM MOWERS (3PT.HITCH)
1998 Alamo-McConnell PA93; 15’ Reach; 48” Head  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,995.00
2000 Alamo-McConnell PA93M; 15’ Reach; 48” Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,995.00

MISC. (NEW & USED)
47” Snow Blower for 2000 Series JD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,895.00
60” Front Broom for 3000 Series, 3 Pt. Front Hitch Mount, Power Angle, Good Cond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(New Replacement Price is Over $5,100) $1,995.000
Frontier PHD200 Post Hole Digger, 9” Auger(used once) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,095.00
Alamo SHD62; 62”, 3 pt. hitch, heavy duty flail mower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,995.00
JD 261; 3 pt. hitch, 5’ finish mower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $995.00
New Wright; 3’ Hitch Fence; Under Guard Rail Mower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,995.00
New Sundown; 3’ Hitch, 5” Chipper, Hyd. Drive + Feed  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,995.00
Like New Model; “74”54”  Power Angle Blade for JD 43/4400 – 43/4410   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,295.00

USED VENTRACS/ATTACHMENT
KD722 6’ Power Angle Blade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $795.00
2007 4231TD (Turbo-Diesel) 3 Pt Hitch, Rear Hydraulics (needs new turbo) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9,595.00

SALE/LEASE/RENT OR RENTAL PURCHASE

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 
 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 

 SOLD 
 SOLD 

 SOLD 

Vermeer adds new S925TX mini skid steer
Delivering Outstanding Lifting and Hydraulic Performances

PELLA, Iowa — Vermeer has expand-
ed its compact equipment lineup with 
the new S925TX mini skid steer, de-
signed to provide impressive lifting 
performance and the power to conquer 
the most demanding applications.
With a tip capacity of 2,643 pounds 

(1,198.8 kg), a rated operating capaci-
ty of 925 pounds (419.6 kg) and max-
imum hinge pin height reach of 84.5 
inches (214.6 cm), the radial lift path of 
the Vermeer S925TX makes easy work 
of lifting and dumping heavy loads. 
The new mini skid steer features a 

dual auxiliary system, which allows 
the operator to switch between high 
flow for ground-engaging attachments 
and low flow for maximum control. It is 
also equipped with a universal mount-
ing plate that fits a broad range of Ver-
meer-approved attachments.
“From landscaping and tree care to 

rental operations, contractors are dis-
covering that Vermeer mini skid steers 
can increase their daily productivity,” 
said Jon Kuyers, senior global products 
manager at Vermeer. “With the S925TX 
model, we’ve designed a machine that 
can deliver a higher lifting performance 
than most other machines in the com-
pact utility loader segment while still 

maintaining a compact size and im-
pressive hydraulic attachment wield-
ing performance.” 
The new Vermeer S925TX mini skid 

steer is offered in three smooth-run-
ning, high-torque, four-cylinder en-
gine options, including a 24.8 hp (18.2 
kW) Kubota V1505 diesel engine, a 40 
hp (29.8 kW) Kubota WG1605 gas en-
gine and the 35.1 hp (26.2 kW) Kubo-
ta V1505 diesel engine offered only for 
international markets. Contractors can 
further customize their mini skid steer 
loader with either 7-inch (17.8 cm) 
wide tracks that produce 5 psi (.4 bar) 
of ground pressure or 9-inch (22.9 cm) 
wide tracks with 4 psi (.3 bar) of ground 
pressure for even better floatation. 
The S925TX mini skid steer has a 

travel speed of 4.1 mph (6.6 km/h). 
Like other Vermeer mini skid steers, 
the S925TX is built with a chariot-style 
platform for optimum operator com-
fort, and pilot-operated ground drive to 
help the user maintain smooth control 
on the jobsite, as well as in tight areas. 
The Vermeer S925TX is backed by a 

three-year/3000-hour extended lim-
ited warranty on the mainframe and 
loader arms for even more assurance 
and piece-of-mind on the job. 

For more information about the Ver-
meer S925TX mini skid steer, contact 

your local Vermeer dealer or visit Ver-
meer.com .

The new Vermeer S925TX mini skid steer is offered in three smooth-running, high-torque, 
four-cylinder engine options.

Photo courtesy of Vermeer

http://www.excavator-attachments.com
http://www.vermeer.com
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Doosan Construction Equipment will display a DX140LCR-5 reduced tail-
swing crawler excavator in its booth — C5887 — in the Central Hall at the Las 
Vegas Convention Center during the annual World of Concrete in Las Vegas, 
January 23 – 26, 2018. The machine will be configured with a quick coupler 
and hydraulic breaker, as well as optional rubber track pads, which minimize 
damage to concrete surfaces.
The DX140LCR-5 excavator offers a shorter tail swing, allowing operators 

greater flexibility where space is a premium without sacrificing performance. 
Doosan® DX140LCR-5 excavators are designed for long life with an extra-stur-
dy frame and reinforced superstructure. They come standard with permanent-
ly sealed and lubricated track links, and the workgroup bushings and hard-
wear disks are designed for reliability as well as extended service intervals to 
increase uptime.
A standard 7-inch liquid-crystal display (LCD) screen allows operators to 

continue monitoring the excavator parameters while viewing the rearview or 
optional sideview camera image. Critical machine data appears next to the 
camera view. With an available side camera, a split screen allows both camera 
displays to be viewed at once.
To help save valuable diesel fuel, auto shutdown is standard to help owners 

save fuel during non-working conditions. Operators can configure the idle time 
from 3 to 60 minutes. When enabled, the feature will shut down the excava-
tor’s engine when the preset idle time is met. This is particularly helpful in Cal-
ifornia where state regulations require idling for only 5 minutes for off-highway 
machines.

Options
Factory-installed options for DX140LCR-5 crawler excavators include the fol-

lowing:
• Straight travel pedal, which allows the operator to travel in a straight line 

more easily
• Two-way auxiliary hydraulic pedal (in addition to joystick control)
• Cab guarding for special applications
• Additional work lamps
• Rotate circuit hydraulic piping

Doosan DX140LCR-5 crawler excavator specs
• Horsepower (net): 113 hp
• Operating weight: 34,987 lb.
• Maximum digging reach (ground): 27 ft. 11 in.
• Maximum digging depth: 19 ft. 7 in.
• Maximum loading height: 23 ft. 2 in.
• Bucket digging force: 24,471 lbf.
• Arm digging force: 13,288 lbf.
• Four power modes: Power+, Power, Standard, and Economy
• Four work modes: Dig, Lift, Breaker, and Sheer
For more information on Doosan® products, visit DoosanEquipment.com .

Doosan to display 
DX140LCR-5 
during 2018 

World of Concrete

LEFT:
The DX140LCR-5 excavator offers a 
shorter tail swing, allowing operators 
greater flexibility where space is a pre-
mium without sacrificing performance. 

The machine will be configured with a quick coupler and hydraulic breaker, as well 
as optional rubber track pads, which minimize damage to concrete surfaces.

Photos courtesy of Doosan

http://www.doosanequipment.com
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888-280-1710
www.ransomeattach.com

STRICKLAND
ATTACHMENTS

BLACK
SPLITTER
HYDRAULIC
LOG/STUMP
SPLITTER

• Top Notch Quality. Top Notch Value
• Designed using the latest 3D CAD technology
• Fully greasable phosphor bronze bushings
• 400 brinell-hardness tips & teeth
• Quick coupler compatible

• Extremely efficient wood-splitting and handling     
   capabilities on mini excavator /  skid steers.   

• Powerful rotating chromium-steel cone
   with replaceable tip

• Maintenance-Free Device

• Full Manufacturer’s Warranty

UNITS
IN STOCK

Falcon Asphalt Repair Equipment 
releases tack tank trailers

Falcon Asphalt Repair Equipment recently un-
veiled their Falcon 150G and 250G tack tank 
trailers. The trailer- or skid-mounted diesel tack 
tanks are built with the same high quality as 
Falcon’s various hot boxes and recyclers.
The Falcon tank tanks are available in two siz-

es, the 150G (150 gallon tank) and the 250G (250 
gallon tank), and include the following features:
• Automatic thermostatically controlled heat 

system
• Stainless steel flue
• Diesel power
• Large clean-out port
• An insulated tank
“We are very excited about adding the 150- and 

250-gallon tack tanks to the Falcon product line. 
The unique features of these machines — diesel 
fired with insulated tanks and a thermostatically 
controlled heat system — will give our custom-
ers an operator-friendly and durable tack tank,” 
says Ric Simon, executive vice president of sales 
and marketing for Falcon Asphalt Repair Equip-
ment. “These machines, like our hot boxes, have 
been engineered with the same attention to de-
tail and care for the operator that our customers 
have come to expect from Falcon.”
All Falcon machines come standard with a two-

year warranty and a lifetime frame warranty. 
For more information, visit www.falconrme.com 

. The Falcon tank tanks are available in two sizes, the 150G (150 gallon tank) and the 250G (250 gallon tank).
Photo courtesy of Falcon

http://www.ransomeattach.com
http://www.falconrme.com


Elburn, IL  — Terramac, a leading manufacturer of 
innovative rubber track crawler carriers, highlighted 
its latest advancements and featured new and spe-
cialty crawler carrier models in its exhibit at ICUEE 
2017, held Oct. 3-5 in Louisville, KY. 

“This was our third time exhibiting at ICUEE and 
attendees were very familiar with our company and 
product offerings,” says Mike Crimaldi, CEO of Ter-
ramac. “The show was an excellent way to display 
our newest units while providing our team the oppor-
tunity to meet with various utility, electrical and con-
struction companies, connect with Terramac dealers, 
and enjoy meeting with our existing and potential 
customers. We are very pleased with the outcome 
and look forward exhibiting again next time.” 

ICUEE attendees experienced the debut of the RT6, 
Terramac’s most compact machine yet. The new unit 
is built to be nimble while providing the power need-
ed to accomplish the task at hand. It accommodates 
a wide variety of support equipment for utility appli-
cations and can be easily loaded onto a tag trailer 
and hauled by line trucks from jobsite to jobsite. 

“Many utility contractors attending ICUEE were 
enthusiastic about the new unit’s compact size,” 
says Matt Slater, director of Sales at Terramac. “With 
a smaller footprint, the RT6 improves access to util-
ity and powerline worksites in confined spaces and 
remote locations. And, it’s a great solution for tack-
ling applications that don’t require the payload of a 
larger unit.”

In addition to the product launch, Terramac’s lat-
est specialty unit, the popular RT9 customized with 
a Shortstop 3.5 concrete mixer by Ernest Industries, 
drew a lot of attention at the exhibit. This specialty 
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Terramac® showcases new crawler carriers at ICUEE 2017

ICUEE attendees experienced the debut of the RT6, Terramac’s most compact machinåe yet.

Terramac’s latest specialty unit, the popular RT9 customized with a Shortstop 3.5 concrete mixer by Ernest Industries.
Photos courtesy of Terramac
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ALL of our Heaters are 
MADE IN THE USA!
STOP FUEL GELLING IN THE FILTER

Universal Fuel Filter Preheater 12v, 24v, & 12v/120v 
& 24v/120v. Wraps the vehicle filter housing with

Fiberglass/Silicone Pad. Easy mounting and removal 
with springs and nylon ties.

Stop Gelling For
Bulk Tank Diesel Filters Too

for Engines, Hydraulics, Transmissions,
Batteries, etc. Converts the metal of

the housing to a heat transfer element.
Does not burn the oil.

P.O. Box 83, North Aurora, IL 60542-0083
800-530-5064 • Fax: 630-801-9569

sales@etipinc.com • www.etipinc.com
http://universalpreheater.etipinc.com/ (Veteran Owned Small Business)

Oil Heater, Peel N Stick

6512 Wes Rd., 
Hamilton, NY 13346

315-824-1000

2017 Ram 3500
Big Horn

- Cold Weather Group
- Snow Plow Prep Group
- Dual Rear Wheels

*Plus tax, tags, fees. 
*Discount includes manufacturer incentives and dealer discount

MSRP $61,555
Discount  -$7,775

Sale Price  $53,780*

2018 Ram 2500
Tradesman

6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel

*Plus tax, tags, fees. 
*Discount includes manufacturer incentives and dealer discount

MSRP $52,930
Discount  -$5,649

Sale Price  $47,281*

2018 Ram 2500
Tradesman

6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel

*36 months/10K miles per year
*$3,299 Cash or trade, plus tax, tags, and first payment
*Includes lease conquest

Lease For 
$479/mo*

2016 Ram 2500 Big Horn 
Mega Cab, Blue, 4x4, Hemi V8, 
6.4, 3,800 Miles, Stk #120405 

$43,778

2014 Ram 2500 Laramie
Silver, Quad Cab, 8Ft. Box, 4x4, Hemi 

V8, Leather Seats, Fully Loaded, 
19,800 Miles, Stk #EG21687

$38,888

2011 Ram 1500
Quad Cab, 4x4, Silver, 20” Wheels, 62,000 

Miles, Hemi V8, Loaded, Stk #BS517177
$22,876

model boasts the ability to deliver ready mix concrete 
to locations that a traditional ready mix truck cannot 
access, such as in silt sand base, swampy or muddy 
areas. And with Terramac’s added ability to tilt up the 
Shortstop mixer with the RT9’s dump bed function, 
concrete will remain in the drum at almost any angle. 

“The specialty RT9 with cement mixer piqued the in-
terest of many show attendees,” says Mike Stute, presi-
dent of Ernest Industries. “Attendees were impressed to 
learn that the Shortstop mixer was designed specifically 
for Terramac’s RT9 crawler carrier and not a retrofit. We 
also received a lot of positive feedback about the unit’s 
fit and finish and quality of workmanship.”

Terramac’s unique 360-degree rotating RT14R unit 
was also displayed at ICUEE. The RT14R’s unique ro-
tational functionality allows material to be offloaded 
faster than standard straight frame models. Booth visi-
tors were impressed with the new level of versatility the 
RT14R provides while greatly improving efficiency and 
cost savings. 

Furthermore, the Terramac display educated attend-
ees on the units’ ability to be mounted with an array 
of utility attachments including lineman winches, dig-
ger derricks, vacuum excavators, boom lifts and aerial 
buckets, as well as provided the opportunity to partici-
pate in product walk-arounds and demonstrations. 

Terramac® LLC, based in Elburn, IL, was established 
to produce the world’s leading crawler carrier. Units 
are sold through a full dealer network which offers 
customers easy-to-locate parts and service throughout 
the world. The units can be customized with support 
equipment to serve many industries such as pipeline, 
utility, mining, environmental, general construction 
and more. To learn more, visit www.terramac.com or 
call 630-365-4800. Terramac’s unique 360-degree rotating RT14R unit was also displayed.

mailto:sales@etipinc.com
http://www.etipinc.com
http://universalpreheater.etipinc.com/
http://www.terramac.com
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Conveyor systems tracking technology:
data points for safer, more dependable operation

Neponset, IL — As bulk handling 
equipment suppliers continue to make 
use of new and evolving technologies 
to develop “smarter” conveyor sys-
tems, a leading global manufacturer 
has introduced data tracking with QR 
codes on its belt cleaners and other 
components. Customers benefit from 
regularly-scheduled inspections by 
factory-trained and MSHA-certified 
technicians, providing operators with 
easy access to a wealth of data on the 
application, operating environment, 
service life and condition of convey-
or components, updated on every belt 
cleaner maintenance visit. By avoiding 
the common “run it until it breaks” 
approach to conveyor maintenance, a 
Martin Engineering proprietary smart 
phone app gives technicians and cus-
tomers a tool that helps maximize 
performance and service life — while 
minimizing carryback and spillage — 
to improve safety and reduce unsched-
uled downtime.  
The new tracking program captures 

a wide array of information to create 
a detailed record on all components. 
Date codes are imprinted on the blades 
during manufacture — very important 
for urethane because it has a limited 
shelf life — and technicians also affix 
tags on existing equipment to begin 
monitoring condition and recording 
observations.
Conceived as part of Martin Engi-

neering’s factory-direct ‘Mr. Blade’ 
program, technicians perform regular-
ly scheduled inspections and adjust-
ments, with an 18-point operational 
assessment from head pulley to tail 
pulley and a report for each visit. The 
visual inspections include the condi-
tion of pulleys, belts and idlers, as well 
as belt tracking, sealing, support and 
containment. This constant vigilance 
contributes to greater safety, efficien-
cy and dependability of the conveyor 
systems, minimizing hazards and un-
planned outages.
“Periodic reviews often reveal devel-

oping problems before they become a 
failure, such as worn idlers, leaking 
seals or excessive spillage,” explained 
Chris Schmelzer, Director of the Wear 
Components Business Group for Mar-
tin Engineering.  
“The data tracking program will help 

us work with our customers to make 
better-informed decisions about what 
equipment to use in specific applica-
tions, more accurately predicting the 
expected wear life,” said Schmelzer. 
“The goal is to help ensure that all 
components are properly serviced and 
replaced during scheduled outages, 
before a major breakdown occurs and 
stops production.”  
With the new tagging and capture 

ability, component data can be record-
ed and analyzed in much greater de-
tail than ever before. Every inspection 
a technician makes will be logged in, 

along with operational factors such as 
the material being handled, conveyor 
speed and remaining wear life, as well 
as visual observations and other info. 
The overall goal is to deliver more effec-
tive control of bulk material, improving 
predictive maintenance scheduling 
and contributing to a lower total cost 
of ownership.
The tagging program allows the com-

pany to maintain detailed information 
about the product’s date of manufac-
ture, installation and service history, 
giving customers access to the data 
through a smart phone or other device. 
“Eventually we will have enough data 
points to make more accurate predic-
tions about the performance and wear 
life of individual blade designs and ma-
terials of construction under specific 
operating conditions,” Schmelzer said. 
“Defining average wear life is extremely 
difficult because of the number of vari-
ables, but having this information will 
allow us to compare blade performance 
in similar applications and come up 
with a range and standard deviation.”
Data tracking and analysis have 

been in use by manufacturers of so-
phisticated equipment for several 
years, but the new program developed 
by Martin Engineering is believed to 
be the first of its kind for conveyor 
components. The company already 
has plans to expand the asset tagging 
program to its air cannons and other 
equipment over time.

Martin Engineering has introduced data tracking & analysis codes on conveyor belt cleaners.
Photos courtesy of Martin Engineering

Detailed tracking of component history & service provide data via free custom smart phone 
app.
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LIFETIME POWERTRAIN WARRANTY INCLUDED ON MOST VEHICLES • CHECK WEBSITE FOR SALE VEHICLES

268 Rt. 7 • 607-563-4311• Sidney, NY
SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

 www.chambersohara.com

Hours: 
Mon., Tues., 

Thurs. 8am - 7pm, 
Wed., Fri. 8am - 6pm, 
Saturday 8am - 3pm

*Plus Tax, Title & Registration • For Recall Information go to “safercar.gov”

Lifetime Powertrain Warranty Included On Most Vehicles

2011 Ford F250 Crew Cab 
King Ranch 4WD

6.2L V8, Auto Trans., Tow Pkg., Chrome, 
Htd & Cooled Seats, “0” Recalls, Brown, 

73,985 Miles

$31,969

2016 GMC Canyon
Crew Cab All Terrain 4WD
 3.6L 6 Cyl, Auto Trans, Air Cond, Alloy, 
Tow Pkg, Htd Leather, “0” Recalls, Black, 

26,858 Miles

$31,969

2007 Dodge Dakota Quad 
SLT 4WD

 4.7L V8, Auto, Air Cond, Cruise, Alloy, 
Pwr Winds & Locks, Tow Pkg,

“0” Recalls, 85,810 Miles

$13,969

2006 GMC 3500 Crew Cab 
Dually 4WD

 Duramax Dsl, Allison Auto, Air Cond, 
Tow Pkg, Pwr Winds, Locks & Seats, 

“0” Recalls, Blue, 66,905 Miles

$25,969

2016 Ford Transit 250 
Cargo Van

3.7L, 6cyl, Auto Trans, **Prev Rental**,
Air Cond., P. Winds, Pwr. Locks,

1 Recall, White, 18,173 Miles

$20,969

2007 Ford F250 Super 
Duty Lariat Crew Cab 4WD

5.4L V8, Auto Trans., Air Cond., Tow 
Pkg., Cruise, Pwr. Seats, Winds & 

Locks, “0” Recalls, Blue, 102,625 Miles 

$17,969

2012 Chevrolet Silverado 
Reg Cab LT Z71 4WD

8Ft. Box, 5.3L V8, Auto, Air Cond, Pwr 
Winds & Locks, Tow Pkg., Cruise, Alloy, 

“0” Recalls, Gray, 59,875 Miles

$23,469

2008 Chevrolet Silverado 
Reg Cab LT 4WD

4.8L V8, Auto, Air Cond, Cruise, Pwr 
Winds & Locks, Tow Pkg, “0” Recalls, Blue, 

85,235 Miles

$14,969

2013 Ram Quad Cab 
Laramie 4WD

5.7L V8, Auto Trans., Air Cond., Htd 
Leather, Navigation, Chromes, Tow Pkg., 

“0” Recalls, Black, 85,600 Miles 

$25,469

2008 Ford F250 
Supercrew 4WD XLT

5.4L V8, Auto Trans., Air Cond., Tow 
Pkg., Alloy, Matching Cap, P. Winds, P. 
Locks, “0” Recalls, Red, 36,504 Miles 

$27,969

               WWW.CHAMBERSOHARA.COM

TT Technologies introduces updated
Grundopit pit-launched mini directional drill

AURORA, IL — TT Technolo-
gies’ redesigned Grundopit pit-
launched mini directional drill is 
well suited for difficult fiber-to-
the-home and utility service line 
installations in tight working con-
ditions. The unit is compact, 54 
inches long, 43 inches wide and 
57 inches tall. The Grundopit de-
livers 13,489 pounds of thrust and 
pull back and 553-foot-pounds of 
torque with bore length up to 150-
feet. The Grundopit is an ideal en-
try-level system for utilities, cable 
industries or as a supplement to 

larger units.
The new unit features a patent-

ed instant plug-in lock that holds 
the drill stem in place. The instant 
plug-in lock system allows new 
drill stems to be added easily by 
engaging the new drill stem at the 
rotational motor. This means that 
drill stems are only screwed into 
the lead stem and not the rota-
tional motor, cutting the time it 
takes to add a stem in half.
Components include a two-part 

bore rig, patented drill stem plug 
in, 30 drill stems, bore head with 

angled steering surface, back-
reamer and swivel coupling, hose 
package and power pack.
For more information visit: www.

tttechnologies.com .

The instant plug-in lock system allows 
new drill stems to be added easily by 
engaging the new drill stem at the rota-
tional motor. 

Photo courtesy of TT Technologies
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Genesis promotes 
Mike Booth to 

product manager
In this newly created 

role, Mike will be respon-
sible for internally man-
aging the recently intro-
duced GHB Hydraulic 
Breaker and GCG Cy-
clone Rock and Concrete 
Grinder product lines. 
He will also work with 
demolition, construction, 
road and bridge, utility, 
excavation and trench-
ing customers to further 
develop these product 
lines to ensure they meet 
end user needs.
Since January 2016, 

Mike has been the Gene-
sis Northeast & Mid-Atlantic regional manager. Pri-
or to joining Genesis, Mike worked for 18 years in 
the construction equipment industry where he re-
ceived multiple awards and accolades for his sales 
accomplishments. More than 13 of those years 
were focused specifically on selling and promoting 
hydraulic breakers. His industry experience and 
knowledge make him a valuable customer and ap-
plication resource.

Booth’s industry experience 
and knowledge make him a 
valuable customer and ap-
plication resource.

Photo courtesy of Genesis

http://www.tttechnologies.com
http://www.tttechnologies.com
http://www.chambersohara.com
www.chambersohara.com
http://www.agcnys.org


WEST FARGO, ND — 
Bobcat Company intro-
duces a new pallet fork 
frame, making it the ide-
al solution for handling 
materials of all shapes 
and sizes. The new Bob-
cat® pallet fork frame 
features an integrated 
walk-through design for 
easier operator entry 
and exit to and from the 
loader cab. In addition, 
the new design provides 

compact equipment op-
erators best in-class 
visibility for picking and 
placing materials.
The new frame is ap-

proved for use with all 
Bobcat skid-steer and 
compact track loaders, 
Toolcat™ utility work 
machines and the V519 
VersaHANDLER® tele-
scopic tool carrier. Load-
er and Toolcat machine 
operators can easily con-

nect and disconnect the 
pallet fork frame with 
the Bob-Tach® attach-
ment mounting system. 
For even faster changes, 
Bobcat machines with 
the Power Bob-Tach® 
system can change the 
pallet frame without even 
leaving the cab.

More choices
The new pallet fork 

frame design makes it 
easy to move bagged or 
palletized materials, and 
then switch to lifting 
bales. Customers can 
choose from three mod-
els to best match the op-
erator’s lifting needs.
• Standard-duty: 2,500 

lb. capacity
• Heavy-duty: 4,000 lb. 

capacity
• Severe-duty: 5,500 lb. 

capacity
Easier access

A walk-through front 
frame provides a com-
fortable entry and exit 
to the loader’s cab, while 
enhancing operator safe-
ty. Plus, the Bobcat load-
er cab door easily clears 
the pallet fork frame for a 
smooth entry.

NAPERVILLE, Ill. — SKILSAW has taken the next 
step in scoring concrete with the introduction of its 
7-Inch MEDUSAW™ Walk Behind Worm Drive Saw 
for Concrete, model SPT79A-10. This new walk-be-
hind saw satisfies a user’s need for a complete, ergo-
nomic solution for scoring concrete in larger-area ap-
plications where productivity is important. This saw 
incorporates the same wet/dry dust management 
system and powerful worm drive motor as MEDU-
SAW, with the addition of an efficient walk-behind 
configuration.  
The MEDUSAW walk behind is equipped with an 

adjustable arm that extends to the user’s height and 
folds and locks into place for transporting and stor-
age. A larger handle and two-finger trigger provide 
greater control when making long cuts. An ambidex-
trous side assist handle gives added support. 
“To avoid lost parts or worn-out attachments, SKIL-

SAW created the MEDUSAW walk behind saw as an 
all-in-one solution for large cutting applications such 
as control joints in a commercial build,” said Gregg 
Mangialardi, product manager at SKILSAW. “We’ve 
seen the way pros have modified their saws, and it 
inspired us to create this integrated tool to meet their 
needs as well as Underwriters Laboratories’ [UL] re-

quirements.”  
In addition to the walk-behind feature, SKILSAW 

also designed the MEDUSAW walk behind worm drive 
saw with an improved pointer for stronger support, 
and a larger wheel for greater visibility. The three-
point line of sight allows for accurate cuts, while a 
large foot and oversized wheels increase the saw’s 
stability. The MEDUSAW walk behind saw’s guard 

and foot are made of die-cast aluminum housing for 
durability, with zinc-plated brackets and fasteners to 
protect against corrosion.
Similar to the original MEDUSAW, this walk-behind 

saw will help users meet OSHA silica exposure lim-
its with integrated dust control in both wet and dry 
operation. 
The MEDUSAW Walk Behind features the same 

powerful Dual-Field™ worm drive motor with add-
ed overload protection, to protect the motor from 
the end user inadvertently driving the saw forward 
too quickly. The saw also accommodates commonly 
available seven-inch blades.

To learn more, visit www.skilsaw.com .
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SKILSAW expands concrete scoring offering with 
MEDUSAW Walk Behind Saw for Concrete

MEDUSAW’s successor features a foldable arm and adjustable handle for upright cutting

The MEDUSAW walk behind is equipped with an adjustable 
arm that extends to the user’s height.

Photos courtesy of SKILSAW

The new walk behind saw folds and locks into place for trans-
porting and storage.

New Bobcat pallet fork frame 
features a walk-through design 

for easier entry and exit

Bobcat Company introduces a new pallet fork frame, making 
it the ideal solution for handling materials of all shapes and 
sizes.

Promises Kept
A Full Line of  
Wheel Loaders

770.499.7000
KCMCORP.COM

•  16 Models
•  .52 – 9.15 cu. yd.
•  30 HP – 531 HP

Is Now
At KCM, we understand that we are building 
something far greater than a relationship, we’re 
building your reputation.

Is Now

http://www.wtractor.com
http://kcmcorp.com
http://hillmartin.com
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Improved visibility
An open carriage design provides op-

timal visibility to the pallet fork tines 
when picking and placing materials.

Pallet fork guards
The reinforced brick-guard helps pro-

tect and secure the load while in use. 
A center guard is available on all three 
pallet fork frame models. In addition, 
an optional reinforced brick-guard 
height extension is available for se-
vere-duty pallet fork frames for max-
imum strength and endurance. The 
brick-guard extension closes off the 
walk-through portion, giving operators 
a full brick guard for superior material 
handling. Installation is easy and takes 
minimal time.

Multiple tine options
This attachment features multiple tine 

options. Pallet forks are available in 42- 
and 48-inch lengths, and bale forks are 
available in a 40.8-inch length.

The new pallet fork frame design makes it easy to move bagged or palletized materials, and then switch to lifting bales.
Photos courtesy of Bobcat Company

Worldwide innovations in compaction technology
In line with the motto, “Building tomorrow with 60 years of experience,” 

BOMAG presented its extensive product portfolio plus a few novelties at 
Innovation Days. New introductions included the BW 154 APO and the 
174 APO tandem rollers with split drums, currently available. These roll-
ers combine tangential oscillation technology with a split drum, a first for 
the compaction sector. Combining these two technologies offer contractors 
two distinct advantages: sensitive compaction via drum oscillation and a 
reduction of the shear forces due to the split drum. These rollers deliver 
perfect mat surfaces, even when compacting in tight curves and radii. Fur-
thermore, the drum without belts is entirely maintenance-free. 
The BW 138 tandem roller, another new development, will be equipped 

with dual amplitudes starting January 2018. In addition to the standard 
0.020-in amplitude, it will feature a second, 0.008-in amplitude. The sec-
ond amplitude will reduce vibration, allowing the flexible use of the roller in 
cities, on very thin asphalt layers or when compacting around structures. 
“At BOMAG, innovation is part of our corporate culture and the vivid ex-

change with our customers. High operator-friendliness is therefore an im-
portant aspect in developing new technologies and products. Innovation is 
often in the details, like the combination of existing oscillation technology 
with a split drum,” says Jonathan Stringham, vice president of marketing 
at BOMAG
This year’s Innovation Days were the first conducted in the newly con-

structed demonstration and training center. It is equipped with five train-

ing rooms and three service workshops. The adjacent demonstration 
grounds, spanning a football field in size with a roofed hall, holds 
about 400 seats, offers ideal conditions to demonstrate BOMAG 
products in a real-life construction environment, and contains suf-
ficient space to train customers on the machines. With this invest-
ment, BOMAG continues to strengthen its extraordinary customer 
focus and further advances the knowledge transfer to operators for 
more efficient use of the products.  
Stringham stresses the value of the new facility for BOMAG. “In our 

new demonstration and training center we can show our machines 
and offer training in a real-life construction site environment. It is 
important for our customers to see how the machines actually work 
and what they are able to do,” he says.

These rollers deliver perfect mat surfaces, even when compacting in tight 
curves and radii. 

Photos courtesy of BOMAG

The demonstration grounds hold about 400 seats, offers ideal conditions to demonstrate BOMAG prod-
ucts in a real-life construction environment.



BURNSVILLE, MN — SnowWolf, an 
industry leader in snow removal at-
tachment design and manufacturing, 
has introduced the QuattroPlowHD™, 
a highly versatile snow plow for heavy 
equipment such as wheel loaders, 
tractors and backhoes. 

The QuattroPlowHD is a larger 
version of the QuattroPlow™, which 
SnowWolf introduced in 2016 for 
skid steers, compact wheel loaders 
and smaller tractors. Like the Quat-
troPlow, the QuattroPlowHD gives op-
erators the power to efficiently tackle 
four distinct functions with one piece 
of equipment. It’s a high-capacity, 
hydraulic angle snowpusher, angle 
plow with wings, wide-angle plow with 
wings and backdrag plow, all in one.

Operators can switch from one type 
of plowing to another in seconds with-
out leaving the cab or even pushing 
a button, and no extra electric har-
nesses or controllers are required. 
They also can set the plow for a fifth 
function — wide-angle plowing — in 
60 seconds or less by leaving the cab 
to reposition the wing cylinders so the 
wings only rotate back 90 degrees.

“In terms of ease, efficiency and 
value for our customers, the Quat-
troPlow was an absolute out-of-the-
park homerun,” said SnowWolf Co-
CEO and Research and Development 
Manager Jerry Holman. “We’re excited 
about applying the same technologies 
to a brawnier plow to give the same 
advantages to our customers who use 

larger machines for more extensive 
and challenging snow-clearing jobs.”

 QuattroPlowHD
The QuattroPlowHD is available 

in 10- and 12-foot lengths. When 
the wings are fully extended on the 
12-foot plow, it is 17- feet-wide. The 
moldboard is 38 inches tall compared 
to the QuattroPlow’s 30 inches, and 
it weighs 280 lbs. per foot compared 
to 140 lbs. per foot for the smaller at-
tachment.

The attachment’s wings rotate 165 
degrees to make it a high-capacity hy-
draulic snowpusher when they are all 
the way forward, and when they’re all 
the way back it is an efficient straight 
or angle plow with wings or backdrag 
plow with significant containment 
and down pressure.        

A patented hydraulic smart valve 
gives operators complete control of the 
wings without removing their hands 
from the steering controls. When they 
angle the plow all the way to the right 
and hold for a few seconds, the smart 
valve shifts hydraulic fluid to the wing 
circuit and both wings move forward 
to the snowpusher position. When 
they angle all the way to the left and 
hold, the wings move backward to the 
wing plowing or backdragging posi-
tions. The directions can be switched 
according to operator preference.

In the backdrag position, the Quat-
troPlowHD carries significantly more 
snow than an angle plow alone. Oper-
ators also can scrape and carry snow 

effectively backward without chang-
ing the machine’s orientation.

SnowWolf also incorporated 35-de-
gree-angle tips on the QuattroPlow-
HD’s wings to provide greater carrying 

capacity while minimizing windrows 
caused by trickling from the ends of 
the plow, regardless of the direction 
the machine is moving.

Like all SnowWolf plow attachments, 
the QuattroPlowHD can 
oscillate up to 14 inches 
from level so the mold-
board can follow con-
tours of the ground and 
remain in full contact 
with the surface nearly 
100 percent of the time. 
This provides a clean 
scrape and reduces 
the amount of salt that 
needs to be applied. 

Innovation-Driven
Additional innovations 

give the QuattroPlowHD 
exceptional handling and 
clearing effectiveness, 
and a new, interchange-
able system makes it 
easy to attach it to multi-
ple machines with differ-
ent mount styles. 

Floating System
The QuattroPlowHD 

is a fully floating or full 
down-pressure system, 
depending on the condi-
tions and an operator’s 
preferences.

When it’s in full-float-
ing mode, the plow 
moves up or down 
thanks to horizontal 
bars that move forward 
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2017 Ram ProMaster City Cargo Vans, 
2.4L, 9 spd. auto. w/front wheel drive, gets 29 MPG, 
great light delivery vehicle, stk# G171-638. (Demo)

** All Rebates and Conquest Bonus Applied

Business Owners & Their Employees May Qualify For Additional Incentives

www.DVBizWheels.com

315-233-5342
5885 E. Circle Dr., • Cicero, NY 13039

Nissan Commercial

2017 Nissan NV2500’s, V8, AC, P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise, 
low & high top, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote.

2017 Nissan NV200 Cargo Vans, 2.0L 4 cyl., CVT auto. trans., 
front wheel drive, 40-60 split rear cargo doors, 6'10"x4'6" load 
floor, Call For Quotes.

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500, 2500 & 3500,
 high & low roof models, FWD traction, low step in 
height, short turning radius, diesel available, Great 

Selection, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote!

We Take Care Of Business
Every Day

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500 Low Roof
P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise & only 17k miles, stk# G179R8474, 

2016 Ford E450 16' Cube Van, DRW, R/U rear door, A/C, 6.8L 
V10 gas, auto., only 22,400 miles, stk# B16U-R8499, 

SEE ALL OF OUR PRE-OWNED INVENTORY AT 
www.DVBizWheels.com

Bonus Cash Now Available To Competitive Make Owners
2017 Ram 5500 

9’ Air Flo 3-4 Yard Dump,
11' Also Available!

 6.7 Cums. diesel, 6 spd. 
auto., chrome pkg., P/L, 

P/W, snow plow prep., tarp, 
pintle/ball combo hitch, 

19,500# GVWR, 
stk# G181-330, 
Call for Faxed 

or Emailed Quote!

$29,490

2013 Ram Tradesman SLT 4x4, 
5.7L V8 eng., 6 spd. auto., 35,276 miles, stk# B13UR8184,

 $32,990

STARTING AT $18,975**

(2) (4) AVAILABLE

(3) (6) AVAILABLE

$500 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

(2) (6) 
AVAILABLE

(25) (14) AVAILABLE

UP TO $8,250 REBATES**

$1,000 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

ONLY 
22k MILES

SOLD

$19,949

ONLY 
35k MILES

2012 GMC 16’ DRW Cube, pull out walk up ramp,  trailer hitch, 
6L V8 gas, A/C, AM/FM, 95,000 miles, stk# B139R7554,

$16,888

ONLY 1
LEFT

2017/2018 
Ram HD Pick Ups, 
great selection 2500 

& 3500s, gas & diesel,
 all cab styles, single 
& dual rear wheels, 

Call for Faxed 
or Emailed Quote!

Burdick  Ram Commercial • 315-233-5342 
 5885 E. Circle Dr. • Cicero, NY 13039

Happy Holidays!

Burdick Pre-Owned Commercial Specials Burdick

(10) AVAILABLE

SnowWolf® introduces QuattroPlowHD™ heavy-duty attachment 
brings 4-in-1 ease, versatility to large machines

The QuattroPlowHD’s functions: snowpushing, straight plowing with wings, angle plowing 
with wings and backdragging. A simple adjustment adds a fifth function, wide-angle plowing.

Graphics coutesy of SnowWolf

http://www.DVBizWheels.com


or back through slightly arched slots in plates that 
are attached to the frame behind the moldboard. 
Because it weighs approximately 2,850 to 3,150 
lbs., the QuattroPlowHD generally doesn’t require 
down pressure to effectively move snow and scrape 
a surface. However, if necessary, an operator can 
apply full down pressure by rotating the mount all 
the way forward.

 The user-friendly system also eliminates the 
need for an operator to tilt and level the blade re-
peatedly to ensure it is hitting the surface correctly 
after setting it down.

 “With the old, rigid design, an operator needed to 
dial it in perfectly when he set the blade down and 
control everywhere it went, up or down, as he was 
plowing,” Holman said. “If the ground fell away, like 
in a loading dock area, the plow sailed off into mid-
air and missed all the snow. With our new system, 
the operator just sets the blade down and the plow 
takes care of the rest.”

With a loader, for example, the operator can pro-
gram the return-to-dig circuit to lower and stop at 
the same elevation every time. The frame will be 
centered midway through the slots and the plow 
will float up or down, up to four inches either way, 
to follow the contours of the parking lot without any 
operator input.

The new system also eliminates premature and 
uneven wear to the cutting edge. Because the rigid 
system required full down pressure at all times, the 
cutting edge wore faster overall and some sections 
wore faster still because the full blade wasn’t al-
ways in complete contact with the surface. 

Shorter Frame Length
SnowWolf has reduced the distance from the 

cutting edge to the back of the attachment on the 
QuattroPlowHD by over a foot as compared to its 
largest plow attachment, the AlphaPlow. The ad-
justment makes for a tighter turn radius, provides 
better overall maneuverability and reduces stress 
on the host machine’s components.

 Interchangeable Mounting System
A new, interchangeable mounting system makes 

it quick and easy for a dealer, contractor or fleet 
manager to move a QuattroPlowHD from one ma-
chine to another, either for different jobs or when 
a machine is replaced. This eliminates the need to 
buy a new frame for each machine.

The system consists of machine-specific hooks 
that connect to a host machine’s mounting plate. 
To change from one style to another (i.e., one ma-
chine to another), the user removes four bolts, two 
on each side of the frame, slides one set of hooks off 
of the frame, slides a different set of hooks back on 
and replaces the bolts. The frame remains the same 
regardless of a machine’s mounting plate style.

SnowWolf has designed and manufactured hooks 
that connect to four different mounting plate styles: 
3-Point Hitch Mount, CAT-IT Mount, CAT Fusion 
Mount and JRB Mount.
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*All rebates applied including GM Business Choice (Must Qualify) and Bonus Tag (If Applicable). 0% Financing available to well qualified buyers for up to 72 months. Must take delivery by 1/2/2018.

2016 GMC Sierra 2500 HD SLE Crew Cab, 
6.0L gas, 4x4, 20'' alum wheels, P/L, P/W, P/M,
 remote start, trailer pkg., chrome assist steps,

 9,500# GVWR, stk# B163-699.

2017 Chevy/GMC 2500 & 3500 Service Bodies, 
6.0L gas, auto., 2500 double cab SRW, 3500 reg. 
cab DRW, Reading service bodies, Call for Faxed 
or Emailed Quote!

We Take Care Of Business
Every Day

Business Owners & Their Employees May Qualify For Additional Incentives

$1,000 N/C ACCY'S

(2) 2017 Chevy 3500 12' Knapheide Stake Body w/
Rear Swing Out Gates, 6.0L gas, auto., A/C, P/L, tilt,
cruise, Stk# B171-1500 2WD fixed body & B173-1333
4WD dumping body, Call for Faxed or Emailed Quote!

2018 Chevy 3500 Diesel Dump, P/W, P/L, tilt, 
cruise, remote keyless entry, plow prep, 13,200# 
GVWR, 9' Reading dump body, Stk# B181-413, Call 
for Faxed or Emailed Quote!

2016 Chevy Colorado's Crew Cab Work Trucks, 
V6 eng., auto., A/C, P/L, P/W, P/M, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi hot 

spot, trailer pkg., fleet left overs, stk# B161-1728.

WAS $32,410
NOW $28,910

SAVE $3,500!

(2) 2016 Chevy Silverados 1500LT, 
double cab, 5.3L eng., 6 spd. auto., O/D, 
remote keyless entry, stk# B16100837.

GM Employee Pricing On Most Remaining 2017 Chevy Models

2017 Chevy/GMC 2500/3500 Cargo & Passenger 
Vans Regular & Extended Lengths, 6.0L & 4.8L V8 
gas, A/C, AM/FM, P/L, locking diff., Call For Faxed Or 
Emailed Quote!

2017 Chevy/GMC Cube Vans, 9,900#-12,300# 
GVWR, 12'-17' long, single & dual rear wheels, Call 
For Faxed Or Emailed Quote!

2017 City Express Vans, 4 cyl., auto., A/C, cruise, Bluetooth, 
great light delivery vehicle, stk# B171-458, Call For Faxed 
Or Emailed Quote!

(15) AVAILABLE

$1,200* UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

GMC REBATES 
UP TO $5,200*

$500* UP-FIT ALLOWANCE

STARTING AT 
$20,995

(4) (3) AVAILABLE

(5) AVAILABLE

GMC REBATES 
UP TO $5,200*

ONLY (3) (2) LEFT AT THIS PRICEWAS $53,320
NOW $46,820
SAVE $6,500!

WAS $46,775
NOW $38,500
SAVE $8,275!

(2) AVAILABLE

$400 N/C ACCY'S

Section 179 Tax Code In Effect Now! 
Put Qualifying Trucks In Service Before 12/31/17 

& You Could Be Eligible For Up To $500,000 In Tax Deductions.

Burdick  Chevy - Buick - GMC • 315-233-5342 
 5885 E. Circle Dr. • Cicero, NY 13039

Happy Holidays!

(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE(2) AVAILABLE

2016 FINAL CLOSE OUT SPECIALS

Don’t Zone Out in Work Zones!
According to the US DOT Federal Highway Adminis-

tration, on an average in 2015 a work zone crash oc-
curred every 5.4 minutes, and every day 70 work zone 
crashes occurred that resulted in at least one injury. 
In addition to the injury crashes, 12 work zone crash-
es occurred every week that resulted in a fatality. 
Practicing the following safety tips may prevent you 

from becoming a statistic: 
• Pay close attention to work zone signs, flaggers, 

and traffic patterns. 
• Adjust your speed to the traffic and road condi-

tions. 

• Turn on your headlights so workers and other 
drivers can see you. 
• Do not tailgate – leave plenty of room for those 

sudden stops. 
• Use your flashers to warn other motorists. 
• Scan your mirrors and be alert to vehicles entering 

your blind spots. 
• Watch for other vehicles, workers and equipment. 
• Do not speed and slow down to the posted speed 

limit. 
• Be patient. Remember work zones are necessary to 

improve roads and make them safer. Stock photo by Jamie Street

http://www.DVBizwheels.com


MILWAUKEE, WI — Douglas Dynam-
ics LLC, parent company of Dejana®, 
FISHER®, Henderson®, SnowEx®, 
SweepEx®, TurfEx® and WESTERN®, 
is pleased to announce that Doug Clark, 
product manager for Western Products, 
has earned his Certified Snow Profes-
sional (CSP) designation from the Snow 
and Ice Management Association (SIMA).
Clark joins fellow Douglas Dynamics 

CSP employees, including Andy McAr-
dle, director of product marketing for 
Douglas Dynamics, and Daniel Gillil-
and, training manager for SnowEx. 
SIMA’s Certified Snow Professional cer-

tification was developed for owners, op-
erators, and executives within the snow 
and ice industry. It focuses on the crit-
ical elements of running a professional 
snow business and recognizes a level of 
service, quality and value to customers.
To achieve certification, applicants 

must complete a 200-question exam in 
less than three hours covering topics 
such as HR Management, Sub-contract-
ing, Snow and Ice Science, and Snow 
and Ice Operations and Removal Tech-
niques. Once accredited, professionals 
must fulfill annual requirements, in-
cluding continuing education credits, 
to stay ahead of developments in the in-
dustry, general business practices and 
professionalism. 
“We’re very proud of Doug for this ac-

complishment,” said Mark Adamson, 
executive vice president of Commercial 
Snow and Ice for Douglas Dynamics. 
“CSP certification supports the ability 
to relate and engage with customers, 
which is critical for identifying oppor-
tunities or challenges with customers. 
The results are better service and bet-
ter business, values Douglas Dynamics 
and its family of brands is literally cer-
tified to deliver.”

TAMPA, FL — Dobbs Management Service, LLC 
(“Dobbs”), a family investment office based in Mem-
phis, TN, has acquired seven John Deere Construction 
and Forestry Stores serving the South Florida market.  
The purchase, through DJD Equipment Holdings, LLC, 
included full service stores in Lutz (Tampa), Orlando, 
West Palm Beach, Miami and Ft. Myers, FL, in addi-
tion to parts only stores in Pompano and Riverview, FL.  
The business will operate as Dobbs Equipment and 
will keep its business headquarters in Tampa. 

“We believe this sale represents a key strategic distri-
bution move for John Deere and Nortrax,” said Nortrax 
President and CEO Tim J. Murphy. “The Dobbs family 
has a phenomenal track record going back to 1920 of 
investing and growing business for the long term. They 
are hiring all of the Nortrax Florida employees, which 
will retain the expertise and more importantly the re-

lationships with the Florida customers. They bring 
a proven track record, great financial stability and a 
long-term commitment to grow and support the John 
Deere brand in the Florida market. I believe this is an 
exciting move for the Dobbs Family, for John Deere, 
for the new Dobbs employees and most of all, for our 
customers.”

Edward Dobbs, chairman, expressed enthusiasm 
with the acquisition, “We are excited to partner with 
John Deere as a dealer in the Florida market. Our fam-
ily has decades of experience in successfully represent-
ing top tier manufacturers. We believe that John Deere 
represents the highest quality products and customer 
support in the market; we look forward to a strong and 
successful long-term relationship with Deere & Co., 
as we are a long-term owner with a time horizon mea-
sured in decades. There is tremendous growth poten-

tial for the John Deere brand in the Florida market and 
we have plans to expand John Deere’s presence in the 
region through additional investment and resources 
over the coming years.”  

McNally Capital (“McNally”) initiated discussions 
between Dobbs and John Deere with regards to this 
transaction as well as assisted as an advisor to Dobbs. 
In addition, McNally made an equity co-investment, 
which is consistent with the firm’s merchant banking 
activity. Edward Dobbs commented, “McNally Capital 
introduced us to this unique opportunity with John 
Deere and worked tirelessly, providing tremendous in-
sight and advice. We look forward to having McNally as 
our partner going forward.”

Additional information about Nortrax, Inc., its prod-
ucts, services and career opportunities can be found 
online at www.nortrax.com .
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Plowing ahead: Douglas Dynamics’ Doug Clark receives 
certified snow professional designation

Doug Clark, product manager for Western Products, has earned his Certified Snow Professional (CSP) designation from the Snow and 
Ice Management Association (SIMA).

Photo courtesy of Douglas Dynamics LLC
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Dobbs Management acquires 
seven John Deere Construction 
& Forestry Stores from Nortrax

http://www.nortrax.com
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Did you know that LOAD SUPPORT GRIDS 
are ideal for creating durable gravel driving 
surfaces for . . . WHEE1 LOAD 

• - Utility access roads
- Farms
- Driveways for country homes
- Construction jobsites
- Beach access
- Emergency access 

WHY? 
- Fast and easy to install 
_ Very low cost

tttt 
DO WNWARDSTRESSES EQUAL UPWARD 
RESISTANCE RESULTING IN NO RUTIING. 

- Easy to remove (for temporary driving surfaces
around construction jobsites) 

GRAVEL GRASS 

Permeable grassy 
paving is ideal for 
overflow parking, 
parking pads, and 
heavy vehicle access. 

AGGREGATE 
SOILMIX* 

Permeable gravel 
pavements are 
permanently stabilized 
with the LSG series. 
Eliminate rutting. • Aggregates and soil are mixed for load support and root growth. Ratio varies. Call for details. 

CALL CELL-TEK TODAY AND LET US HELP YOU SAVE MONEY WITH OUR NEW TECHNOLOGY! 

SERIOUS SUPPORT 
AFFORDABLE 

EROSION CONTROL 

SLOPEGRID® cellular confinement system is 
an economical long-term solution consisting of 

. _ , .: ( a giant blanket of 30 connected cells which 
) . 1 � fortifies the earth to prevent erosion, soil

migration, and damaging shifting forces caused 
by water and wind. 

eGrid

® 

more info: 41 O. 721.4844 (ELL-TEK._";= www.celltekdirect.com 
Geosynthetics 

http://www.celltekdirect.com


TOWSON, MD — DEWALT introduc-
es the 20V MAX* Cordless Tripod Light 
(DCL079), built to illuminate dark 
work areas and withstand tough job-
site conditions. With cutting-edge LED 
technology, the 20V MAX* Cordless 
Tripod Light offers impressive bright-
ness and runtime along with cordless 
convenience. The light is compatible 
with all DEWALT 20V MAX* and FLEX-
VOLT® batteries.

The 20V MAX* Cordless Tripod Light 
has three brightness settings and illu-
minates works areas with a maximum 
output of 3,000 lumens. Its telescoping 
design sets up in seconds and collapses 
for easy portability and storage. Users 
can position the 20V MAX* Cordless 
Tripod Light overhead to reduce shad-

ows and glare as well as illuminate haz-
ards, workstations, and equipment. The 
light can also help provide contrast and 
color visibility for detailed tasks or to di-
rect light at work surfaces.

Available where DEWALT products 
are sold, the 20V MAX* Cordless Tri-
pod Light will be available as a bare 
tool (DCL079B) for $199 MSRP or kit-
ted (DCL079R1) with 6.0Ah battery 
and charger for $329 MSRP. The light 
comes with the standard DEWALT 
three-year limited warranty, one-year 
free service, and 90-day money back 
guarantee.

With respect to 20V MAX* - Maxi-
mum initial battery voltage (measured 
without a workload) is 20 volts. Nomi-
nal voltage is 18.
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477 E. Farmersville Road, 

New Holland, PA 17557

Office 717-355-2361 

Fax 717-355-9548
office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com

www.keystoneconcreteproducts.com

Bulk Storage Walls
Available In: 8’6” - 12’6” - 16’ High 

& Our New Heavy Duty 10’5” High Walls
Ask about additives to protect concrete and steel from salt

Quality at a Reasonable Price
Contact for free estimates 717-355-2361

or office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com

Keystone Concrete Products, Inc.

DEWALT® Announces 20V MAX* Cordless Tripod Light
New Cordless Tripod Light Built to withstand Jobsite Conditions

The light comes with the standard DEWALT three-year limited warranty, one-year free ser-
vice, and 90-day money back guarantee.

Photos courtesy of DEWALT

New Bobcat V723 telescopic 
tool carrier offers more 

lift capacity, longer reach
WEST FARGO, ND  — Building on 

the success of prior Bobcat® telescopic 
tool carriers, Bobcat Company has ex-
panded its line with the new V723 Ver-
saHANDLER® telescopic tool carrier.

The new V723 expands the Bobcat 
family of VersaHANDLER telescopic 
tool carriers, also known as telehan-
dlers, making it ideal for operators who 
need extended reach and greater lift 
capacity. The durable V723 is in the 
7,000 to 8,000 pound size class, and 
it can confidently handle heavy loads. 
Its low profile fits on more farms and 
construction jobsites while easy ma-
neuverability provides operators with 
enhanced comfort throughout the day. 
Plus, the new V723 features the Power 
Quick-Tach attachment mounting sys-
tem to increase utilization.

Increased machine protection
Add strength to handle heavy loads 

with new V723 boom pivot and en-
closed frame welds. The machine’s 
boom pivot has a thick steel reinforce-
ment for enhanced durability and long 
life. Protection for vital parts, such 
as the lift cylinder, and brackets de-
signed to support maximum loads, re-

duces stress on the machine’s boom, 
pivot point and chassis. For addi-
tional support, heavy-duty, enclosed 
frame welds offer extra reinforcement 
throughout the frame.

For greater productivity, the V723 
is designed with an enclosed engine 
compartment that helps keep out dust 
and debris, ensuring long component 
life. A side-by-side cooling package de-
sign improves the machine’s efficien-
cy. The radiator, oil cooler and intake 
air coolers are mounted side by side, 
carefully located to receive the same 
quality and temperature of air, which 
provides efficient, consistent cooling 
ability, even in the most severe, dusty 
and dirty conditions.

In addition, an automatic reversing 
fan helps keep the radiator area clean-
er, longer — extending productivity 
and uptime while reducing the imme-
diate need to clean debris by hand. 
Just press a button to reverse the 
cooling fan or set it to automatically 
reverse at 30-, 45-, 60- or 90-minute 
intervals to purge the system of dust 
and debris.

The V723 has a variety of other up-

mailto:office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com
http://www.keystoneconcreteproducts.com
mailto:office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com


time protection features:
• Fine mesh intake screen to help pre-

vent large debris from entering the en-
gine basket and plugging the radiator.

• Diesel fuel is contained in a du-
rable, rust-free polypropylene tank to 
minimize condensation and contami-
nation of the fuel system.

• Battery run-down protection that 
automatically shuts down after the 
predetermined time and voltage lev-
el, preventing accidental battery dis-
charge.

• Machine shutdown protection sys-
tem to continuously monitor engine 
coolant, hydraulic oil, engine oil and 
other vital machine functions.

• Optional window guards to protect 
operators and their investment from 
falling and flying debris.

Non-DPF Tier 4 solution
Bobcat engines have a specially 

designed combustion chamber that 
minimizes the amount of particulate 
matter (PM) the engine creates. The 
amounts are low enough that a diesel 
particulate filter (DPF) isn’t needed for 
Tier 4 compliance, which simplifies 
maintenance as well as operation.

A turbo-charged, 100 horsepower 
Bobcat diesel engine provides superi-
or power to help operators complete 
just about any job. It is side mounted 
for better visibility and easier mainte-
nance access. Both sides and the bot-
tom of the engine are protected with a 
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2015 New 
Holland 
E55BX 

37.4HP, Cab, 
Heat/AC/

Radio, 12’9” 
Max Dig Depth 

w/Thumb, 
Approx. 1,150 
Hrs, Rubber 
Tracks, Push 

Blade $55,775

2016 New 
Holland E35B 

23HP, Cab, 
Heat/AC/

Radio, 10’ Max 
Dig Depth, 

Rubber Tracks, 
Push Blade, 

w/Bucket 
$34,975

2008 Bobcat 435 Mini-Ex 49HP, Cab, Heat/AC/
Radio, 11’2” Max Dig Depth w/Thumb & 24” Bkt, 

Approx. 1,800 Hrs, 10,555 Lbs. $32,975

2013 New Holland L230 90HP, 3,000 Lbs. Max Lift, 
Cab, Hi-Flow Hydraulics, Approx. 545 Hrs, w/Bucket 

$49,900

2011 Gehl V270 Skid Steer 70HP, 2,700 Lbs. Max 
Lift, Pilot Controls, Unit Sold w/Bucket, 

Not Pallet Forks $31,995

2005 New Holland LS190.B 81HP, 2,800 Lbs. Max 
Lift, Cab, Hi-Flow Hydraulics w/Bucket 

Price Before Shop $16,000

New Holland 555E Backhoe 79HP, 4WD, Cab, 
Extend-A-Hoe, 4x4 Power Shuttle Transmission w/

Buckets, 14’4” Max Dig Depth $34,975

1999 New Holland 555E 79HP, 4WD, Cab, Extend-
A-Hoe, 4x4 Power Shuttle Transmission, w/Buckets, 

14’4” Max Dig Depth $28,975

2011 Ventrac 4231TD HB580 58” Power Broom, 
Cab w/Heat, Articulating Tractor, Newer Broom Core 

$19,975

New Ventrac SSV w/Broom Stand on Unit, 18.5HP, 
Kawasaki Motor, Hyd. Control Broom, 4x4 Skid Steer 

Drive System, 38” Power Broom $15,225

315-853-6151 • joe@clintontractor.net • www.clintontractor.net

The V723 features cab efficiencies, and creature comforts ensure operators are productive all day. 
Photos courtesy of Bobcat

mailto:joe@clintontractor.net
http://www.clintontractor.net
www.clintontractor.net/2016-new-holland-construction-e55bx-new-holland-mini-excavator-inventory.htm?id=2053715&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/2013-new-holland-construction-l230-new-holland-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=1586651&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/2011-gehl-v270-gehl-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=1325708&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/-1-new-holland-construction-ls190-b-new-holland-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=2172259&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/-1-ford-555e-ford-backhoe-inventory.htm?id=1586789&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/1999-ford-555e-ford-backhoe-inventory.htm?id=2165957&in-stock=1
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thick steel frame, while rubber-engine mounts re-
duce shock during all-terrain use.

Selectable steering and travel modes
The versatility of the V723 is endless with 

three steering modes to give operators applica-
tion-matched maneuverability.

• Front-wheel steer: Enables top-speed road trav-
el, eliminating the need to haul the machine on a 
trailer from jobsite to jobsite. 

• All-wheel steer: for quick and tight turns.
• Crab steer: precise side-to-side positioning.
Select from three travel modes that provide more 

precise movement in numerous applications.
• Two-Speed travel option: Offers two speed rang-

es, each with its own high and low setting, for im-
proved productivity and better maneuverability.

• Speed management: Adjusts travel speed inde-
pendently from engine speed. Operators can use 
their accelerator pedal to set the engine speed to 
the optimal setting for the attachment they are op-
erating, then dial in their desired travel speed. 

• Inching control: Reduces drive speed without 
reducing power to the attachment, enabling slower, 
more precise control without sacrificing productivity. 

Enhanced operator comfort
The V723 features cab efficiencies, and creature 

comforts ensure operators are productive all day. A 
boom cushioning suspension system makes it easier 
for operators to handle the load, providing a smoother 
motion as the attachment angles to its minimum or 
maximum pitch, or when the boom reaches full re-
traction. Plus, a ride control cushioning suspension 
system allows for more comfort on rough terrain and 
uneven surfaces, allowing operators to work longer 
with less fatigue.

The patented asymmetric cab design with a 
wraparound rear window and a split door provides 
360-degree visibility. This innovative design allows 
for easier communication and ensures operators 
have a clear view of the jobsite. Plus, an easy-to-
read instrumentation panel gives operators an edge 
in equipment operation. The backlit display panel 
monitors major functions, features intuitive attach-
ment controls, operation lights, warnings and an 
hour meter for quick service checks.

An enclosed cab with heat and air conditioning 
is standard for V723 telescopic tool carriers, mini-
mizing dirt and dust inside the operating area and 
keeping the operator refreshed through the work 
day. Automotive-style vents allow operators to point 
the air where they need it, providing enhanced com-
fort. Operators can adjust the steering column with 
the tilt steering feature to meet their desired height. 
In addition, an industry-leading joystick allows op-
erators to control several functions, including trav-
el direction, lift and tilt functions, boom extension, 
and auxiliary hydraulics from the cab. A three-way 
cloth adjustable suspension seat is standard to in-
crease operator comfort, especially when operating 

the V723 for extended periods.
Unmatched attachment versatility

With the standard Power Quick-Tach system, 
V723 operators push a button to retract the pins 
and release to quickly secure the attachment. Oper-
ators can change non-hydraulic attachments, such 
as buckets and pallet forks, without even leaving 
the V723 cab.

The V723 is approved for use with the following 
attachments:

• Bale fork (accessory for rigid pallet fork frame);
• Bucket, general purpose: 93 inches;
• Bucket, ag grapple: 96 inches;
• Bucket, light material (2.6-yard volume): 96 

inches; 
• Bucket, XL light material (3.2-yard volume): 96 

inches;

• Pallet fork, floating: 44- and 56-inch widths;
• Pallet fork, rigid: 44-inch width; and
• Pallet fork, rigid with side shift: 44-inch width.
Quick Look: V723 VersaHANDLER® telescopic 

tool carrier:
Horsepower: 100 hp, non-DPF Bobcat diesel en-

gine;
Operating weight: 17,155 lb.;
Maximum rated lift capacity: 7,700 lb.*;
Maximum lift height: 22 ft. 10 in.*;
Maximum reach: 13 ft. 5 in.*; 
Auxiliary hydraulic flow: 26.4 gpm;
Travel speed, low (Gear 1): 3.1 mph;
Travel speed, high (Gear 2): 18.7 mph; and 
Three steering modes: Front, all-wheel and crab.
*When equipped with pallet frame and forks, load 

center.

The machine’s boom pivot has a thick steel reinforcement for enhanced durability and long life.

www.rockroadrecycle.com

http://www.rockroadrecycle.com
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Upgrades to JLG mobile stock picker include faster speed 
and simultaneous drive and lift capability

MCCONNELLSBURG, PA — JLG In-
dustries, Inc., a leading global manu-
facturer of aerial work platforms and 
telehandlers, is pleased to announce 
the launch of its new 10MSP mobile 
stock picker.
With an increase in the maximum 

stowed drive speed from 3.5 to 5 miles 
per hour and new simultaneous drive 
and lift capabilities, the 10MSP en-
ables operators to navigate facilities 
quickly, driving greater efficiency over 
the course of the work day.
“Quicker drive speed and multi-func-

tion operation are necessities in today’s 
competitive material handling and in-
dustrial warehouse environments,” 
said Aaron Haynes, product marketing 
manager for vertical and low-level ac-
cess products at JLG Industries, Inc. 
“Add the machine’s ability to work in 
environments with ambient air tem-
peratures ranging from 0°F (-18°C) to 
104°F (40°C), and the versatile 10MSP 
becomes an industry-leading stock 
picker choice for use in cold storage, 
as well as warmer weather environ-
ments.”
The simultaneous lift and drive fea-

ture requires both hands to be on the 
controls to create greater operator effi-
ciency, and allows for closer position-

ing to work areas, which should reduce 
risk and operator strain, while improv-
ing productivity.
The 10MSP further enhances pro-

ductivity through its higher platform 
height and up to 850 pounds of to-
tal vehicle capacity, allowing users to 
move more material in fewer trips. Up-
time is increased thanks to standard 
maintenance-free 210 Amp-Hr AGM 
batteries and a lubrication-free mast 
and mast guide system.
Improved operator safety results from 

the unit’s self-closing saloon gates with 
operational interlocks that prevent op-
eration when the gates are open to 
ensure the user is secure in the plat-
form while the unit is moving. A stan-
dard lanyard attachment point allows 
operators to tie off at height, while a 
rigid mast reduces sway at height. In 
addition, an optional rubber floor mat 
offers foot and back relief for operator 
comfort during long shifts.
Other options, like an electrically 

powered material tray, object sens-
ing pad, remote manual descent, aisle 
guide rollers, rug and bicycle carriers, 
scanner pocket, and cargo strap, make 
the new 10MSP ideal in a variety of in-
dustrial environments.
The 10MSP includes these additional 

features:
• Counter-rotational steering, deliver-

ing a tight turning radius to help op-
erators navigate the unit in confined 
spaces
• Standard frame-mounted bumpers 

to protect the operator from the sur-
rounding area
• Standard frame-mounted LED bea-

cons in the front and rear to alert near-
by workers of the machine’s presence
• Intuitive and easy-to-access ground 

controls
“All of the features on the newly en-

hanced 10MSP allow operators to 
do more — carry more, reach higher, 
move faster and work longer,” said 
Haynes. “The results are improved per-
formance, reduced downtime, and in-
creased productivity.”
For more information about the JLG 

10MSP, please visit https://www.jlg.
com/en/equipment/stock-pickers/
driveable-stock-pickers/10msp . For 
more information about JLG®, visit the 
website at www.jlg.com .

The 10MSP further enhances productivity 
through its higher platform height and up to 
850 pounds of total vehicle capacity. 

Photo courtesy of JLG
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ASV adds Ohio dealer to network
GRAND RAPIDS, MN — ASV Holdings 
Inc., an industry-leading manufactur-
er of all-purpose and all-season com-
pact track loaders and skid steers, has 
added National First Equipment, LLC 
to its dealer network. The Berea, Ohio-
based center rents, sells and services 
a variety of used compact construction 
equipment, including skid steers, mini 
excavators, wheel loaders, dozers and 
backhoes. 
“We’ve always been focused on pro-

viding high-quality equipment and af-
ter-sales support to landscapers, do-
it-yourselfers and small contractors,” 
said Larry Mahnen, National First 
Equipment general manager. “The ASV 
equipment was a natural fit. The line 
allows us to expand into offering new 
equipment while staying true to our fo-
cus on serving our customers’ compact 
equipment needs.” 
National offers all ASV Posi-Track 

compact track loaders (CTL), featuring 
best-in-class rated operating capaci-
ty, cooling systems and hydraulic effi-

ciency, from the RT-30, the industry’s 
smallest sit-on CTL, to the new VT-70, 
ASV’s first mid-frame, vertical lift mod-
el, and all the way up to the RT-120 
forestry unit, the industry’s most pow-
erful CTL. The company will also carry 
ASV’s full line of skid-steer loaders. 
“National First Equipment values the 

needs of contractors and homeowners, 
and the company serves that market 
well,” said Bill Klein, ASV district sales 
manager. “Those values are also the 
foundation of our business, and we 
look forward to the success of this new 
partnership.”
In addition to serving the greater 

Cleveland area, National also sells its 
equipment throughout the U.S. and 
internationally via its website, www.
nat1eq.com/.
For more information: ASV Holdings 

Inc., 840 Lily Lane, Grand Rapids, MN 
55744; call 1-800-205-9913; fax 218-
327-9122; sales@asvi.com; www.asvi.
com ; Facebook and YouTube .

ASV added National First Equipment to its dealer network, offering ASV’s full line of skid 
steers and compact track loaders. 

Photos courtesy of ASV

https://www.jlg.com/en/equipment/stock-pickers/driveable-stock-pickers/10msp
http://www.jlg.com
http://www.nat1eq.com/
mailto:sales@asvi.com
http://www.asvi.com
http://www.asvi.com
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Caterpillar expands EU stage v, U.S. EPA tier 4 
final industrial engine range with new 12.5 liter offering

Caterpillar will expand on what is already the in-
dustry’s broadest industrial engine range with the 
addition of the new Cat® C13B. The 12.5-liter engine 
will leverage a proven, reliable core of components 
with over 68 million hours of real world experience 
and complementary technology to the C9.3B plat-
form that was launched in 2016 and is nearing pro-
duction.
“Our customers expect reliability and durability, 

but they need it from a simpler, lighter package with 
more power and that’s what we’re giving them with 
our new engines,” explains Jeff Moore, Product Man-
ager for 7.2-18 liter engines.
Designed to meet Stage V and Tier 4 Final emission 

standards, the 6 cylinder, 12.5 liter engine combines 
upgraded air, electrical and aftertreatment systems 
to produce a range of powers from 340-430 kW and 
up to 2640 Nm of torque out of a package that is 
30 percent lighter at these performance levels, when 
compared to previous models.
Increased performance is accentuated with trans-

parent aftertreatment regeneration to maximize up-
time and improvements in fuel consumption mini-
mize cost of ownership. The C13B provides for all of 
the critical success factors required by off-highway 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in all in-
dustrial sectors.
As with all Caterpillar 9-18 liter engines, the C13B 

will be offered in a number of configurations to pro-

vide OEM customers the flexibility to reduce the cost 
of installation.
Engine mounted afterteatment (EMAT) and full In-

dustrial Power Unit (IPU) configurations are offered 
out of the factory in Seguin, Texas. Remote mounted 

aftertreatment is also possible, with minimal instal-
lation requirements between the engine and after-
treatment.
Caterpillar will also certify its existing Stage IV, Tier 

4 Final engines in its C13, C15 and C18 product 
range to meet Stage V emission standards, needing 
only minimal changes to the Diesel Particulate Filter 
(DPF) internals to meet the standards. Dual label cer-
tification — Stage V and Tier 4 Final — will be offered 
for its range of 9-18 liter products from 250-597 kW 
giving customers the opportunity to commonize their 
products across regions.
Caterpillar’s DPF solutions in this range have over 

282 million hours of proven performance in the field. 
There are no changes to customer interface points for 
existing products, allowing for a seamless change-
over and enabling customers to focus on their own 
product improvements.

“The C13B and all Cat industrial engines are de-
signed with the customer in mind. We meet emission 
standards while delivering increased power density, 
fuel efficiency, and reduced complexity to add real 
value for our customers,” stated Moore.

Designed to meet Stage V and Tier 4 Final emission stan-
dards, the 6 cylinder, 12.5 liter engine combines upgraded 
air, electrical and aftertreatment systems.

The 12.5-liter engine will leverage a proven, reliable core of 
components with over 68 million hours of real world experience. 

Photos courtesy of Caterpillar
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Jan 6, 2018
Continuing Education for 2A/1C

Call Angela at 508-966-4100 
or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  

Jan 9 - 11, 2018
NAHB 2018 International Builders Show

Orlando, FL.  
Jan 13, 2018

License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Jan 15 – 19, 2018

AED Summit
Las Vegas, NV. For more information visit www.aedsummit.com .

Jan 17, 2018
MSHA Annual Refresher

East Norriton, PA. $99 pp. For more information
visit www.catamountconsultingllc.com or call 855-861-7866.  

Jan 20, 2018
License Prep 2A/1B

Call Angela at 508-966-4100 
or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  

Jan 22, 2018
ASCC Laser Scanning Workshop on Tolerances
Las Vegas, NV. 8 am-5 pm. For more information 
visit www.ascconline.org or call 866-788-2722.  

Jan 23 - 26, 2018
World of Concrete

Las Vegas Convention Center.
Register today at www.worldofconcrete.com .  

Jan 24 - 26, 2018
National Crane Certification/Knuckle/Boom Truck 

National Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Jan 31, 2018

MSHA Annual Refresher
Grantville, PA. $99 pp. For more information 

visit www.catamountconsultingllc.com or call 855-861-7866.  
Feb 1, 2018

MSHA Annual Refresher
Lake George, NY. $99 pp. For more information 

visit www.catamountconsultingllc.com or call 855-861-7866.  
Feb 3, 2018

Continuing Education 2A/1C
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Feb 7 - 9, 2018

National Pavement Expo
Huntington Convention Center, Cleveland, OH.  

Feb 10, 2018
License Prep 2A/1C/3A

Call Angela at 508-966-4100 
or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  

Feb 11 - 14, 2018
NAPA 2018 Annual Meeting

Hilton Bayfront Hotel, San Diego, CA. 
For more information visit http://tinyurl.com/y9ngaqj8 .  

Feb 12 - 14, 2018
National Crane Certification/Truck 

National Crane Operator Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Feb 17, 2018

License Prep 2A/1B
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Feb 20 - 24, 2018

LICA 2018 National Winter Convention
Charleston, SC. For more information 

visit www.licanational.com/files/Charleston-Agenda.pdf .  
Feb 21 - 14, 2018

NAPA 2018 Annual Meeting
San Diego, CA. Visit http://tinyurl.com/ydhastfv to register 

or for more information.  
Feb 22 - 23, 2018

The 2018 Horizontal Directional Drilling Academy
Tempe, AZ. For more information visit www.hddacademy.com .  

Feb 22 - 24, 2018
Demolition 2018

Austin Convention Center, Austin, TX. For more information visit 
www.demolitionassociation.com/convention .  

Feb 26 - 28, 2018
2018 AGC Equipment, Technology & Construction Solutions Expo

Hyatt Regency, New Orleans, LA. For more info 
email exhibitsales@agc.com or call 202-768-7917.

Calendar of Events

mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.licanational.com/files/charleston-agenda.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/ydhastfv
http://www.hddacademy.com
http://www.demolitionassociation.com/convention
mailto:exhibitsales@agc.com
http://catamountconsultingllc.com
http://catamountconsultingllc.com
http://catamountconsultingllc.com
http://www.aedsummit.com
http://www.ascconline.org
http://www.worldofconcrete.com
http://tinyurl.com/y9ngaqj8
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SKID STEER RODEO
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4TH

APRIL 4-5, 2018
Wed. 8AM-4PM • Thurs. 8AM-3PM

NYS Fairgrounds • Syracuse, NY

No Fee To Register • Must Be at least  18 years of age & bring proof of ID
RODEO RUNS FROM 9am to 1pm

Sign up at the Rodeo Site
Trophy/Prize Ceremony will be held at 2 pm in the Admar Supply Booth A-1

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-218-5586

COMPETE FOR 
GREAT PRIZES 

& TROPHIES

SPONSORS
ADMAR SUPPLY • TROPHY SPONSOR

SEE THEM IN BOOTH A-1

RockRoadRecycle
SEE US IN BOOTH A-32



Volvo Construction Equipment (Volvo CE) has ap-
pointed two new dealers to the company’s dealer net-
work in the Midwest. The appointments reflect Volvo 
CE’s strategy to expand and strengthen its dealer 
network, partnering with seasoned, expert dealer-
ships that know their markets well and can provide 
a best in class machine uptime experience to Volvo 
CE’s customers.
Both new dealers are taking over for Scott Van Kep-

pel (SVK), purchasing the heavy equipment compa-
ny’s assets and assuming its locations. Housby Heavy 
Equipment is now the new Volvo CE dealer for Iowa. 
The Des Moines-based company is taking over loca-
tions in Ankeny and Cedar Rapids. Meanwhile, Wise 
Heavy Equipment has become the new Volvo CE deal-
er in Nebraska, assuming SVK’s location in Omaha.
Stephen Roy, president of Volvo CE in North Amer-

ica, said the addition of these two new companies 
to Volvo CE’s dealer network reflects the company’s 
strategy to expand its footprint and capture mar-
ket share by partnering with dealers that have deep 
knowledge of their local markets and have shown 
success in providing the high level of customer ser-
vice that has long defined Volvo CE.
“Volvo CE is determined to grow its footprint in 

North America by partnering with the best dealer-
ships the region has to offer,” Roy explained. “Hous-
by Heavy Equipment and Wise Heavy Equipment 
have a combined 84 years of experience in distribu-
tion and have shown tremendous success with Mack 
Trucks, another great Volvo Group company. We’re 
excited to launch this new phase of partnership and 
we know that our customers will see immediate and 
measurable improvements when doing business with 
Volvo CE.”

Powerful partnerships
Founded in 1969, Housby Heavy Equipment has 

grown to serve customers across America and around 
the world from its locations in Des Moines and Car-
roll in Iowa. Over the years, Housby has developed its 
product offering to include heavy equipment, ready-
mix technologies, and waste and forestry equipment. 
“We have built strong partnerships with a diverse 

range of customers in the trucking and construction 
industries, and we’re very optimistic about bringing 
Volvo CE’s premium construction equipment into the 

mix,” said Kelly Housby, partner at Housby Heavy 
Equipment. “Both Housby Heavy Equipment and 
Volvo CE put customers at the center of our business 
as a priority, so with these common values, we look 
forward to future success.”
Also building on its previous experience as a Mack 

Trucks dealer, Wise Heavy Equipment has served 
customers in the transportation, trucking and rail-
road industries since 1978. 
Bert Wise, owner of the company, said the expan-

sion of its portfolio to include Volvo CE’s construction 
equipment will help it provide customers in Nebraska 
with the highest level of product offerings and the 

aftermarket services that support them. 
“We are honored to partner with Volvo CE and be the 

exclusive distributor of its superior products in Ne-
braska,” he said. “Its industry-leading machines will 
give us a strong product portfolio and give customers 
more choices than ever before. It will also enable us 
to tap the resources a company like Volvo CE can 
bring to the equation, improving our services and 
support for customers in Nebraska.”
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Volvo CE appoints new dealers 
in Iowa and Nebraska

Both new dealers are taking over for Scott Van Keppel (SVK), purchasing the heavy equipment company’s assets and as-
suming its locations. 

Graphics courtesy of Volvo

Munson Machinery launches 
new website

UTICA, NY — Munson Machinery 
Company’s new 200-page website, 
www.munsonmachinery.com , details 
the company’s mixing/blending, size 
reduction and liquid/solid separation 
equipment utilized across all indus-
tries in which bulk solid materials, 
pastes and solids-laden slurries are 
processed.

A mixing and blending section de-
tails Rotary Batch Mixers, Ribbon/
Paddle/Plow Blenders, Fluidized Bed 
Mixers, Vee-Cone Blenders, Rotary 
Continuous Mixers and Variable In-
tensity Blenders. Size reduction ma-
chinery covered includes Screen Clas-
sifying Cutters, Rotary Knife Cutters, 
Pin Mills, Attrition Mills, Lump Break-
ers, Hammer Mills and Shredders. A 

separate liquid/solid separation sec-
tion describes Rotary Drum Screen-
ers. Each of 16 equipment sections 
includes separate overview, features, 
options and specifications pages.

Selection chart downloads compare 
seven types of the company’s mixing/
blending equipment, and six types of 
size reduction equipment offered ac-
cording to 14 material characteristics 
and 10 equipment requirements.  

A technical library of 58 case study 
articles published in 400 trade jour-
nals is cross referenced by 11 indus-
tries and 180 bulk materials handled.

For information contact Munson 
Machinery Company, Inc., 800-944-
6644, info@munsonmachinery.com , 
www.munsonmachinery.com .

Munson Machinery Company launched a 200-page website detailing mixing/blending 
equipment, size reduction equipment and liquid/solid separation equipment for dry bulk 
solids, dry bulk with liquid additions, pastes, solids-laden slurries and wastewater applica-
tions.

Photo courtesy of Munson Machinery
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mailto:info@munsonmachinery.com
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Harbor Equipment, LLC
2017

Sure Trac 
Bumperpull, 

Tapered 
Entry, Hyd 
Dampner

$5,369
5 Junior Dr, East Durham, NY 12423 • 518-239-4900

billw@harborequipment.com

Harbor Equipment, LLC
2015

Cargo Pro 
5x8, 

Bumperpull, 
Bi-fold Rear 

Ramp

$1,640
5 Junior Dr, East Durham, NY 12423 • 518-239-4900

billw@harborequipment.com

Harbor Equipment, LLC
2016

Sure Trac
6x12,

Tube Top,
Utility, 3K,

Bumperpull

$1,598
5 Junior Dr, East Durham, NY 12423 • 518-239-4900

billw@harborequipment.com

Keil Equipment
518-537-6221

2008
Doosan 
DX140 

Excavator
36” Bucket,

1450 Hrs 

$65,000

Alamo-Interstater 
roadside mower; 

7500 Hrs.

$9,500
Keil Equipment

518-537-6221

1992
Case-IH 

595 Tractor

We Have
Used 47”/59”

Blowers & 
Brooms for Sale

Starting at
$1,500

Keil Equipment
518-537-6221

31HP (Needs Turbo) 
3 Point Hitch, Rear 

Hydraulics

$9,500
Keil Equipment

518-537-6221

2007
Ventrac 
4231TD

(turbo diesel)

2017 Ram 

ProMaster 
1500 Low Roof

PW, P/L, Tilt, Cruise & 
Only 17k Miles

Stk# G179R8474

SEE ALL OF OUR INVENTORY AT www.DVBizWheels.com

Burdick  Ram Commercial • 315-233-5342 
 5885 E. Circle Dr. • Cicero, NY 13039

2017 Ram ProMaster City Cargo Vans, 
2.4L, 9 spd. auto. w/front wheel drive, gets 29 MPG, 
great light delivery vehicle, stk# G171-208. (Demo)

** All Rebates and Conquest Bonus Applied

Business Owners & Their Employees May Qualify For Additional Incentives

www.DVBizWheels.com

Burdick

315-233-5342
5885 E. Circle Dr., • Cicero, NY 13039

Nissan Commercial

2017 Nissan NV2500’s, V8, AC, P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise, 
low & high top, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote.

2017 Nissan NV200 Cargo Vans, 2.0L 4 cyl., CVT auto. trans., 
front wheel drive, 40-60 split rear cargo doors, 6'10"x4'6" load 
floor, Call For Quotes.

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500, 2500 & 3500,
 high & low roof models, FWD traction, low step in 
height, short turning radius, diesel available, Great 

Selection, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote!

We Take Care Of Business
Every Day

Burdick Pre-Owned Commercial Specials

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500 Low Roof
P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise & only 17k miles, stk# G179R8474, 

2016 Ford E450 16' Cube Van, DRW, R/U rear door, A/C, 6.8L 
V10 gas, auto., only 22,400 miles, stk# B16U-R8499, 

SEE ALL OF OUR PRE-OWNED INVENTORY AT 
www.DVBizWheels.com

Bonus Cash Now Available To Competitive Make Owners

2017 Ram 5500 9’ Air Flo 3-4 Yard Dump,
11' Also Available!

 6.7 Cums. diesel, 6 spd. auto., chrome pkg., P/L, P/W, snow 
plow prep., tarp, pintle/ball combo hitch, 19,500# GVWR, 

Call for Faxed or Emailed Quote!

$29,990

2013 Ram Tradesman SLT 4x4, 
5.7L V8 eng., 6 spd. auto., 35,276 miles, stk# B13UR8184,

 $33,990

STARTING AT $17,948**

(2) (4) AVAILABLE

(3) (6) AVAILABLE

$500 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

(3) (6) 
AVAILABLE

(25) (16) AVAILABLE

UP TO $6,750 REBATES**

$1,000 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

ONLY 
22k MILES

JUST 
ARRIVED

SOLD

$20,990

ONLY 
35k MILES

2012 GMC 16’ DRW Cube, pull out walk up ramp,  trailer hitch, 
6L V8 gas, A/C, AM/FM, 95,000 miles, stk# B139R7554,

$17,590

ONLY 1
LEFT

                             315-233-5342

$19,949

2013 Ram 
Tradesman

SLT 4x4
5.7L V8 eng, 6spd 
auto, 35,276 miles,
Stk# B13UR8184

SEE ALL OF OUR INVENTORY AT www.DVBizWheels.com

Burdick  Ram Commercial • 315-233-5342 
 5885 E. Circle Dr. • Cicero, NY 13039

2017 Ram ProMaster City Cargo Vans, 
2.4L, 9 spd. auto. w/front wheel drive, gets 29 MPG, 
great light delivery vehicle, stk# G171-208. (Demo)

** All Rebates and Conquest Bonus Applied

Business Owners & Their Employees May Qualify For Additional Incentives

www.DVBizWheels.com

Burdick

315-233-5342
5885 E. Circle Dr., • Cicero, NY 13039

Nissan Commercial

2017 Nissan NV2500’s, V8, AC, P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise, 
low & high top, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote.

2017 Nissan NV200 Cargo Vans, 2.0L 4 cyl., CVT auto. trans., 
front wheel drive, 40-60 split rear cargo doors, 6'10"x4'6" load 
floor, Call For Quotes.

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500, 2500 & 3500,
 high & low roof models, FWD traction, low step in 
height, short turning radius, diesel available, Great 

Selection, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote!

We Take Care Of Business
Every Day

Burdick Pre-Owned Commercial Specials

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500 Low Roof
P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise & only 17k miles, stk# G179R8474, 

2016 Ford E450 16' Cube Van, DRW, R/U rear door, A/C, 6.8L 
V10 gas, auto., only 22,400 miles, stk# B16U-R8499, 

SEE ALL OF OUR PRE-OWNED INVENTORY AT 
www.DVBizWheels.com

Bonus Cash Now Available To Competitive Make Owners

2017 Ram 5500 9’ Air Flo 3-4 Yard Dump,
11' Also Available!

 6.7 Cums. diesel, 6 spd. auto., chrome pkg., P/L, P/W, snow 
plow prep., tarp, pintle/ball combo hitch, 19,500# GVWR, 

Call for Faxed or Emailed Quote!

$29,990

2013 Ram Tradesman SLT 4x4, 
5.7L V8 eng., 6 spd. auto., 35,276 miles, stk# B13UR8184,

 $33,990

STARTING AT $17,948**

(2) (4) AVAILABLE

(3) (6) AVAILABLE

$500 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

(3) (6) 
AVAILABLE

(25) (16) AVAILABLE

UP TO $6,750 REBATES**

$1,000 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

ONLY 
22k MILES

JUST 
ARRIVED

SOLD

$20,990

ONLY 
35k MILES

2012 GMC 16’ DRW Cube, pull out walk up ramp,  trailer hitch, 
6L V8 gas, A/C, AM/FM, 95,000 miles, stk# B139R7554,

$17,590

ONLY 1
LEFT

                             315-233-5342

$32,990

2012 GMC 
16’ DRW 

Cube 
Pull Out Walk Up Ramp, 
Trailer Hitch, 6L V8 Gas, 

A/C, AM/FM,
95,000 Miles. Stk# B139R7554

SEE ALL OF OUR INVENTORY AT www.DVBizWheels.com

Burdick  Ram Commercial • 315-233-5342 
 5885 E. Circle Dr. • Cicero, NY 13039

2017 Ram ProMaster City Cargo Vans, 
2.4L, 9 spd. auto. w/front wheel drive, gets 29 MPG, 
great light delivery vehicle, stk# G171-208. (Demo)

** All Rebates and Conquest Bonus Applied

Business Owners & Their Employees May Qualify For Additional Incentives

www.DVBizWheels.com

Burdick

315-233-5342
5885 E. Circle Dr., • Cicero, NY 13039

Nissan Commercial

2017 Nissan NV2500’s, V8, AC, P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise, 
low & high top, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote.

2017 Nissan NV200 Cargo Vans, 2.0L 4 cyl., CVT auto. trans., 
front wheel drive, 40-60 split rear cargo doors, 6'10"x4'6" load 
floor, Call For Quotes.

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

NO CHARGE 
BIN PKG

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500, 2500 & 3500,
 high & low roof models, FWD traction, low step in 
height, short turning radius, diesel available, Great 

Selection, Call For Faxed Or Emailed Quote!

We Take Care Of Business
Every Day

Burdick Pre-Owned Commercial Specials

2017 Ram ProMaster 1500 Low Roof
P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise & only 17k miles, stk# G179R8474, 

2016 Ford E450 16' Cube Van, DRW, R/U rear door, A/C, 6.8L 
V10 gas, auto., only 22,400 miles, stk# B16U-R8499, 

SEE ALL OF OUR PRE-OWNED INVENTORY AT 
www.DVBizWheels.com

Bonus Cash Now Available To Competitive Make Owners

2017 Ram 5500 9’ Air Flo 3-4 Yard Dump,
11' Also Available!

 6.7 Cums. diesel, 6 spd. auto., chrome pkg., P/L, P/W, snow 
plow prep., tarp, pintle/ball combo hitch, 19,500# GVWR, 

Call for Faxed or Emailed Quote!

$29,990

2013 Ram Tradesman SLT 4x4, 
5.7L V8 eng., 6 spd. auto., 35,276 miles, stk# B13UR8184,

 $33,990

STARTING AT $17,948**

(2) (4) AVAILABLE

(3) (6) AVAILABLE

$500 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

(3) (6) 
AVAILABLE

(25) (16) AVAILABLE

UP TO $6,750 REBATES**

$1,000 UP-FIT 
ALLOWANCE

ONLY 
22k MILES

JUST 
ARRIVED

SOLD

$20,990

ONLY 
35k MILES

2012 GMC 16’ DRW Cube, pull out walk up ramp,  trailer hitch, 
6L V8 gas, A/C, AM/FM, 95,000 miles, stk# B139R7554,

$17,590

ONLY 1
LEFT

                             315-233-5342

$16,888

2016 Ford 
E450 16’ 
Cube Van
DRW, R/U Rear 
Door, A/C, 6.8L 
V10 Gas, Auto, 

Only 22,400 Miles,
Stk# B16U-R8499

                             315-233-5342

$29,490

ONLY 
22K MILES

ROCK
ROAD

RECYCLE

Pre-owned Equipment  Resource
BUY & SELL CONTRACTOR TO CONTRACTOR
Email your photo, description & phone number
to wjennings@leepub.com  we will call for credit card

Ads placed in our digital publication
cost $45 each or $40 each if run 
three times or more.

EQUIPMENT
DO YOU HAVE

P R E - O W N E D  E Q U I P M E N T  R E S O U R C E

TO SELL?
Email a photo, description and phone number 
to wjennings@leepub.com  we will call for credit card

YOU CAN ALSO PLACE YOUR 
AD ON OUR WEBSITE AT

rockroadrecycle.com/pre-
owned-equipment-resource

mailto:billw@harborequipment.com
mailto:billw@harborequipment.com
mailto:billw@harborequipment.com
mailto:wjennings@leepub.com
http://rockroadrecycle.com/pre-owned-equipment-resource
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Number / Classification
  20   Air Compressors
  25   Air Tools
  35   Announcements
  45   Antiques
  55   Appraisal Services
  60   Asphalt Equipment
  70   At tach ments
  80   Auctions
  85   Backhoe/Loaders
135   Bits
150   Buckets
155   Building Materials/Sup plies
157   Building Repair
160   Buildings For Sale
165   Business Opportunities
190   Chain Saws
200   Chippers
220   Compaction Equipment
225   Composting Equipment
230   Compressors
240   Concrete Mobile Mixers
245   Concrete Products
255   Construction Demolition
265   Construction Eq. For Rent
270   Construction Eq. For Sale
275   Construction Machinery

Want ed
277   Construction Services
278   Construction Subcontracting
280   Construction Supplies
300   Conveyors
310   Cranes
320   Crushing Equipment
375   Dozers
400   Drills
415   Employment Wanted
425   Engines
430   Excavators
470   Financial Services
494   For Lease
495   For Rent
505   Forklifts
535   Generators
550   Gradalls
555   Graders
610   Help Wanted
635   Hoists
705   Legal Notices
745   Loaders
760   Lumber & Wood Prod ucts
780   Maintenance & Repair
800   Mine Equipment
805   Miscellaneous
880   Parts
885   Parts & Repair
890   Pavers
925   Pressure Washers
950   Real Estate For Sale
955   Real Estate Wanted
975   Rentals
997   Safety Equipment

1017   Scrapers
1020   Screening Equipment
1040   Services Offered
1085   Snowplows
1097   Sprayers
1105   Sweepers
1120   Tools
1130   Tractors
1140   Trailers
1145   Training
1170   Truck Parts & Equip ment
1175   Trucking
1180   Trucks
1205   Wanted

1-800-836-2888

To Place A Classified Ad Phone 1 (800) 836-2888 • Fax (518) 673-2381 •  E-mail: classified@leepub.com
RRR Mailing Address Classifieds,

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Construction
Equipment

Building
Materials/Supplies

Construction
Equipment

Building
Materials/Supplies

Engines

Help Wanted

Snowplows

Engines

Help Wanted

Snowplows

Need to Hire Someone?
Looking For Your Next Star 

Employee?
 Check out the 

ROCK ROAD 
RECYCLE

JOB BOARD
Go to

jobs.hardhat.com

D&J Supply LLC
26 & 29 Ga. Metal Roofing & Siding

Pre-Engineered Trusses
Pole Barn Packages - Any Size

~ Direct Shipments ~
Call Us for Your Building Needs

Located in Central New York

518-568-3562

PINE RIDGE Welding and Machine
Penn Yan, NY - Steel Sales - 315-536-2102

Snow Pushers 6’ up to 16’
Other Sizes Available

Quick-tach, Bucket Mount or Bare BackCARROLL ROAD REPAIR SHOP LLC
“In Business Since 2001”

Specializing in Repairs of Most Makes & Models
of Forestry - Construction & Ag Equipment

Engines, Transmissions, Hydraulics
Hydraulic Hoses Made to Order

1596 Carroll Road, Penn Yan, NY 14527 • 315-531-1997

Tools Tools

NEW PNEUMATIC PISTON FOR
THE ORIGINAL
GREASEBUSTER™

Patented

• Cleans grease
fi ttings & bearings

• Uses hydraulic 
pressure to force 

penetrating oil
• Hose extension available

Made in the USA
by a Farmer for a Farmer

PO Box 120 • Waynesville, OH 45068
513-897-5142 (phone & fax)
513-312-5779 (cell phone)

www.greasebustertools.net

Grease Buster Tools
“THE ORIGINAL”

20 YEARS OF SATISFIED 
CUSTOMERS

Regular $45

Shop Size $55

+ Shipping

THESE TOOLS HAVE 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Announcements

CHECK YOUR AD - ADVER-
TISERS should check their
ads on the first week of inser-
tion. Lee Newspapers shall not
be liable for typographical, or
errors in publication except to
the extent of the cost of the
first weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable for
damages due to failure to pub-
lish an ad. Adjustment for er-
rors is limited to the cost of that
portion of the ad wherein the
error occurred. Report any er-
rors to Peg Patrei at 518-673-
0111 or 800-836-2888.

ADVERTISERS
Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for maximum benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

IS YOUR WEBSITE MOBILE
FRIENDLY? Google reporting
listing changes for non mobile
friendly sites!! Don’t lose your
traffic. Update now!!! WWE
Market ing  518-527-6800
wjleepub@gmail.com 

Construction
Equipment

BUTLER CONCRETE BATCH
PLANT, 3 compartments
w/weigh scales, push-button
control panel, & cement silo,
approx. 75 ton capacity,
$22,000. 716-937-6434.

Construction Services

ZIMMERMAN REPAIR
ALL TYPES OF REPAIR
Specializing in Skid Steer
& Construction Equipment

Penn Yan, NY
315-536-6040

Custom Services

BUSINESS CARDS: 1,000
for only $60.00 full color
glossy. Any way you want
them designed, we will help
you. FREE SHIPPING in-
cluded. Call Lee Newspapers
at 518-673-0101 or email us at
commercialprint@leepub.com 

Fencing

LOCUST POSTS, POLES,
Split Rails, 6x6’s, 4x4’s, other
hardwood boards and planks,
custom cut. Also lots, land
cleared, woodlots wanted.
518-883-8284.

Miscellaneous

BUSINESS CARD MAGNETS
only $75.00 for 250. Free Ship-
ping. Call Lee Newspapers at
518-673-0101 or email com-
mercialpr int@leepub.com
Please allow 7-10 business
days for delivery

TEITSWORTH TRAILERS:
Over 400 trailers in stock! PJ
Goosenecks, Dumps, Tilt Tops,
Landscape, Car Haulers, Skid
Steer trailers, Frontier Live-
stock Trailers & much more!
Best prices, largest selection.
Financing available. Call 585-
243-1563.

Trailers

A

is

a

800-836-2888

For
Information

Call

It’s easy & economical to
add a picture to your ad!

Thousand

mailto:classified@leepub.com
http://www.greasebustertools.net
mailto:wjleepub@gmail.com
mailto:commercialprint@leepub.com
mailto:commercialprint@leepub.com
http://www.jobs.hardhat.com
www.mcquillenengines.com
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To Place A Classified Ad Phone 1 (800) 836-2888 • Fax (518) 673-2381 •  E-mail: classified@leepub.com

HARD HAT NEWS CLASSIFIED SECTION
Mailing Address:  Hard Hat News Classifieds, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Trailers

Trucks

Trailers

Trucks

Name: (Print)_______________________________________________________________
Ad dress:___________________________________________________________________
City:________________________________________St.:_________Zip:_______________
Phone:___________________________________Fax:______________________________
Cell:____________________________________E-mail:_____________________________

Payment Method:    o American Express o Discover  o Visa  o MasterCard

Card #___________________________________________Exp. Date__________________
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Signature________________________________________Date______________________

4 EASY WAYS TO PLACE A
ROCK ROAD RECYCLE AD CLASSIFIED 

FOR BEST RESULTS, RUN YOUR 
AD FOR TWO IS SUES!

Cost per issue: $10.00 for the first 14 words, 
50¢ each ad di tion al word.

MM/YY

MM/YY

Required w/Credit Card Payment Only

$10.00

$10.50

$11.50

$12.50

$10.50

$11.50

$12.50

$10.50

$11.50

$12.50

$13.50$13.50$13.50

$14.50$14.50$13.50

$15.50$15.50$14.50

MAIL IT IN -
Fill out the form, cal cu late the cost, en close
your check/money order or credit card
in for ma tion and mail to:

ROCK ROAD RECYCLE
Classifieds,

PO Box 121,
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

3.

1. PHONE IT IN -
Just give Peggy a call at
1-800-836-2888

4. E-MAIL IT IN -
E-mail your ad to

classified@leepub.com

FAX IT IN -
For MasterCard, Visa, American Express
or Discover cus tom ers, fill out this form

completely and fax to Peggy at
(518) 673-2381

2.

(800) 836-2888
To Place Your Ad Here

NEW PJ Gooseneck 102”x25’
 20’ flat deck + dovetail with 3 spring assist fold over/

stand up ramps, 15,680lb GVW, double jacks,
LED lights, locking toolbox, spare tire & wheel

  $7,050
Midlakes 

Trailer Sales
“We’ll hook you up”

1595 Yale Farm Rd., Rom ulus, NY 14541
   Toll Free 888-585-3580 ~ 315-585-6411

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

Martin’s Farm Trucks, LLC
Trucks for All Your Needs - Specializing in Agri-Business Vehicles

717-597-0310

2000 Freightliner FLD120SD, N14 Cum 
535hp, Jake, 18spd, 20/20/46 axles, Hend. 

Spring sups, Quadlock, double frame, 
steerable lift axle, 212” CT $39,500

2007 Freightliner Columbia daycab, 12.7L 
Det 455hp, Jake, 10 spd, 12/21 axles, air 

susp, wheelock, Sliding 5th wheel, pintle and 
receiver hitch, 508k mi., $19,500

mailto:classified@leepub.com
mailto:classified@leepub.com
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Associations and affi  liations:

Frederick W. Lee
Publisher, President

Bruce Button  VP, General Manager
bbutton@leepub.com

Kal Shariff  Corporate Sales Manager
kshariff@leepub.com

Jessica Mackay  Production Coordinator
ext. 137  jmackay@leepub.com

Colleen Suo  Editor
ext. 145  csuo@leepub.com

Alex Huebner  Social Media Coordinator
ext. 163  ahuebner@leepub.com

Ad Sales:  1-800-218-5586

Matt Stanley  Sales Manager
ext. 124   mstanley@leepub.com

Peggy Patrel  Classifi ed Ad Manager
ext. 111  classifi ed@leepub.com

Wendell Jennings
ext. 114  wjennings@leepub.com

Tina Krieger  
 ext. 108  tkreiger@leepub.com   

Joanne Hotaling
 ext. 135  jhotaling@leepub.com   

Brian Johnson 
  ext. 161  bjohnson@leepub.com  

Steve Pelosi
ext. 166  spelosi@leepub.com

Scott Duffy 
802-484-7240  srduffy@together.net

Christopher Nyce  
267-261-4235  cnyce@leepub.com

Christine Attle
315-317-0905  christine.leepub@gmail.com

Patrick Burk
585-343-9721  burk.patrick1956@gmail.com

Free Subscriptions:
www.rockroadrecycle.com

rockroadrecycle.com/my-account/
Mention of product names in articles does not indicate an endorsement. 

We do not guarantee claims stated by advertisers. 
Permission is granted for reprinting of editorial content provided 
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Midwestern compa-
nies savvy on com-
posting

by Matt Eul

20

Seven best 
practices to budget 
(and spend) for 
marketing
by Andy Slipher

17

• Composting equipment

• Grinders / Screeners

• Turners

Communication on 
the job: the good, 
the bad and the ugly

by Colleen Suo

12

Developing a safety 
culture

by Bill and Mary Weaver

8

Classifi eds
Your source for all 
things RECYCLE 
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SMCS ORF: Caring for 
the earth in the Dakota 
tradition
by Bill and Mary Weaver

On the Cover:
Th e ORF has purchased top-of-
the-line Topturn X67 windrow 
turner. 
Inset: (L-R) Al Friedges, 
manager and Erin Longmore, 
environmental compliance 
specialist.

Photos courtesy of SMSD ORF
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New Zealand composter finds 
Komptech a dependable partner

BioRich in New Zealand 
was established in 2004 
to provide compost for 
organic crop production. 
The company employs 
nine people at two sites, 
and also operates a farm 
business at one of the 
sites. BioRich currently 
produces 40,000 cubic 
meters of compost, and 
has enjoyed success in 
the region by provid-
ing a waste solution to 
area slaughterhouses, 
pack houses, winer-
ies, food companies and 
wool scours. An import-
ant part of the operation 
is the sourcing of car-
bon feedstock materi-
al such as bark, which 
comes from up to 250 
km away. This impacts 
pricing and availability, 
and adds some uncer-
tainty. The supply of car-
bon feedstock must also 
be matched to the com-
pany’s overall capacity 
and commitments, and 
to ensure this, screening 
needs to be efficient.
Right machine at the 

right time
BioRich Operations 

Manager Nigel Halpin 
saw his first Komptech 
screen, a Mustang, on a 
visit to another compa-
ny. When the time came 
to purchase their own 
screen, BioRich looked 
at all the options and did 
their homework, viewing 
machines in operation 
with similar feedstock 
in New Zealand and 
abroad. Nigel spoke to 
operators and was even-
tually convinced that the 
Komptech Nemus was 
what he needed, and that 
Komptech’s local service 
fit the bill – despite the 
fact that Komptech and 
BioRich are almost ex-
actly at opposite sides 
of the world from each 
other. The Nemus has 
now been in use for four 
months and recently had 
its 500 hours servicing. 
BioRich has been im-
pressed with the local 
support and backup. As 
Nigel put it, “Delivery 
came just at the right 
time to meet our winter 
screening obligations, 

New Zealand 6

mailto:info@komptechamericas.com
www.komptechamericas.com
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In 2011, the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Com-
munity (SMSC), a federally recognized tribe near 
Shakopee, MN, began what would soon become a 
large-scale composting operation. The business fi t in 
well with the Dakota tradition of caring for the earth: 
waste materials would be used to create a valuable 
product instead of otherwise ending up in a landfi ll.

Starting from scratch on a small portion of what 
is now a 300-acre tract, the tribe’s Organics Recy-
cling Facility (ORF) quickly became one of the largest 
producers of compost in Minnesota. The ORF made 
the wise decision to produce compost in a number of 
specially designed blends for different potential uses. 

The compost is produced year-round, 24/7/365 — 
straight through the frigid Minnesota winters — and 
is sold as quickly as it can be produced. 

The ORF has purchased high-quality, effi cient 
machinery in order to produce top-quality com-
post. Much of their equipment is manufactured by 
Komptech; including their top-of-the-line Topturn 
X67 windrow turner, MultiStar L3 screener for pro-
cessing fi nished compost, and hybrid Crambo 5000 
slow speed grinder.

The compost windrows — 500 feet long by a maxi-
mum of 10 feet tall and 18 feet wide — contain only 
organic materials, including ground-up yard waste 
and municipal wood waste (from trimmings and 
storm damage, for example, and 6,000 Christmas 
trees last year). Unlike some composting operations, 
the ORF also accepts food waste from several school 
districts and local restaurants, as well as produce 
from large area retailers. “If it was living in our life-
time, the ORF takes it,” grinned Al Friedges, who 
has energetically served as manager of the facility 
during its rapid growth. In keeping with the tribe’s 
Dakota tradition of environmental stewardship, 144 
roof-mounted solar panels supply electricity for the 
main shop building.

Local resources include manure from the nearby 

Canterbury racetrack, which seasonally houses up 
to 1,800 racehorses — 7,668 tons of it in 2016. Sev-
eral nearby dairy farms also contribute manure for 
composting.

“Everything entering the facility is scaled in,” ex-
plained Erin Longmore, environmental compliance 
specialist. All compost inputs are carefully checked 
for contaminants, including plastic, metal, rocks and 
glass.” When a truckload of waste organic material, 
such as food waste, arrives at the scale house, Long-
more comes to check the contents. Often food waste 
(referred to as “source separated organics”) comes in 
compostable bags, and the contents are checked for 
contamination. The load must contain no more than 
5 percent contaminants. Any load that exceeds that 
percentage is rejected.

The Komptech Crambo 5000 then grinds all accept-
ed loads to create a mixture of food waste, yard waste, 
and ground wood that is put into windrows.  Other 
grinders are taken off-site to grind waste wood at 16 
partnering municipal wood sites, and the ORF also 
grinds waste wood in other parts of the state. Resi-
dents of Scott County can drop off their yard waste, 
in specifi ed spring and fall months at no charge. 

Friedges, who handles sales for the facility, ex-
plained, “We cater to several large-scale commer-
cial compost buyers as well as smaller companies, 
landscapers, and residents. For smaller buyers, we 
hired a company to bag some of our compost.  Next 
year, we will sell bags of our compost under our own 
brand, Dakotah Roots, in the tribe’s convenience 
stores. Dakotah Roots carries the US Composting 
Council Seal of Testing Assurance. Big box stores are 
not on our marketing horizon at present, but for the 
future, who knows? We don’t want to agree to supply 
bigger companies until we’re sure we have the nec-
essary resources, and that we are able to produce on 
a larger scale and still do the job right.”

Offering a variety of compost blends has proven 
to be a good marketing tactic. The ORF is also con-
sidering future opportunities, including mulch and 

bedding. As the operation works to grow and update 
equipment, Friedges makes recommendations to 
the tribe for consideration. “We put together a plan 
showing the expected return on investment, and the 
tribe’s Business Council makes a decision.”

The ORF is tracking material in two research wind-
rows from the tipping yard through screening and 
loading to determine the hours of personnel time 
and fuel that are invested in each row. When a 900-
ton windrow is screened, only about 50 percent of it 
screens out as fi nished compost.  The remainder is 
reused in the composting process.

“Once the compost has originally been mixed and 
formed into windrows, it takes about 70 to 90 days 
of active composting time to break down,” said Long-
more, who does the regular testing needed.

by Bill and Mary Weaver

Caring for the earth 

in the Dakota tradition
ORF Manager Al Friedges, standing beside Superior Pinnacle® conveyor, which was recently purchased for its exceptional stacking ability. This stacker 
allows staff at the ORF to convey material into large piles, reducing the need to move the product multiple times. 

Photos by Bill Weaver
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“Temperature is all-important to active composting, 
which must produce suffi ciently high temperatures 
(from 131 to 160 degrees) to kill any pathogens. We 
have to hold the compost at above 131 degrees for 
at least 15 consecutive days to meet PFRP require-
ments for further reducing pathogens. A minimum 
of fi ve turnings of a compost windrow at temperature 
is also required. I monitor temperature three times a 
week at six different places in each windrow.”

Using an oxygen probe, Longmore also checks that 
oxygen levels are kept above 5 percent to ensure aer-
obic composting, checking at three different places 
per windrow. “If the oxygen is running low, we turn 
up the compost with the windrow turner to introduce 
more air.”

Moisture level is also crucial to proper composting. 
“If the moisture starts to drop below 50 percent, we 
turn on the drip irrigation line running along the 
windrow for a day,” explained Longmore, who tracks 

all testing results electronically.

“Our compost is STA certifi ed, through the US Com-
posting Council,” continued Longmore. “The certifi -
cation requires us to send a sample every month to 
a soil lab in California. The lab’s results allow cus-
tomers to compare our products with the products of 
other comparable facilities. From lab reports, we can 
disclose the nutrients and the presence or absence of 
heavy metals and fecal coliform and other bacteria in 
our compost.”

“You might say,” added Friedges, “that if we were 
playing a card game, we would be playing it ‘with all 
our cards face-up.’”

When decomposition slows, after the requisite 
number of days at high temperatures, the compost 
is screened using a 3-deck Komptech screener into 
three sizes. A series of spinning stars help to move 
the compost through the screens to separate the siz-

es: fi nished compost (1/2 inch and smaller); seconds 
(medium-sized material); and overages (large materi-
al used as a bulking agent). Seconds and overs are 
then reincorporated into the windrows to be broken 
down by further composting. In 2016, the Organic 
Recycling Facility took in a total of 155,747 tons of 
waste material to be recycled, using it to produce 
valuable products, while preserving precious space 
in area landfi lls.

For more information about SMSC ORF, visit: 
http://www.smscorf.com . For more information on 

Komptech and its line of equipment, visit: https://
www.komptech.com .

CAT 950 M loads fi nished compost into the Komptech Multistar L3 Hybrid screener to be screened into three 
sizes. 

Erin Longmore, environmental compliance specialist, stands 
beside the Vermeer trommel, fi tted with a large circular screen 
when in use. The Trommel screening is used on the black dirt 
that is part their 50-50 Blend, Garden Blend products.

Despite snow visible on the 
ground during a Minnesota 
winter, steam rises from the 
interior heat of the compost 
pile as this top-of-the-line 
Komptech TopTurn X67 
Windrow Turner’s blades 
and paddles turn the wind-
row of compost-to-be. A 
user-friendly machine, this 
turner’s cab lowers for the 
operator to enter, then rises 
to give him a good view.
 Photo Courtesy of ORF

http://www.smscorf.com
https://www.komptech.com
https://www.komptech.com


PELLA, IOWA — Vermeer recently ex-
tended its whole tree chipper prod-
uct line with the introduction of the 
WC2500TX tracked whole tree chip-
per. The WC2500TX offers the same 
performance and compact design 
as the recently released WC2500XL 
whole tree chipper by Vermeer, but 
is equipped with a tracked under-
carriage to aid in maneuverability in 
the woods and on tough landclearing 
sites.  

Versatility
The WC2500TX boasts a compact de-
sign and packs a 600 hp Tier 4 Final 
engine to meet jobsite production de-
mands. There is also a Tier 3 engine 
option for countries that have not ad-
opted Tier 4 emission regulations.
The new chipper can be equipped with 
either the microchip drum that pro-

duces chip sizes between 1/8-inch to 
5/8-inch, or the macrochip drum that 
produces chip sizes between 5/8-inch 
and 1-1/4-inch. The knife setup is 
quick and simple with knife position 
being set by two bolts — no babbitting 
needed, which makes changeout on 
job sites easy.
Areas of high-wear material flow on 
the machine — such as the drum, 
discharge chute, cutter housing and 
infeed conveyor floor — are designed 
with replaceable, bolt-in wear parts to 
help extend the life of the machine.
“The release of the WC2500TX con-
tinues to solidify our presence in the 
biomass and landclearing markets,” 
says Matt Hutchinson, Vermeer prod-
uct manager. “The versatility of the 
tracked undercarriage, now gives us 
all-terrain capability, with great trac-

tion and flotation in various ground 
conditions. The 600 hp Tier 4 Final 
chipper can rapidly fill a trailer with 
properly sized chips, or efficiently 
broadcast material out over a remote 
landclearing site, depending on how 
you configure the drum.”

Accessibility 
The 20-inch high-mount tracked un-
dercarriage makes this a fully mobile 
unit, allowing operators to efficient-
ly and effectively move the machine 
around jobsites without the need for 
additional support equipment. The D4 
undercarriage is designed for tough 
jobsite conditions with high-mounting 

structures for nearly 29-inches of bel-
ly clearance and rising chain rollers 
for material cleanout. The tracks can 
be single or double grouser depending 
on the terrain of your operation.
A remote control provides certain re-
al-time machine performance data to 
aid the operator in maximizing pro-
ductivity through monitoring and ad-
justing the chipper’s settings. The op-
erator can engage and disengage the 
clutch as well as control the trip me-
ter, EcoIdle engine control system, the 
chute, tracks and work light functions 
from the remote.

and we couldn’t afford any downtime. 
Komptech NZ did a complete commis-
sioning program for us and have since 
been available whenever needed. The 
Nemus’ ease of use, output and reli-
ability allowed us to meet our demand-
ing winter screening requirements and 
really paved the way for future op-
portunities. To date we’ve processed 
40,000 cubic meters of top quality 
product, more than double our previ-
ous abilities. It eliminated the need to 
hire contractors.”

Pleasantly surprised
According to Nigel, one thing that re-

ally surprised BioRich was the quality 
of the product from the Nemus, which 
is much more consistent than with 
other screens. They are also impressed 
by the ease of switching between the 
15 mm and 20 mm drums they use. As 
Nigel puts it, “The ease with which we 
can service the machine and open it up 

to clean and change drums has real-
ly been a game changer — this trans-
lates to more time screening, which al-
lows us to sell more product!” Another 
very welcome surprise was the Nemus’ 
ability to screen wet material and in 
all weather, likewise a major produc-
tion-boosting factor.

Easy to work with
Ease of servicing and daily main-

tenance is a further benefit, accord-
ing to Nigel: “The ability to lower the 
side wall and extend the drum really 
impressed the operator. The ease and 
speed means we can keep on top of 
daily maintenance and cleaning, which 
translates to a better, more consistent 
end product. The resulting increase 
in production, from both ease of use 
and less downtime, has allowed us to 
expand our screening options and ex-
plore new products and mixes.”
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477 E. Farmersville Road, 

New Holland, PA 17557

Office 717-355-2361 

Fax 717-355-9548
office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com

www.keystoneconcreteproducts.com

Bulk Storage Walls
Available In: 8’6” - 12’6” - 16’ High 

& Our New Heavy Duty 10’5” High Walls
Ask about additives to protect concrete and steel from salt

Quality at a Reasonable Price
Contact for free estimates 717-355-2361

or office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com

Keystone Concrete Products, Inc.

One thing that really surprised BioRich was the quality of the product from the Nemus, which 
is much more consistent than with other screens. 

Photo courtesy of Komptech
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New Vermeer WC2500TX
whole tree chipper packs 
power in compact design

mailto:office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com
http://www.keystoneconcreteproducts.com
mailto:office@keystoneconcreteproducts.com


Exclusive technology
Like other whole tree chip-
pers in the Vermeer lineup, the 
WC2500TX whole tree chipper 
is equipped with proven tech-
nologies including SmartCrush, 
SmartFeed and EcoIdle system.
With SmartCrush technology, 
the machine can automatically 
increase down pressure when 
difficult material enters the 
cutting drum and adjusts vari-
able-speed dual-infeed conveyor 
chains. This allows operators to 
concentrate on loading the ma-
chine, and not pushing the ma-
terials through.
SmartFeed helps increase pro-
ductivity and reduces the strain 
on vital engine parts. The pat-
ented feedsensing control sys-
tem monitors engine rpm and 
automatically stops or reverses 
the feed roller and infeed con-
veyor when feeding larger, hard-
wood materials. SmartFeed also 
senses feed roller jams and re-
sponds by automatically shifting 
material back and forth.
The operator can select the 
EcoIdle engine control system 
function, which automatical-
ly lowers engine speed to 1400 
rpm if no material has been 
chipped for 30 seconds. Engine 
speed automatically increases if 
the feed roller climbs onto new 
material or the engine detects a 
change in loading.  

Features and benefits
•The WC2500TX has a compact design to aid in maneuvering in the woods and 
land-clearing sites, but packs 600 hp (448 kW) of power to meet your produc-
tion demands.
• With SmartCrush technology that automatically increases down pressure 
when difficult material enters the cutting drum, and variable-speed dual-in-
feed conveyor chains, operators can concentrate on loading the machine — not 
pushing the material through.
• High-wear material flow areas of the machine — such as the drum, discharge 
chute, cutter housing and infeed conveyor floor — are designed with replace-
able bolt-in wear parts to extend machine life.
• The microchip drum produces a variety of sizes between 1/8” (3 mm) to 5/8” 
(16 mm) chips, while the macrochip drum produces chip sizes between 5/8” 
(16 mm) and 1.25” (32 mm).
• Knife setup is fast and easy. Knife position is set with two small bolts — no 
babbiting needed. Bite size is adjustable in 1/8” (3 mm) increments from 1/8” 
(3 mm) up to 1.25” (32 mm) via shims. Makes knife changeout on the jobsite 
easy to help reduce cost of operation.
• Self-adjusting, push-button, hydraulic dry clutch provides consistent engage-
ment — helping to prolong clutch life, lower maintenance costs and reduce risk 
of damage by operator.
• Vermeer remote control system, designed specifically for this machine, allows 
operators to engage/disengage clutch and control trip meter, EcoIdleTM engine 
control system and work lights from the remote.
Visit www.vermeer.com to learn more about Vermeer equipment or contact 
your local Vermeer dealer for an equipment demo.
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Grapples

North American Attachments
800-380-8808

www.excavator-attachments.com

The D4 undercarriage is designed for tough jobsite conditions with high-mounting structures for nearly 29-inches of belly clearance and rising 
chain rollers for material cleanout.

Photo courtesy of Vermeer
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Upon entering the ferrous metal recycling yard at Sadoff Iron and Metal 
in Fond Du Lac, WI, we were greeted by safety slogans clearly printed on the 
booms of every material handler and loader in sight.

“The hardest things to change in developing a safety culture at our 8 industrial 
metal recycling facilities,” explained Jason Lasky, company vice-president, who 
has been in charge of developing and implementing the safety culture for the 
past seven years, “have been behaviors, such as not taking the time to do a job 
right, rushing, taking short cuts, not being aware of distractions. Behaviors 
such as these have been our biggest challenge.”

The metal recycling industry, inherently dangerous because of its cutting/
shredding/baling machinery and its mobile material handlers lifting large 
“bites” of metal is considered the fourth most dangerous industry by the U.S. 
Department of Labor. Sadoff’s aim is to proactively prevent accidents from 
happening, and the company and all its department and facility managers are 
working hard toward this goal.

The safety slogans on heavy machinery are part of Sadoff’s effort to prevent ac-
cidents. “Our goal is to reduce risks. If we can reduce risk, we can create safety, 
because safety is the absence of risk,” continued Jason Lasky. “That’s why we 
developed the safety core, which has become part of our culture. Safety is not 
considered a priority, because priorities can change from month to month, and 
even from minute to minute. Safety has become a value, a part of our business 
culture that does not change.”

In the ferrous recycling yard, all heavy machinery has been retrofitted with 
back-up cameras, and employees on foot have instant radio communication 
with individual machinery operators. The use of proper safety equipment is not 
negotiable. At Sadoff, workers can get fired for not wearing hard hats and safety 
glasses. 

“Employees will go through the disciplinary process,” explained Jason Lasky. 
“The warning for the first offence will be verbal. The second offence will bring 
a written warning, and the third will result in termination.” This is part of the 
safety culture — another pro-active way of preventing certain types of potential-
ly serious injury. “If you don’t honor our work rules for wearing hard hats and 
safety glasses, you don’t have the privilege of working here.”

These examples only scratch the surface of deeper changes that have been 
made to create Sadoff’s safety core, which has six components. Anyone reading 
them for the first time will be struck by the investment of on-the-clock work 
time in the safety program. This safety culture does not come cheap. “But,” 
added Jason Lasky, “’Cost’ and ‘safety’ should never both be used in the same 

sentence. 

“We recognize that, although there is a cost to our safety core in time and ex-
pense, the risks created by not following those six steps can be ten-fold what 
the safety core program costs. So it seems like a cheap investment.”

Not only accidents, but also near misses, are taken very seriously, and em-
ployees are strongly encouraged to report them and to file an incident report. 
“We meet as a leadership team, including our HR Director, our Facility Director, 
and our Safety Director (who has held that position for 21 years at Sadoff), once 
weekly to review each incident report of an accident or a near miss, and to dis-
cuss how we can find opportunities for corrective action.”

Employees are also taught “from day one” that they have the right to stop work 
in progress in the event they feel seriously unsafe. Employees are also taught, 
“If you see something that looks unsafe, say something,” because it probably 
is unsafe. Hand written “atta boy” notes, modest cash payments, awards and 
privileges are regularly used to honor employees who make a positive contribu-
tion to safety.

Developing a safety culture

Close-up of Komatsu boom summarizing the purpose of the Safety Culture at Sadoff. The philosophy that “Accidents happen” is one that Sadoff rejects by proactively reducing risks 
through their 6-point Safety Core.

Photos by Bill Weaver

by Bill and Mary Weaver

The Lasky family team responsible for the administration that makes everything work at 
Sadoff. From left, Sheldon Lasky, chairman, with sons Jason Lasky, vice president; Mark 
Lasky, president and CEO; and Brad Lasky, vice president.
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Even basic housekeeping is an important proactive 
contributor to plant safety, and this leads us to the 
first of the six basic points of Sadoff’s Safety Core: 
every month Safety Director Jerry Heitman per-
forms a scored safety audit. “Our managers have 
to achieve a minimum of 95 on their safety score 
to pass.”

Second: every month each department or facility 
manager is required to complete a non-scored safe-
ty audit measured as “complete,” (they did it,) or 
“incomplete” (they didn’t.)

Third: all managers have are the responsibility of 
making sure that all of their employees meet all of 
the training required on a monthly basis, including 
ensuring attendance. This is also scored as com-
plete or incomplete. This is a more complex under-
taking than it might appear to be on the surface.

For example, there are the daily “Toolbox Talks,” 
held by every manager for about 15 minutes of on-
the-clock time every morning. “Our safety director 
directs the safety culture, but our managers lead the 
safety culture. Each manager uses what has been 
going on in their operation and the issues they’v en-
countered as the basis for these daily talks, which 
focus on safety. 

“If you think about it, this is what we should be 
doing. It’s telling people what to expect for the day. 
They are informed about anything that needs at-
tention, correction or awareness. They talk about 
whatever is necessary to discuss with all the folks 
together in one room. This facilitates healthy com-
munication,” said Jason Lasky.

Fourth: one and a half days are spent with each 
new employee in pre-employment training and go 
through the pre-employment safety checklist. Be-
fore the new employee starts his first shift, his man-
ager sits down with him and reviews both the safety 
culture and specific safety information about his 

particular job.

An employee who works in the nonferrous ware-
house with the powerful Harris baler, for example, 
will be taught the lockout procedure to be used 
when he is working around the baler. 

Fifth: every facility manager holds a monthly man-
ager’s meeting with all their staff to discuss con-
cerns about safety operations, environmental con-
siderations and anything else that is appropriate to 
inform all their employees about that month (again 
on-the-clock.)

And sixth: “We have the expectation that employ-
ees will do safety audits of other departments, so 
that we’ll get new eyes looking at each area. These 
can be termed ‘cross-pollination’ audits, to make 
sure nothing has been missed.

“These six elements of the Safety Core are at the 
heart of what we do here for safety. This Safety Core 
was designed to drive the safety culture, using lead-
ing indicators for addressing things that have not 
happened yet,” said Lasky. 

“Leading indicators — including preventive audits, 
making sure all employees are well trained, mak-
ing sure all facilities are following housekeeping re-
quirements — are all meant to assist in reducing 
risk and preventing accidents by proactively ad-
dressing potential causes. The definition of safety is 
the absence of risk.”

Sadoff also partners with others to reduce risk in 
the industry. “When we’re going around to other 
companies in the regular course of business, we’re 
noticing safety risks, among other things.” As an 
example, Sadoff provides small, self-dumping hop-
pers to some of their manufacturers. 

“We had an incident involving one of those hop-
pers, and we realized that if we could put a safe-

ty chain on that device, we could prevent it from 
causing that same injury that we had experienced.” 
This is not a small project. Sadoff has hundreds of 
those small hoppers out in the field. “They are in 
use, so we can’t just go out and collect them all and 
fix them.

“It’s a process where, as our employees are going 
out to our industrial customers, they are looking for 
equipment that could use this safety assist. We’re 
being proactive in providing it for the companies,” 
said Lasky.

Sadoff also participates in something called the 
‘Safety Circle of Excellence’ with the international 
industry group ISRI. “This involves meeting with 
other like-minded companies in discussing oppor-
tunities to realize health and safety promotion with-
in the industry, and we do assist the industry with 
some of their safety programs. These meetings take 
place in the course of business, depending on what 
we’re doing operationally.”

Even though they are just passing through the ferrous 
recycling yard, Brad Lasky, vice president, (left) and Tom 
Barnett, ferrous manager at Sadoff’s Fond du Lac facility, 
adhere to the Sadoff Safety Culture by wearing hard hats, 
protective eyewear, safety vests, and steel-toes boots.

All pieces of heavy equipment 
at Sadoff’s eight facilities have 
clearly-visible safety remind-
ers, like this CAT loader.
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6512 Wes Rd., 
Hamilton, NY 13346

315-824-1000

2017 Ram 3500
Big Horn

- Cold Weather Group
- Snow Plow Prep Group
- Dual Rear Wheels

*Plus tax, tags, fees. 
*Discount includes manufacturer incentives and dealer discount

MSRP $61,555
Discount  -$7,775

Sale Price  $53,780*

2018 Ram 2500
Tradesman

6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel

*Plus tax, tags, fees. 
*Discount includes manufacturer incentives and dealer discount

MSRP $52,930
Discount  -$5,649

Sale Price  $47,281*

2018 Ram 2500
Tradesman

6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel

*36 months/10K miles per year
*$3,299 Cash or trade, plus tax, tags, and first payment
*Includes lease conquest

Lease For 
$479/mo*

2016 Ram 2500 Big Horn 
Mega Cab, Blue, 4x4, Hemi V8, 
6.4, 3,800 Miles, Stk #120405 

$43,778

2014 Ram 2500 Laramie
Silver, Quad Cab, 8Ft. Box, 4x4, Hemi 

V8, Leather Seats, Fully Loaded, 
19,800 Miles, Stk #EG21687

$38,888

2011 Ram 1500
Quad Cab, 4x4, Silver, 20” Wheels, 62,000 

Miles, Hemi V8, Loaded, Stk #BS517177
$22,876

Komptech Topturn x4500: Red Dot Award winner
WESTMINSTER, CO — The new Top-

turn X4500 honored for its product de-
sign. 
Late last year, Komptech introduced 

the Topturn X4500, the smallest 
compost turner in their product line. 
Komptech built the Topturn X4500 
with the same pioneering design, and 
high-performance qualities of their 
larger models.  Komptech has recently 
been recognized and awarded the Red 
Dot Award for product design. 
Statement by Red Dot, “Its concisely 

formed, sturdy frame gives the Topturn 
X4500 an autonomous appearance; it 
also impresses with extremely func-
tional detail solutions, for example, the 
retractable cabin.” 
Komptech has been a leading man-

ufacturer in the industry since 1992. 
Their product range includes over 30 
different machines, for waste handling, 
including high torque shredders, wind-
row turners, star screens, trommel 
screens, wind-sifters, and separation 
technology.

Komptech has recently been recognized and 
awarded the Red Dot Award for product design. 

Photo courtesy of Komptech
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Yoder & Frey closing sales of 
2017 help heighten interest 

for Florida 2018
Yoder & Frey, leading US auctioneers of heavy construction equipment, held its 

final sales for 2017 in Atlanta, GA on Dec. 5 and Ashland, Ohio on Dec 7; attract-
ing record numbers of bidders to the sales from not only across the US, but from 
a global audience, and setting the foundations for what should be an excellent 
Winter auction at the famous Kissimmee, FL sale Feb. 13-17, 2018.

2017 was an extremely good year for Yoder & Frey with momentum building at sales across 
the US and their merger with Euro Auctions.

Photos courtesy of Yoder & Frey
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888-280-1710
www.ransomeattach.com

STRICKLAND
ATTACHMENTS

BLACK
SPLITTER
HYDRAULIC
LOG/STUMP
SPLITTER

• Top Notch Quality. Top Notch Value
• Designed using the latest 3D CAD technology
• Fully greasable phosphor bronze bushings
• 400 brinell-hardness tips & teeth
• Quick coupler compatible

• Extremely efficient wood-splitting and handling     
   capabilities on mini excavator /  skid steers.   

• Powerful rotating chromium-steel cone
   with replaceable tip

• Maintenance-Free Device

• Full Manufacturer’s Warranty

UNITS
IN STOCK

“We were extremely pleased with how 
the two sales went,” stated Peter Clark, 
founder and CEO of Yoder & Frey. 
“Selling was strong at our Atlanta sale 
with great interest in the equipment of 
Mitchell Contracting and the Ashland 
auction was the best we have ever had 
with the highest hammer total, most 
bidders and most new registers for this 
auction. 2017 has been an extreme-
ly good year for Yoder & Frey and we 
have seen momentum build at all our 
sales across the US and our merger 
with Euro Auctions, the largest auction 
house in Europe, has helped us gen-
erate greater interest and also reach 
out to more international and domestic 
buyers. We are working hard to make 
sure 2018 will be an even better year.”
A key feature of the Atlanta, GA auction 

was the inclusion of liquidation stock 
from for Mitchell Contracting Company 
LLC and the overall sale comprised a 
good mix of earth moving equipment, 
trucks and trailers. Of particular note 
were a 2017 Caterpillar 320FL exca-
vator that went for $155,000 and a 
2011 Caterpillar 312D that achieved 
$45,500. A choice of 2011 John Deere 
310J loaders that were in excellent 
overall condition also generated signif-
icant interest, eventually going under 
the hammer for $29,500. 
Consignments to the Ashland, Ohio 

auction included the liquidations from 
CKS Pipeline Contracting LLC and oth-
ers and there was a good proportion of 
unused equipment. In addition to an 

unused Gehl 1640 mini-loader which 
went for $13,500 there were used Cat-
erpillar, Bobcat models plus John Deere 
backhoes that collectively provided a 
choice of vehicle sizes and capabilities. 
Telehandlers and loaders were also in 
good supply at this auction along with 
an array of rollers. The choice included 
an unused Wacker Neuson RD27-120 
that created particular interest and 
achieved $23,500 while unused Cater-
pillar CB24B’s achieved $32,500 and 
unused Bomag BW120AD-5 $30,000. 
Bidding on a choice of low-hours 2017 
Doosan DX225LC was also brisk with 
the final hammer being $95,000.  
The surprise lots were an unused Bar-

ford TR6536 Tracked 65ft x 36 Stock-
pile Conveyor that went for $50,500 
while a choice of unused Barford 
W5032 Wheeled 50ft x 32 Conveyors 
went for an average of $10,000. The 
majority of the vast array of miscella-
neous pieces of small equipment also 
sold well with a number of real bar-
gains being had.
Building on the strong demand from 

existing and new buyers at the De-
cember sales, Yoder & Frey confirmed 
to consignors that interest is steadily 
building for the 2018 Winter Sale in 
Kissimmee, which looks set to be one 
of the best annual auctions yet. 
“For Florida 2018 we are already see-

ing consignments and real commit-
ments from the US and Europe as well 
as from further around the world,” con-
tinues Peter Clark. “Having founded 

the Winter sale in Florida over 40 years 
ago, the expertise our team possesses 
is second to none and our execution is 
faultless. Our market knowledge and 
attention to detail makes Yoder & Frey 
the perfect partner for consignors look-
ing to sell and realize good prices for 
their equipment and machinery.” 
Yoder & Frey is now integrated into a 

truly global sales and marketing net-

work through Euro Auctions, with its 
international sales team sourcing con-
signments from customers around the 
world, as well as introducing machin-
ery to a global market of buyers. 
For more information: info@yod-

erandfrey.com  •  www.yoderandfrey.
com • info@euroauctions.com • www.
euroauctions.com

Among the surprise lots were an unused Barford TR6536 Tracked 65ft x 36 Stockpile Con-
veyor that went for $50,500.

http://www.ransomeattach.com
mailto:info@yoderandfrey.com
http://www.yoderandfrey.com
mailto:info@euroauctions.com
http://www.euroauctions.com
http://www.euroauctions.com
mailto:info@yoderandfrey.com
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by Colleen Suo
The challenge was given at an edu-

cational session presented by Brian 
Gareau. Within a week after the ses-
sion, take one idea and implement it 
in the workplace; take another and 
help someone else. 
Brian Gareau, Inc. is a consulting 

firm that provides tactical and practi-
cal experiences along with executable 
models to accelerate and sustain high 
performance within companies and 
businesses.
One major way to enhance and sus-

tain productivity is to improve com-
munication skills.
Two points were made at the outset:
• We judge ourselves by our inten-

tions, everybody else judges us by our 
actions.
• Communication is simple — but 

not easy.
One of the reasons we think commu-

nication is easy is due to the many 
recent technological enhancements 
for communication devices. Gareau 
contends that the technology is an 
enabler, but we need to make sure we 
are executing the basics really well.
The purpose of the session was not 

to teach anything new, but rather to 
remind us “of some really practical 
things that in the business of our day-
to-day life” we may overlook. As we 
started, differences between hearing 
and listening were listed from some 
familiar quotes. Two that stood out 
for me were:
• “Hearing tells you what music is 

playing, but listening tells you what 
the song is saying.”
• “The biggest communication prob-

lem is we do not listen to understand. 
We listen to reply.”
You may be thinking what does this 

have to do with communicating in the 
workplace? If you understand how 
you’re being heard, it will help you to 
modify how you communicate. 
Gareau explained that hearing is ac-

cidental, involuntary and effortless — 
you hear things all day. Listening, on 
the other hand is focused, voluntary 
and intentional — you have to on pur-
pose listen to someone or something.  

“The best communications are a dia-
log between two individuals — not a 
one-way conversation.” He went on to 
go over some operational definitions 
for the purposes of his presentation. 
Communications, Gareau explained, 

is the giving and receiving of informa-
tion, serves multiple purposes within 
your organization, it is directional (up 
and down between departments and 
laterally within departments) and it 
involves choices — are you going to 
choose whether to participate.
Clarity can be one of the biggest bar-

riers to communicating effectively.
Without clarity as to what’s the mis-

sion, what’s the goal, what’s my role, 
what are our standards; it will be im-
possible to hold people accountable 
and to expect them to perform effec-
tively. 
We’ve all heard the phrase, “words 

have meaning.” What words mean 
to each person will be reflected in 
actions. For instance, Gareau asked 
when something happens “half the 
time”, what percentage is it? How 
about sometimes, frequently, rarely, 
never or always? 
The half and the never may have 

more common expectations, but the 
other time measurements are ex-
tremely subjective. When you request 
a quote or results of a job soon, is it 
clear to the employee how soon soon 
is? 
Do you have commonly used acro-

nyms within your company or orga-
nization? What about jargon? Is ev-
eryone in the loop when it comes to 
defining your companies frequently 
used acronyms and/or jargon? Do all 
the employees know what they stand 
for? Is it possible those same letters 
meant something else in previous em-
ployment for someone or even with-
in different departments? How about 
metrics — how and what you measure 
for use in evaluation and comparison? 
There is an online acronym finder 

and there are over five million acro-
nyms — some with several meanings. 
For instance, there are 37 definitions 
for ROI. Now in all fairness, return on 
investment was the first one but rate 

of interest was number six.  
Another barrier is resistance to 

change. If someone just doesn’t want 
to make the change, they’ll find a 
hundred reasons why you haven’t 
communicated it effectively to them. 
An unlikely barrier to effective com-

munication could be equipment and 
technology. It could be very difficult 
to effectively communicate on a job-
site while trying to use radio head-
sets when workers are required to 
wear ear protection. Gareau pointed 
out that this important safety feature 
could become a barrier to jobsite com-
munication.
Gareau went on to say that we are 

all wired differently. However, we tend 
to deal with people the way we like to 
be dealt with, so learning to identify 
what style of person or people you are 
communicating to and with can clear-
ly be beneficial. 
He identified the four styles repre-

sented by animals as follows: 
• Dolphin: prefers personal commu-

nication, is a great coach and cheer-
leader, delegates by asking “who wants 
to”, prefers an open meeting style and 
solves problems using people/teams. 
Dolphins will want more dialogue in 
the communication process.
• Unicorn: visionary but fragmented 

in communication, very innovative, 
delegates selectively, prefers meetings 
only when needed and solves prob-
lems by trying “something different.” 
Unicorns love to brainstorm through 
a problem — “what if we try this.”
• Eagle: communication is detailed 

and factual, has well developed pro-
cess skills, delegates based on struc-
ture and role defined, prefers very 
standardized meetings and solves 
problems through good documented 
processes. Eagles are very documen-
tation-oriented and will help create 
standardization.
• Tiger: does not like to repeat them-

selves, when they are called to action 
they act quickly with the goal to “get 
‘er done”, delegates minimally, pre-
fers meeting only when necessary 
and solves problems by getting things 
done. Tigers get impatient with delay 
and what they perceive as “wasting 
time.”
Gareau illustrated the point by say-

ing, “if the boss is a Tiger, and his 
staff has a lot of Dolphins in it — if 
the Tiger doesn’t adjust to allow more 
conversation, the Dolphins never tru-
ly “get it.”  If the Dolphins are supervi-
sors or managers, how are they going 
to go out and explain it to the rest of 
your workforce?”
There are four support systems with-

in every business to help you inform 

employees with clarity what you want 
and expect. 
The first is communication. Any way 

you engage with employees formal-
ly or informally, which includes staff 
meetings, one-on-one meetings, a 
website, or company newsletter. Next 
are your policies and procedures, 
these are documented ways detailing 
how you would like work completed 
and what employees should do and 
shouldn’t do. The third support sys-
tem is your standardized process-
es and the fourth is measurement. 
Gareau explained that what is mea-
sured sends a message as to what is 
important within a business or orga-
nization.
Information overload is another bar-

rier. The average human’s short-term 
memory capability is seven ideas (plus 
or minus two). To expand on this 
statement Gareau said, “Think about 
how many meetings you go to where 
you get seven in the first minute and 
then people wonder why didn’t they 
get it?” Too much noise and informa-
tion results in selective hearing and 
not active listening.
Gareau also mentioned that it is 

critical to be able to give and receive 
feedback, both positive and negative 
as part of communications. He sug-
gested five points to help in this of-
ten-difficult aspect. 
• Timing: is this the right time for 

this discussion? If you’ve just come 
from a “bad” meeting, it is probably 
not the right time to approach some-
one else and vise versa.
• Limit your focus: concentrate on 

specific behavior and effects. It is also 
helpful for some to have a “script” so 
you remain on target.
• Delivery: don’t embellish — stick to 

the facts, use “I” instead of “you” (“I 
felt this” or “I heard this”, instead of 
“you did this”) and don’t give advice 
at this point. You are providing feed-
back.
• Receipt: be an active listener. Re-

member, communicating is giving and 
receiving. 
• Afterward: Thank each other and 

look for other opportunities to rein-
force the dialog.
No matter what size company you 

are running or working for, learning 
and executing effective communica-
tion skills can only improve your bot-
tom line. Employees will know what is 
expected of them, your customers will 
receive efficient services in a timely 
manner and everyone will spend less 
time scrambling to correct what they 
thought they were supposed to be do-
ing.

Communication 
on the job: the good, the bad and 

the ugly
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2015 New 
Holland 
E55BX 

37.4HP, Cab, 
Heat/AC/

Radio, 12’9” 
Max Dig Depth 

w/Thumb, 
Approx. 1,150 
Hrs, Rubber 
Tracks, Push 

Blade $55,775

2016 New 
Holland E35B 

23HP, Cab, 
Heat/AC/

Radio, 10’ Max 
Dig Depth, 

Rubber Tracks, 
Push Blade, 

w/Bucket 
$34,975

2008 Bobcat 435 Mini-Ex 49HP, Cab, Heat/AC/
Radio, 11’2” Max Dig Depth w/Thumb & 24” Bkt, 

Approx. 1,800 Hrs, 10,555 Lbs. $32,975

2013 New Holland L230 90HP, 3,000 Lbs. Max Lift, 
Cab, Hi-Flow Hydraulics, Approx. 545 Hrs, w/Bucket 

$49,900

2011 Gehl V270 Skid Steer 70HP, 2,700 Lbs. Max 
Lift, Pilot Controls, Unit Sold w/Bucket, 

Not Pallet Forks $31,995

2005 New Holland LS190.B 81HP, 2,800 Lbs. Max 
Lift, Cab, Hi-Flow Hydraulics w/Bucket 

Price Before Shop $16,000

New Holland 555E Backhoe 79HP, 4WD, Cab, 
Extend-A-Hoe, 4x4 Power Shuttle Transmission w/

Buckets, 14’4” Max Dig Depth $34,975

1999 New Holland 555E 79HP, 4WD, Cab, Extend-
A-Hoe, 4x4 Power Shuttle Transmission, w/Buckets, 

14’4” Max Dig Depth $28,975

2011 Ventrac 4231TD HB580 58” Power Broom, 
Cab w/Heat, Articulating Tractor, Newer Broom Core 

$19,975

New Ventrac SSV w/Broom Stand on Unit, 18.5HP, 
Kawasaki Motor, Hyd. Control Broom, 4x4 Skid Steer 

Drive System, 38” Power Broom $15,225

joe@clintontractor.net • www.clintontractor.net
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Bandit Industries to celebrate 
35th Anniversary in 2018

January  2018

Bandit Industries will spend all of 
2018 celebrating its 35th anniversa-
ry at its mid-Michigan facility, with a 
worldwide dealer network, and with 
many thousands of customers span-
ning multiple industries.
“Thirty-five years is a long time to be 

in business,” said Bandit President 
and co-owner Jerry Morey. “That’s why 
we’re going to take some time in 2018 
to appreciate where we’ve been, what 
we’ve accomplished, and how we want 
to keep innovating and evolving — for 
our employees, for our customers, and 
for our industry.”
Bandit Industries started out as Fore-

most Fabrications in a small one-room 
shop by Mike Morey Sr. and Diane Mo-
rey. The first chipper was a Model 100 
Brush Bandit. That chipper caught on 
in the industry, backed by our com-
mitment to quality and our customers. 
It became so popular in the industry 
that most people knew Foremost Fab-
rications as “Bandit,” so in 1986, we 
took the name officially as Bandit In-
dustries.

Bandit has grown by leaps and bounds 
in the last 35 years, continually refin-
ing our machines, adding new models, 
new product lines, growing our dealer 
network and customer base. Today, 
more than 60,000 Bandit machines 
are in use all around the world, and 
more than 200 dealer locations serve 
our customers in six continents.
During the growth over the last three 

decades, Bandit never lost sight of who 
it is and what is does, said Morey.
“Bandit is a company dedicated to 

producing the highest quality equip-
ment for the hardest working men 
and women,” he said. “For the last 35 
years, we’ve worked tirelessly to build 
the best equipment, and in 2018, we 
reaffirm our commitment to them, and 
to our industry.”
Learn more about Bandit’s complete 

lineup of hand-fed chippers, stump 
grinders, skid-steer attachments, 
whole tree chippers, The Beast® hor-
izontal grinders, and more by visiting 
http://www.banditchippers.com. Mike Morey Sr., founder of Bandit Industries.

Photo courtesy of Bandit

mailto:joe@clintontractor.net
http://www.clintontractor.net
http://www.banditchippers.com
www.clintontractor.net/2016-new-holland-construction-e55bx-new-holland-mini-excavator-inventory.htm?id=2053715&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/2013-new-holland-construction-l230-new-holland-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=1586651&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/2011-gehl-v270-gehl-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=1325708&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/-1-new-holland-construction-ls190-b-new-holland-skid-steer-inventory.htm?id=2172259&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/-1-ford-555e-ford-backhoe-inventory.htm?id=1586789&in-stock=1
www.clintontractor.net/1999-ford-555e-ford-backhoe-inventory.htm?id=2165957&in-stock=1
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Ransome Stump Harvester helps 
landscape contractor meet demand

in southern Delaware
Owner Jerry Santoro of Jerry’s Lawn 

and Tree recently purchased a Ran-
some RSH40 Stump Harvester from 
Ransome Attachments to improve 
the efficiency of its lawn, tree, and lot 
clearing services. This new attachment 
is helping the firm to keep up with 
southern Delaware’s noticeable uptick 
in development. 
Having grown up in a New Jer-

sey-based land clearing family, Santo-
ra branched out on his own in 2005 
to service customers in Sussex Coun-
ty. He runs the six-man operation with 
a sense of urgency that his customers 
were unaccustomed to in this slow-
er-paced rural community. Santora re-
lies heavily on his machinery to main-
tain this pace.
Jerry’s Lawn and Tree works for home-

builders and homeowners, clearing out 
entire premium wooded lots in subdivi-
sions under construction, or selectively 
removing trees for homeowners. It be-
came apparent that a more powerful 
stump harvester was needed as the crew 
encountered 35-inch-diameter timber 
on projects of up to 100 acres. 
Santora started researching stump har-

vester brands on the internet. He was 
soon referred to owner, Eric Ransome by 
his father based on a past business rela-
tionship. Santora called Eric and discov-
ered that the RSH40 was one of the most 
reasonably priced attachments on the 
market. He acquired a Ransome Stump 
Harvester in fall 2017 and mounted the 
attachment on a Hyundai 40,000-pound 
excavator, which had been dedicated to 
stump splitting. 
Santora acknowledges that some of 

the more expensive brands offered 
more features, but he believes the Ran-
some Stump Harvester can outperform 

them. He said: “These attachments can 
do the same job for $15,000 that a sim-
ilar $30,000 unit can do.” 
Santora learned up front that Ran-

some stands by its products. After 
ordering the stump harvester, he was 
informed that there would be a lead 
time of a few weeks while the attach-
ment was being custom-manufactured 
in Philadelphia. Upon delivery it was 
determined that there was a slight 
discrepancy in the stiff-arm length be-
cause of the challenges associated with 
tying into an existing thumb bracket.  
“He (Eric) brought it back and made 

sure the stiff-arm length was correct,” 
Santora said. “I’ve bought things before 
where people take your money and you 
never hear from them again. I’m really 
impressed with it (RSH40), and Ran-
some’s service was awesome.” 
The RHS40 is already being out to the 

test. “We’re in a development now and 
we’ve cleared 65 lots,” said Santora. 
“There were a bunch of stumps up to 35 
inches in diameter. That stump harvester 
has really, really been a blessing to help 
us turn those huge stumps into pieces so 
we can put them into a tub grinder.” 
Jerry’s Lawn and Tree is keeping the 

RSH40 Stump Harvester busy feeding 
the tub grinder on its own projects, 
in addition to processing material for 
other land clearing contractors. The at-
tachment is used to break down large 
stumps and feed the grinder. The con-
tractor relies on the stump harvester 
to support the processing of up to 100 
yards per hour during a typical land 
clearing operation.
As a harvester, the RSH40 has even 

proven effective for extracting stumps 
from the soil, according to Santora. 
Ransome Attachments was selling a 

traditional stump splitter before rolling 
out the RSH40 in September 2015 to 
grant customers this additional func-
tionality. 
Jerry’s Lawn and Tree runs into a va-

riety of trees including Tulip, Poplar, 
Oak, and Pine. Despite having trees 
such as Hickory and Beech that he 
describes as “hard as a rock,” Santo-
ra has not found a match for the Ran-
some Stump Harvester. He says: “On 
the smaller machine (Hyundai Excava-
tor), sometimes you have to take time 
to work through it, but it will split any-

thing I put in front of it. I have a small-
er machine and I’m able to shear these 
massive stumps.” The attachment was 
mounted with a direct pin instead of 
a quick coupler to maximize splitting 
force and reduce wear and tear. 
Santora has recognized the versatility 

of the attachment and is already looking 
to maximize his investment. Ransome 
is currently fabricating an accessory 
that will allow the RSH40 to function 
solely as a grapple. It would appear 
the RSH40 is already establishing deep 
roots for Jerry’s Lawn and Tree.

Jerry’s Lawn and Tree invested in a Ransome Stump Harvester to process tree stumps of up 
to 35 inches in diameter while clearing out building lots in southern Delaware.

Photo courtesy of Jerry’s Lawn and Tree

Jan 6, 2018
Continuing Education for 2A/1C

Call Angela at 508-966-4100 
or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  

Jan 7 – 11, 2018
Transportation Research Board 97th Annual Meeting

Washington, DC. Additional information at: 
http://www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting/AnnualMeeting.aspx

Jan 9 - 11, 2018
NAHB 2018 International Builders Show

Orlando, FL.  
Jan 13, 2018

License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Jan 15 - 19, 2018

AED’s Summit
Mirage, Las Vegas. To register call 800-388-0650 

or visit http://aednet.org/summit/ for more information.  
Jan 20, 2018

License Prep 2A/1B
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  

Jan 22 - 25
Compost 2018

Atlanta, GA. For more information visit http://compostconference.com .  
Jan 23 - 26, 2018
World of Concrete

Las Vegas Convention Center. 
Register today at www.worldofconcrete.com .  

Jan 24 - 26, 2018
National Crane Certification/Knuckle/Boom Truck 

National Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Feb 3, 2018

Continuing Education 2A/1C
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Feb 10, 2018

License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 

or email angela@cranes101.com to register.
Feb 11-13, 2018

C&D World 2018 Annual meeting of the CDRA
Hilton Nashville Downtown, Nashville, TN  

Feb 11 - 14, 2018
NAPA 2018 Annual Meeting

Hilton Bayfront Hotel, San Diego, CA. 
For more information visit http://tinyurl.com/y9ngaqj8 .  

Feb 12 - 14, 2018
National Crane Certification/Truck National Crane Operator 

Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-4100 or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  

Feb 17, 2018
License Prep 2A/1B

Call Angela at 508-966-4100 or email angela@cranes101.com to register.  
Feb 20 - 23, 2018

2018 AEMA-ARRA-ISSA Annual Meeting
Renaissance Esmeralda, 44400 Indian Wells Ln., Indian Wells, CA.

For more information 
visit www.arra.org/event/2018-aema-arra-issa-annual-meeting .  

Feb 22 – 24, 2018
Demolition 2018

Austin Convention Center, Austin, TX. Register online at: 
http://www.demolitionassociation.com/convention

Feb 26 - 28, 2018
2018 AGC Equipment, Technology & Construction Solutions Expo

Hyatt Regency, New Orleans, LA. For more info email 
exhibitsales@agc.com or call 202-768-7917. 

Calendar of Events

mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting/AnnualMeeting.aspx
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://aednet.org/summit/
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://compostconference.com
http://www.worldofconcrete.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://tinyurl.com/y9ngaqj8
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
http://www.arra.org/event/2018-aema-arra-issa-annual-meeting
http://www.demolitionassociation.com/convention
mailto:exhibitsales@agc.com
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© 2017 Terex Corporation. Fuchs and Works For You are 
trademarks owned by Terex Corporation or its subsidiaries.

Compact, manoeuvrable, powerful. 
• Engine optimized towards performance and fuel ef ciency

• Super sensitive load limit control

• Solid steel structure and special kinematics

• Joystick steering and reversing fan as standard

www.terex-fuchs.com

THE ALLROUND  
MATERIAL HANDLER FOR 
INDUSTRIAL RECYCLING

PENN JERSEY MACHINERY LLC
120 Gordon Drive, LIONVILLE, PA 19341

610-363-9200 • Fax: 610-594-0829

847 State Route 12, FRENCHTOWN, NJ 08825
908-824-4200 • Fax: 908-237-1504

1330 Hurffville Rd., DEPTFORD, NJ 08096
856-227-6400 • Fax: 856-227-0046

4805 Scooby Lane, Carrol, OH 43112
1-866-262-4181 • 740-654-5304 • Fax 740-687-9130

525 Golden Oak Pkwy, Cleveland, OH 44146
1-866-262-4181 • 440-439-4567 • Fax 440-439-1789

3120 S Verity Pkwy, Middletown, OH 45044
1-866-262-4181 • 513-649-8105

6325 Central Avenue Pike, Knoxville, TN 37912
865-766-2571 • 865-766-2815

125 Wilsons Mills Rd. Ext., Smithfield, NC 27577
1-855-Kobelco

2636 S. Black Horse Pike, Williamstown, NJ 08094
1-866-262-4181 • 856-404-9675 • Fax 856-404-9682

3729 N. Frontage Road, Lakeland, FL 33810
863-937-6829 • Fax 863-937-6859

141 Brickyard Road, Lexington, SC 29072
803-520-0032 • Fax 803-520-7469

160 Warren Avenue, WESTBROOK, ME 04092
207-854-8411
BANGOR, ME
207-942-4838

  CARIBOU, ME
  207-498-2547

  CONCORD, NH
  603-224-4063

  CHELMSFORD, MA
  978-256-9571

4 Executive Plaza, YONKERS, NY 10701
914-738-5100 • Fax 914-738-6847

601 Coates Avenue, HOLBROOK, NY 11741
631-563-7600 • Fax 631-218-1069

40 Kenosia Avenue, DANBURY, CT 06801
203-743-0088 • Fax 203-743-0266

EDWARD EHRBAR, INC.
www.ehrbar.com

5985 Court St Rd, Syracuse, NY 13206
315-437-2611

17 Northway Lane, Latham, NY 12110
518-220-9500

4554 W. Saile Dr., Batavia, NY 14020
585-344-1931

www.vanquip.com

www.rockroadrecycle.com

http://www.terex-fuchs.com
http://www.ehrbar.com
http://www.vanquip.com
http://www.rockroadrecycle.com
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New caterpillar utility vehicles deliver 
industry-leading performance and 

stability at full load
Caterpillar introduces its first-ev-

er Cat® utility vehicles — the gas-
oline-powered Cat CUV82 and die-
sel-powered CUV102D. Beginning with 
a clean design sheet, Caterpillar gath-
ered extensive customer and dealer 
input to build a UTV that delivers the 
unrivaled combination of durability, 
comfort and maintenance simplicity. 
Rigorous vehicle testing ensures both 
utility vehicles meet the superior qual-
ity and reliability customers expect 
from Caterpillar.
The CUV82 and CUV102D feature a 

rugged steel cargo bed and offer 1,000-
lb (454-kg) total rear cargo capacity 
and 2,000-lb (907-kg) towing capacity 
for outstanding performance in a va-
riety of applications. These Cat UTVs 
deliver a premium experience at a com-
petitive price.          

Built to work
The new CUV082 and CUV102D util-

ity vehicles boast a four-wheel inde-
pendent suspension system with a 
front sway bar to provide unmatched 
stability at full load. A long swing-arm 
suspension, custom-tuned springs and 
shocks deliver a balance between a 
smooth ride and hauling loads. Ample 
ground clearance ensures these vehi-
cles navigate rough terrain with ease.
These new Cat UTVs efficiently com-

plete hauling tasks, quickly maneuver-
ing over rugged terrain at the worksite 
at speeds reaching 45 mph (72 kmph), 
depending on model. The CUV82 is 
powered by a 0.8L three-cylinder gas-
oline engine delivering 50 hp (37 kW), 
while a 1.0L three-cylinder diesel en-
gine delivers 25 hp (18.7 kW) power to 
the CUV102D.

Features such as smooth acceleration, 
clear sightlines and engine braking ca-
pability make the Cat UTV well suited 
for hauling and towing. The intuitive 
column shifter allows the driver to eas-
ily maneuver through all the gears. 
Both models feature a continuously 
variable transmission, tuned specif-
ically for work applications, offering 
smooth transitions and the ability to 
handle loads. The choice of two-wheel 
drive, four-wheel drive or four-wheel 
drive/lock modes permits the driver 
to match vehicle drive to ground con-
ditions.

Quiet and comfortable operation
Cat UTVs are built for quiet and com-

fortable operation all day long. The 
design minimizes noise and vibration 
during operation for a quieter ride. 
The CUV82 and CUV102D comfortably 
seat two riders side-by-side with ample 
leg, elbow and headroom for tall riders.
Driver and passenger seats are both 

sewn for comfort as well as durability, 
plus the driver’s seat position and steer-
ing wheel adjust to ensure a comfort-
able fit. Ample behind-the-seat storage 
and document holder provide space for 
personal items and gear. The passenger 
seat base can be removed and stowed 
behind the driver seat to create floor 
space for hauling oversized items.

Easy to operate and customize
Driving ease and comfort are hall-

marks of the new Cat UTV experience. 
Electric power steering provides supe-
rior handling and tight turning capa-
bilities. The instrument gauge offers 
easy viewing of critical operating infor-
mation such as ground speed, engine 
speed, operating hours, odometer, bat-

tery voltage, engine temperature and 
fuel level.
Customers can customize their Cat 

UTVs to meet specific work needs 
through more than 50 accessory op-
tions. Multiple cab options with sealed 
surfaces on the ROPS structure pro-
vide a weather tight enclosure, while 
other offerings include snow plows, 
heater, front winch and power dump. 
Cat UTVs are prewired for quick do-it-
yourself installation of all options.

Easy service, superior dealer support

Easy access service points simplify ve-
hicle maintenance, while on-board ad-
vanced diagnostics reduce troubleshoot-
ing time. The new CUV82 and CUV102D 
UTVs will be backed by unmatched 
service and support from participating 
Cat UTV dealers. Participating Cat deal-
ers can help with anything from simple 
maintenance questions, to accessory 
selection, to on-site support. These UTV 
models will be available throughout the 
United States and Canada.*
*Excluding California and Quebec

Caterpillar introduces its first-ever Cat® utility vehicles – the gasoline-powered Cat CUV82 
and diesel-powered CUV102D.

Photos courtesy of Caterpillar

McCloskey International welcomes Bison Iron to global dealer network
New addition to North American distribution channel will serve West Coast customers

Screening and crushing industry leader McCloskey 
International has welcomed equipment dealer Bison 
Iron to its global network of distributors. The company 
will serve British Colombia, Canada and Alaska, USA.
Bison Iron is led by partners Liam Quinn and Em-

met Holland, whose extensive crushing and screen-
ing experience in the aggregate industry will reinforce 
McCloskey’s representation.
On announcing the new dealership for McCloskey 

equipment, Liam Quinn noted that “we are excited to 
be representing McCloskey International. The feed-
back we have received has been excellent, and our 
customers are thoroughly impressed with the quali-
ty of the equipment. The fact that the machines are 
built in North America by a privately-owned company 
is a huge advantage.”
Bison Iron has a diverse portfolio of customers within 

the private and public sectors, across multiple industries 
including aggregates, construction & demolition, road-
building and infrastructure, topsoil, and composting.
“Striving to exceed our customers’ expectations on 

after-sales support is very important to us. We invest 

heavily in our parts inventory, which helps maximize 
our customers profitability and keeps downtime to a 
minimum. Our customers realize having the McClo-
skey factory so close is an advantage for everyone,” 
noted Emmet Holland. “We are excited for the growth 
this partnership will bring.”
Bison Iron’s Product Support Staff are factory 

trained and have extensive knowledge of the prod-
ucts they represent. Whether it’s troubleshooting an 
issue over the phone, or being on site, they offer 24/7 
support to customers.
“Bringing Bison Iron on board continues to strength-

en our distribution network in North America,” said 
John O’Neill, Vice-President, sales for McCloskey In-
ternational. “They have the in-the-field experience 
and relationships with their customers to provide 
excellent sales and support for our product lines. It’s 
evident that everyone in the organization takes great 
pride in the product, and that resonates with their 
loyal customers.”
Contact Bison Iron via email. Emmet Holland: emmet@

bisoniron.com or Liam Quinn: liam@bisoniron.com .
Emmet Holland and Liam Quinn of Bison Iron.

Photo courtesy of McCloskey

mailto:liam@bisoniron.com
mailto:emmet@bisoniron.com
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by Andy Slipher
For anyone charged with allocating marketing 

dollars, it can seem like an arduous and even dic-
ey process to decide how much to spend annually, 
and on what. For some, it’s the autopilot response 
of last year’s budget, plus three to fi ve percent. For 
others with limited marketing dollars, it can mean 
the equivalent of putting all one’s eggs in a single 
basket. These are examples of the extremes, but not 
altogether unheard of in marketing. 
But, all the same, there are effective ways to plan, 

allocate and intelligently spend marketing dollars. 
Each involves a step backward from the narrow 
framework of the budget, while interjecting the pur-
pose of the marketing into the practice of budgeting 
dollars toward success. Here are seven best practic-
es to follow when approaching any marketing budget 
process:

Think bigger 
Don’t limit your marketing to media in the tradi-

tional sense. Go beyond even digital and new media. 
People immediately equate marketing spending to 
media. What if you could spend your marketing dol-
lars in a way that would mean reaching your target, 
but not having to dump lots of dollars on big media? 
Marketing is also promotion, incentives, rewarding 
loyalty, creating positive experiences, enhanced ser-
vice, direct communication with the customer, sales, 
relationship-building, or any combination of activi-
ties working together. Get outside the confi ned silo 
of the marketing function and media option. Begin to 
think how you can most effi ciently impact customer 
conversion. Don’t be afraid to be dramatic. What if 
time, money and scale were not consequential fac-
tors? Let your mind wander to big ideas, then fi nd 
ways to work around your resource limits. If you 
need help, bring someone in from the outside to chal-
lenge your thinking. None of this has to be expensive 
— just effective.

Build the cost of marketing into 
your product or service 

Have you accounted for the cost to market and sell 
your product or service into its cost to produce? It’s 
too easy to say, “we’re not spending enough on mar-
keting.” But, you’re handicapping yourself even fur-
ther if you’re not building marketing into the cost 
of your product or service. In short, you’re cheating 
yourself by not being realistic. The If-You-Build-It-
They-Will-Come approach works only in the mov-
ies. Drawing customers (large or small numbers) to 
your service or product is an inherent part of selling. 
You’re either generating such attention yourself or 
drafting off of something else. Either way, resources 
(usually in the form of people and money) need to be 

allocated for such activities.
Target

This might seem obvious, but basic consideration 
of your specifi c target customer in your spending 
strategy can make your marketing budget go much 
further. Knowing your best customers inside and out 
will enable you to do this. You don’t have to speak to 
the universe. Just speak to your universe. Focus on 
the essential few with the highest chance for conver-
sion. Budget and spend your acquisition dollars to-
ward them fi rst. Then, migrate out from there. If your 
target audience is too big, you probably don’t know 
enough about them. Look, listen and learn in order 
to segment. It is well worth the time.

Focus on behavioral change 
over attitudes and awareness

If you’re short on marketing dollars, don’t even think 
about building awareness. Forget consideration sets 
and good feelings about your brand, company or 
product. If you have very limited marketing dollars 
to spend, these are not your biggest issues. Instead, 
focus on differentiation, an emotional hook and get-
ting the customer to act (i.e. buy). Demonstrate why 
you’re better, engage them in an emotional decision 
and call them to action. No cheesy or cliché come-
ons. Be dramatically and truthfully different in a way 
that convinces your customer to give you a try. Atti-
tudes follow behavior.

Treat marketing as an investment
If you want it to yield a return, you must treat mar-

keting as an investment. One of the biggest mistakes 
by some marketers today is throwing around the 
term ROI (return on investment) in conjunction with 
their marketing spending, while treating it as an oc-
casional or periodic expense. This is hypocrisy. If you 
want long-term, sustained ROI from your marketing, 
treat it as you would a true investment (in your prod-
uct, service and business). Remember: the “I” in ROI 
stands for investment.

Strategy fi rst 
This is the single most valuable tool in your market-

ing arsenal. Thinking effi ciently and with reverence 
to clearly defi ned marketing and business goals will 
help you distill your goals, intentions and plans guid-
ing you to determine how much to spend and where 
to spend it. Speaking from experience, the practice of 
strategic thinking takes a load of time and guesswork 
away from determining where to best spend market-
ing dollars.

Zero-base your budget
If you’ve made it as far as a strategic plan, a ze-

ro-based marketing budget should come as no sur-
prise. Your strategic goals, business and marketing 
objectives will lead you to tactical media spending. 

Start from scratch so that your spending match-
es that of what you want to accomplish. You’ll be 
amazed at how focused a budget it can yield.
Budgeting for marketing is far less complicated 

when you can approach it with greater intention and 
priorities in mind. Follow these tried and true prac-
tices and your marketing budget process will be a 
much more effective exercise.

About the author: 
Andy Slipher is founder of Slipher Marketing, a con-

sultancy where strategy comes fi rst, followed by tan-
gible marketing results. He is an accomplished strat-
egist, interim CMO, speaker and writer on marketing 
strategy. He is marketing segment lecturer for SMU’s 
accredited Bank Operations Institute for professional 
bankers, and for the Independent Bankers Associa-
tion of Texas (IBAT). Andy’s forthcoming book is The 
Big How: Where Strategy Meets Success. For more in-
formation, visit www.Slipher.com .

Seven best practices 
to budget (and spend) 

for marketing

http://www.Slipher.com
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To Place A Classified Ad Phone 1 (800) 836-2888 • Fax (518) 673-2381 •  E-mail: classified@leepub.com
RRR Mailing Address Classifieds,

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
Number / Classification
  20   Air Compressors
  25   Air Tools
  55   Appraisal Services
  60   Asphalt Equipment
  65   Asphalt Recycling
  70   At tach ments
  80   Auctions
  85   Backhoe/Loaders
150   Buckets
165   Business Opportunities
200   Chippers
220   Compaction Equipment
225   Composting Equipment
245   Concrete Products
250   Concrete Recycling
255   Construction Demolition
265   Construction  Eq. For Rent
270   Construction  Eq. For Sale
275   Construction  Machinery

Want ed
300   Conveyors
310   Cranes
320   Crushing Equipment
365   Demolition
375   Dozers
400   Drills
415   Employment Wanted
425   Engines
430   Excavators
470   Financial Services
495   For Rent 
505   Forklifts
535   Generators
550   Gradalls
555   Graders
610   Help Wanted
635   Hoists
705   Legal Notices
745   Loaders
760   Lumber & Wood Prod ucts
780   Maintenance & Repair
805   Miscellaneous
880   Parts
890   Pavers
912   Point Of Sale
925   Pressure Washers
940   Quarry Equipment
950   Real Estate For Sale
955   Real Estate Wanted
975   Rentals

1017   Scrapers
1020   Screening Equipment
1040   Services Offered
1065   Skid Steer Loaders
1085   Snowplows
1105   Sweepers
1120   Tools
1130   Tractors
1140   Trailers
1145   Training
1170   Truck Parts & Equip ment
1180   Trucks
1185   Used Equipment
1205   Wanted
1230   Wood Waste Grinders
1235   Wood Waste Recycling

Announcements Announcements

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
Thursday, January 18th

For as little as $10.00 - place a classified ad in

Rock Road Recycle
Call Peg at1-800-836-2888

or 518-673-0111
or email classified@leepub.com

Announcements

CHECK YOUR AD - ADVER-
TISERS should check their
ads. Lee Publications, Inc.
shall not be liable for typo-
graphical, or errors in publica-
tion except to the extent of the
cost of the first months inser-
tion of the ad, and shall also
not be liable for damages due
to failure to publish an ad. Ad-
justment for errors is limited to
the cost of that portion of the
ad wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800-
836-2888

ADVERTISERS
Get the best response from
your advertisements by
including the condition, age,
price and best calling hours.
Also we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 times
for maximum benefits. Call
Peg at 1-800-836-2888

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Construction
Equipment

Big Tex tandem, 5th wheel
trailer, $6,500; screening
plant, $18,000; large roll-
back truck, 30’ tandem,
$45,000; skid steer,
$12,500; Case skid steer,
$8,500; several backhoes,
tractors, dozers.
Smiley’s Equipment

518-634-2310

Custom Services

BUSINESS CARDS: 1,000
for only $60.00 full color
glossy. Any way you want
them designed, we will help
you. FREE SHIPPING in-
cluded. Call Lee Newspapers
at 518-673-0101 or email us at
commercialprint@leepub.com 

Parts

TROMMEL BRUSHES

Mfg. By
DUFF BRUSH LLC
Powerscreen, Wildcat,

McCloskey, Retech
& Others

1-877-863-3319
www.duffbrush.com

Recycling Equipment

FUCHS 331 MATERIAL HAN-
DLER with orange peel grap-
ple, 13,000 hours, (2006)
13kw generator, fleet main-
tained, $28,000. Greensboro,
NC. 336-9315507

4 Easy Ways To Place A
ROCK ROAD RECYCLE Classified

Name: (Print) ________________________________________________________________
Street: _________________________________________ County: ______________________
City: _____________________________________________ St.: ________ Zip: ___________
Phone: ____________________________________Fax:______________________________
Cell:________________________________E-mail: __________________________________

m I have enclosed a Check/Money Order

m Please charge my credit card:

m American Express          m Discover          m Visa          m MasterCard

Card #:______________________________________________________Exp. Date:________

* (REQ.) Card Security Code #_________________

Signature: _________________________________________________ Date:_____________

FOR BEST RESULTS, RUN
YOUR AD FOR TWO IS SUES!

Cost per issue: $10.00 for the first 14
words, 30¢ each ad di tion al word.

(Phone # counts as one word)

Number of Issues to Run______

(for credit card payment only)

(MM/YY)

(MM/YY)

$10.00 $10.30

$11.20 $11.50$10.60 $10.90

$12.40 $12.70$11.80 $12.10

$13.60 $13.90$13.00 $13.30

$14.80 $15.10$14.20 $14.50

MAIL IT IN -
Fill out the form, cal cu late the cost, en close your check/money order or
credit card in for ma tion and mail to:
ROCK ROAD RECYCLE Classifieds,

PO Box 121,
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428 

3.

1.
FAX IT IN -
For MasterCard, Visa, American
Express or Discover customers...
Fill out the form completely
and fax to Peggy at
(518) 673-2381

2.

PHONE IT IN -
Just give Peggy a call at

1-800-836-2888

E-MAIL IT IN -
E-mail your ad to classified@leepub.com

e-mail or call with your credit card information.

4.

JAN 6, 2018
Continuing Education

for 2A/1C
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

JAN 7 – 11, 2018
Transportation 

Research Board 97th
Annual Meeting

Washington, DC. Addi-
tional information at:
http://www.trb.org/An
nualMeeting/AnnualMe
eting.aspx

JAN 9 - 11, 2018
NAHB 2018 

International Builders
Show

Orlando, FL.  
JAN 13, 2018

License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

JAN 15 - 19, 2018
AED's Summit

Mirage, Las Vegas. To reg-
ister call 800-388-0650 or

visit http://aednet.org/
summit/ for more infor-
mation.  

JAN 20, 2018
License Prep 2A/1B

Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

JAN 22 - 25
Compost 2018

Atlanta, GA. For more in-
formation visit http://co
mpostconference.com .  

JAN 23 - 26, 2018
World of Concrete

Las Vegas Convention
Center. Register today at
www.worldofconcrete.com
.  

JAN 24 - 26, 2018
National Crane 

Certification/Knuckle/
Boom Truck National 

Certification
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

FEB 3, 2018
Continuing Education

2A/1C
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.  

FEB 10, 2018
License Prep 2A/1C/3A
Call Angela at 508-966-
4100 or email angela@cr
anes101.com to register.

FEB 11-13, 2018
C&D World 2018 

Annual meeting of the
CDRA

Hilton Nashville Down-
town, Nashville, TN  

FEB 11 - 14, 2018
NAPA 2018 Annual

Meeting
Hilton Bayfront Hotel, San
Diego, CA. For more infor-
mation visit http://tin
yurl.com/y9ngaqj8 .  

Help Wanted Help Wanted

Need to Hire Someone?
Looking For Your Next Star 

Employee?
 Check out the 

ROCK ROAD 
RECYCLE

JOB BOARD
Go to

jobs.hardhat.com

WASTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT NEWS
E-mail announcement of your upcoming
event(s) to: csuo@leepub.com We must re-
ceive your information, plus a contact
phone number, prior to the deadline that's
noted under the Announcements heading
on the 1st page of these WHEN Classifieds.

* * *

Calendar of Events

Lumber &
Wood Products

Lumber &
Wood Products

mailto:classified@leepub.com
mailto:classified@leepub.com
mailto:commercialprint@leepub.com
http://www.duffbrush.com
mailto:classified@leepub.com
http://www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting/AnnualMeeting.aspx
http://aednet.org/summit
http://www.compostconference.com
http://www.worldofconcrete.com
www.tinyurl.com/y9ngaqj8
mailto:csuo@leepub.com
www.jobs.hardhat.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
mailto:wiwpine@gmail.com
mailto:angela@cranes101.com
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-218-5586

APRIL 4 & 5, 2018
NEW YORK STATE FAIRGROUNDS • SYRACUSE, NY 

WEDNESDAY 8-4  • THURSDAY 8-3

GIVEAWAYS, DOOR PRIZES & DON’T MISS 
THE SKID STEER RODEO ON WEDNESDAY!!

LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF PROGRESS
AND THE HORTICULTURE BUILDING

LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF PROGRESS
AND THE HORTICULTURE BUILDING

SYRACUSE, NY

Show Manager: Ken Maring • 1-800-218-5586 or 518-673-0103 • Fax 518-673-3245
Hard Hat Expo is Produced by the Trade Show Division of Lee Newspapers, Inc.

Sponsored by:  www.rockroadrecycle.com

www.hardhatexpo.com

http://www.rockroadrecycle.com
http://www.hardhatexpo.com
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With landfills across the United States banning yard 
waste dumping and citizens wanting to be more en-
vironmentally responsible, a new market emerged — 
composting. It’s a market that has been around for a 
long time but is finally coming into its own as more 
people begin to understand the benefits of reusing 
the organic waste that was once thought useless. 
Leading the way in the emerging composting mar-

ket are tree care and recycling contractors who have 
committed themselves to expand-
ing their operations to give their 
customers more. For these orga-
nizations, breaking into the com-
posting market has led to substan-
tial growth through hard work, 
education and adding the right 
equipment to produce high-quality 
materials. 
Seeing growth in the emerging 

composting market in the Midwest 
are two organizations based in Illi-
nois. While neither company start-
ed in the composting market, both 
have experienced success. 

From nursery to composting
First up is Garden Prairie, IL based 

Garden Prairie Organics (GPO), a 
family business that was found-
ed 2009. The company started off 
using compost in its tree nursery, 
Garden Prairie Nursery, in 2007. 
Seeing the benefits of compost at 
its nursery, the company decided 
to begin processing compost for 
themselves and the tree care cus-
tomers they work with. 
According to Mike Dimucci, man-

ager of GPO, the Midwest compost market is still in 
the beginning stages. “There are still some stigmas 
out there about composting — a lot of customers still 
think it smells because they used it 15 years ago, 
and they got a bad batch or used something that was 
not completely processed,” he explained. “Between 
when the yard waste ban in landfills took effect in 
the 1990’s to now, the advances in research and pro-
cessing of compost has come really far. Compost, as 

long as it’s been processed properly, is a viable alter-
native for waste disposal and organic material use.”
GPO has been working with customers in the area 

to help them understand what compost is and how 
to use it. “Many customers come into GPO thinking 
they need topsoil,” says Dimucci. “When we ask them 
what they are using it for, they often say they are 
seeding and need it to cover the seeds. What they 
really need is compost.”

GPO’s Process
GPO employs a multi-step, 

closely monitored composting 
process with measured inputs of 
water, air, carbon-rich and nitro-
gen-rich materials. The organic 
decomposition process is aided 
by grinding plant matter, adding 
water when needed and ensur-
ing proper aeration by regularly 
turning the mixture.  
GPO receives organic materials 

for composting in many shapes 
and sizes. According to Dimuc-
ci, they operate a Vermeer® 
TG7000 tub grinder, a Vermeer 
CT718 compost turner and two 
Vermeer trommel screens — a 
521 unit and a 626 model to 
handle all the material. 
“We use our Vermeer tub grind-

er to process material as it comes 
into our facility,” Dimucci said. 
“We then mix it the way we want 
it, put it out in the windrows and 
take the temperature, as well as 
check the oxygen and moisture 
levels. Then we run our CT718 

Midwestern companies savvy on composting

Midwest Compost’s father and son team: (L-R) Charlie and Pat Murphy with their Vermeer TG7000 tub grinder.
Photos courtesy of Midwest Compost

by Matt Eul, Marketing Specialist – Recycling and Forestry, Vermeer Corporation
Provided by: Vermeer Corporation, Pella, Iowa

GPO employs a multi-step, closely monitored composting process with measured inputs of water, air, car-
bon-rich and nitrogen-rich materials. 

Photo courtesy of GPO
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compost turner through it and process it up. Once 
it’s finished material, we’ll cure it, and then run it 
through one of our two screeners, either it’s our 626 
or our 521 trommel screen, and finish with a premi-
um compost.” 
The type and size of the finished product depends 

on GPO’s customer needs. For example, the compost 
a golf course needs is finer, a landscape contractor 
needs a medium product, and the material can be 
coarser for agricultural uses. 

Giving customers more
Down the road, in Elgin, IL another company found 

that expanding its operations into compost and 
mulch has led to long-term success. 
Midwest Compost, LLC started in 2000 when Char-

lie Murphy opened a yard waste transfer station in 
West Chicago, IL. Midwest Compost’s primary busi-
ness back then was collecting the waste of others. 
Over the years, Charlie grew the business to a point 
where a second transfer station was needed, so he 
enlisted the help of his son Pat. The two of them have 
since opened a second facility in the nearby city of 
Elgin.
The father and son team saw many landscapers in 

those early years dropping off yard waste and leav-
ing with empty trucks. That single observation would 
eventually lead to what Midwest Compost is today; a 
manufacturer of mulch and compost that sells and 
distributes landscaping material to professional con-
tractors, as well as homeowners around the greater 
Chicago area. 
At first, Midwest Compost relied on other manu-

facturers to bring in materials to their facilities, and 
then they would sell it to the landscapers who were 
dumping off yard debris. “The idea was to help our 
customers be more efficient with their time,” explains 
Pat Murphy, operations manager for Midwest Com-
post. “It didn’t take long for us to determine that sell-
ing mulch and compost would be a good idea for our 
businesses.”
The Murphys decided that it didn’t make sense to 

be relying on others to supply them with the mate-
rial when they had access to raw materials needed 

to produce their products. They turned to their local 
Vermeer dealer to look at their options for grinding 
their own material. 
“When we started recycling our wood waste, we 

would rent a tub grinder from Vermeer Midwest for 
a few days at a time,” explains Murphy. “That op-
tion worked well for a while, but we needed to in-
crease the amount of grinding we were doing to keep 
up with demand, which is why we subcontracted the 
work out to another company that owned a Vermeer 
TG9000 tub grinder. We eventually grew the busi-
ness to a point where it made more sense for us to 
purchase our own machine. And in 2010, we bought 
our own Vermeer TG7000 tub grinder.” 
Now, during the peak working season, the compa-

ny employees up to 12 people to manufacture mulch 
and compost. 

A common partner
For anyone getting started in the composting indus-

try, there is a lot to learn. GPO and Midwest Com-
post have both depended on the expertise provided 

by the Recycling and Forestry Specialist at Vermeer 
Midwest to help their businesses expand into the 
compost market.   
According to Murphy, he’s done his research and 

found that Vermeer manufactures quality machines 
that last. “In addition to the equipment, I have valued 
the relationship we’ve established with the team at 
Vermeer Midwest over the years,” he explains. “Those 
guys bent over backward making sure we have what 
we need, when we need it. They also went the ex-
tra mile to come out and make sure my guys were 
trained on how to use the tub grinder. That makes a 
big difference.”  

Investing in compost
With a larger focus on “going green” and being 

“eco-friendly,” many companies like GPO and Mid-
west Composting are viewing organic waste in a new 
way. As an emerging market, there are still tremen-
dous opportunities for organizations looking to ex-
pand their business and willing to invest. 

Midwest Compost manufactures, sells and distributes landscaping material to professional contractors, as 
well as homeowners around the greater Chicago area. 

The Murphys decided that it didn’t make sense to be relying on others to supply them with the material when they had access to raw materials needed 
to produce their products. 
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INVOLVED IN MORE THAN ONE INDUSTRY?
Weʼre here to help you

&Wine
CRAFT BEVERAGE NEWS

Regional Agriculture | Paid Subscription (Weekly)

SUBSCRIBE

SUBSCRIBE

SUBSCRIBE

SUBSCRIBE
Northeast Equine Market | Free Subscription (Monthly)

Regional Horticulture | Paid Subscription (Monthly)

National Craft Beverage | Paid Subscription (Monthly)

LEE NEWSPAPERS, INC.
PO Box 121, 6113 St. Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

SUBSCRIPTIONS
888-596-5329
FAX 518-673-2699
Email: subscriptions@leepub.com

Our premier weekly agricultural 
newspaper has four editions covering 
agriculture from Maine through North 
Carolina. Every issue is loaded with 
national, regional and local agricultural 
news, equipment, service advertising 
and auctions.

Business Type: (check all that apply)

Business Type: (check all that apply)

Business Type: (check all that apply)

SUBSCRIBE FOR FREE

by visiting our website
and fi lling out our simple form.

For any questions,
Contact your sales rep by 
calling our toll free number:

800-218-5586
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info@rockroadrecycle.com
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Mane Stream is a monthly horse 
publication reaching Maine to Northern 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Mane 
Stream is sent to horse owners who 
request it and all of our 49 affi  liated horse 
associations as well as tack shops, feed 
stores, stables, auction barns and where 
horse people frequent.

Our new digital publication and 
accompanying website connects 
buyers, decision-makers, dealers, 
manufacturers, service providers and 
end users across all three industries. 
RockRoadRecycle.com off ers marketing 
through our digital magazine, our 
website, three e-newsletters targeted 
toward each industry, social media, 
email promotions and other
numerous opportunities.

Wine & Craft Beverage News off ers 
features, news and information on growing 
grapes and making/selling wines and craft 
beverages. Learn tips on how to start or 
improve your business.

Country Folks Grower is the regional 
newspaper for all segments of 
commercial horticulture. Each issue is 
fi lled with important information for 
the greenhouse, nursery, garden center, 
landscaper, fruit/vegetable growers & 
farm marketers.
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The one publication for all aspects of commercial horticulture
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In this issue —
Can small businesses offer career tracksto their Millennial employees?
Experts examine value of organic 
research projects
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HOW ROCK 
GETS BROKEN

HEAVY LIFTING IN 

THE 21ST CENTURY

DAKOTA WOOD GRINDING

POWERING ST. PAUL

&
SERVING WINERIES, BREWERIES, DISTILLERIES, CIDERIES  AND OTHER CRAFT BEVERAGE PRODUCERS

SEPTEMBER 2017 Volume 6 Number  10

Hands-on science
to create art

In this issue
Petoskey area wineries garner
“Best of Class” at 40th Annual
Michigan Wine Competition
Wordsmithing your cider

Eastern    Edition
Your Weekly Connection to Agriculture

Volume 46
Number 39

$1.99

11 September 2017
Section 

One of Three

Columnists
Lee Mielke
Mielke Market Weekly         A22
Paris Reidhead
Crop Comments A6

Auctions                 C1
Beef         A8

Farmer to Farmer B4
Farm Safety      A20

Herkimer County’s best

~ A5

Farm News • Equipment for Sale • Auctions • Classifi eds

Maximizing late-season 
harvest in a challenging 

year ~ A2
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www.cfmanestream.com Your Connection to the Northeast Equine Market

All Breeds • All DisciplinesSeptember 2017 Volume 8 Number 7

National Day of the 
Cowboy ~ page 16

COLUMNISTS

Judy Van Put
Horse Tales          13

Lynn Palm
Palm Partnership   5

Section 
One of One

Horse Progress Days 
showcases

advancements
~ 2

Fall Riding   6

*Digital 
publications 
require a valid 
email address

One year: $24
Two years: $40

Digital 1 year: $12

One year print: $12
Two years digital: $12

Free upon request

One year: $50
Two years: $85

Digital 1 year: $25

Global Construction Resource | Free Subscription (Monthly)

Former l y  N AQN,  HHN and  WHEN

Free online subscription
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